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Youth culture is a key area of research within cultural studies. 
Seminal projects so far have explored everything from the politics of 
delinquency, to the consumption of pop music, to the role of pedagogical 
institutions in framing young people's sense of identity. Nonetheless, there 
seems to be a lack of research on youth entrepreneurs within this field. This 
dissertation analyses the representation of entrepreneurial youths within 
popular media narratives during the dot.com boom period. It also explores the 
extent to which certain critical frameworks established within the field of 
cultural studies, about how youth energies are expressed and interpreted, 
might contribute towards developing a broader understanding of the 
entrepreneurial narratives that have emerged recently as a vital dimension of 
contemporary popular culture, and how these might in turn lead us to re-
evaluate certain interpretive and theoretical assumptions of the discipline, in 
quite significant ways.  
"Chapter One: An Introduction" introduces this dissertation's 
broad approach in attempting to analyse certain media narratives that focus 
on dot.com youth entrepreneurs. "Chapter Two: Conceptual and Contextual 
Background" offers an outline of the historical context of the New Economy, 
its popular legacies, and a consideration of what has come to be commonly 
referred to as "dot.com culture". "Chapter Three: Youth Narratives in 
Research Literature" begins with a survey of various denotations and 
connotations attached to the concept of "youth", and moves on to examine a 
series of research texts focussing on three broad categories in the literature on 
youth culture studies: namely, subcultures, media representation of the youth, 
and the network of relationships between various youth-related institutions. It 
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concludes with a reconstruction of how we might understand the signifier 
"youth" from these resources, especially in terms of how this has been 
characterised in relation to business culture. "Chapter Four: Narratives of 
Entrepreneurial Youth" attempts to outline a discursive profile of dot.com 
youth entrepreneurs, through a survey of general commentaries, business 
histories and biographies, and media reports.  
"Chapter Five: Entrepreneurial Tales and Theory" looks at the 
extent to which tales of entrepreneurial youth experiences might in fact be 
addressed in a manner coherent with the preceding scholarly convention, in 
that accounts of youth entrepreneurship might be read as narratives of 
cultural struggle. At the same time, though, an alternative possibility is also 
weighed, that the characterisation of entrepreneurial youth remains contrary 
to the discipline's theoretical conceptualisation of youth culture and thus 
cannot as yet be economically addressed, except as a form of noise, or semiotic 
blockage. "Chapter Six: Concluding Statements" offers a summary of the main 
arguments raised, and proposes some tentative closing thoughts on the 
matter.  
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CHAPTER ONE: AN INTRODUCTION 
 
I. BRIEF DESCRIPTION. 
This dissertation examines a body of popular media narratives 
about dot.com youth entrepreneurs. This is in order to explore the extent to 
which certain critical frameworks established by cultural studies, about how 
youthful energies are expressed, might contribute towards developing a 
broader understanding of issues related to the emergence of financial and 
entrepreneurial narratives as increasingly prominent dimensions of popular 
culture, and vital aspects of general socio-cultural participation in the era 
following the dot.com boom. In juxtaposing these media narratives with a 
more canonical gallery of youth narratives as found in cultural studies and 
some of its related research domains, this dissertation will explore the 
argument that the contemporary popularisation of narratives of 
entrepreneurial youth might in fact lead us to re-evaluate certain interpretive 
and pedagogical assumptions of the discipline, in quite significant ways.  
Cultural studies has done much to extend the boundaries of 
scholarly discourse on youth culture. Over the past few decades, it has 
proposed certain rhetorical, theoretical and pedagogical strategies for 
engaging with the energetic expressions and cultural formations associated 
with the domain of youth. Since the seventies, many of these strategies and 
methodologies have also come to influence various other academic disciplines. 
There is little, if any, exaggeration to the claim that almost any field of 
academic research that targets the vibrant world of youths, whether media 
studies or sociology or policy studies, might owe a debt, even if implicitly, to 
the field of cultural studies in this way. 
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One distinguishing characteristic of this discipline is that it also 
practises a strong commitment to challenging individuals, institutions and 
governments alike, to value and validate the seemingly misguided forms of 
youthful rebellion, because it is through the deep analysis of these modes of 
conflict that we might arrive at some new and vital insights about the 
discursive formations that define the stories we tell of ourselves, and the world 
that we live in. This activity is seen to be particularly crucial because it keeps 
alive the possibility of ethical and political engagement and change. 
This dissertation was initially motivated by two main 
developments, that might also serve to contextualise the discussions here: 
firstly, the emergent cultural and technological conditions that have rendered 
entrepreneurial youth an increasingly common phenomenon in numerous 
developed countries around the world, from the US to Singapore, China and 
India; and secondly, the significant rise in the number of reports and debates 
over the entrepreneurial character of cultural studies, as an enterprising 
discipline that has flourished across tertiary institutions around the world. In 
this light, I have prepared this dissertation in the hope of participating in, as 
well as contributing to, the ongoing dialogue about these key issues, and the 
related challenges that the discipline might come to face as a result of these 
transformations.  
What is particularly unique about this dissertation, and for the 
same reasons potentially problematic, is that it explores the possibility of 
celebrating the emergence of entrepreneurial youth narratives as a valid and 
valuable cultural phenomenon. I have attempted to pursue this in a manner 
that parallels the way punk rockers, headbangers, gangbangers, ravers and 
hackers have been profiled previously, within the discipline. In seeking to 
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articulate the voices of entrepreneurial youngsters, and celebrate an unusual 
cultural formation that has not yet been acknowledged within the discipline, I 
hope to offer fresh insights about how these individuals understand 
themselves and the world around them. As many of the arguments offered in 
this dissertation address the manner in which cultural studies has come to 
structure youth in symbolic opposition to the institutions of business culture, 
what this study might also finally foreground, are the deeper stakes involved 
in acknowledging and negotiating how issues of financial value and 
entrepreneurial competence are structured, within the disciplinary discourse. 
 
II. OBJECTIVES OF STUDY. 
On the whole, the broad objectives of this study can be thus 
summarised: firstly, to contribute to the project of understanding 
contemporary youth culture; secondly, to explore the resourcefulness of the 
interpretive framework within the cultural research paradigm as applied in 
analysing these narratives of entrepreneurial youth; and thirdly, to consider 
the significance of these dot.com youth narratives within the context of 
globalised youth culture. 
 
a. Contribute to Understanding of Youth Culture. 
This dissertation seeks to introduce certain narratives of 
dot.com youth entrepreneurs into the research field, in order to examine how 
these narratives might be understood in relation to the narratives of youth 
that already exist within the literature thus far. Chapter Four, particularly, will 
attempt to address the questions: Who are these entrepreneurial dot.com 
youths? What are their values? How might we begin to appreciate their 
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cultural landscape? What are their characteristic modes of communication? 
What is revealed about how they perceive the world around them, in relation 
to the institutions of school and work? In addressing these questions, this 
dissertation seeks to explore how these youth entrepreneurs might be seen to 
define for themselves the conditions that limit their ability to negotiate their 
own sense of identity within their cultural space. This approach reflects the 
critical perspective that the "process of identity formation always happens in 
spaces that both construct and limit possibilities and the places that have 
already been invested with meaning." (Helfenbein 22) As such, it is through 
unfolding these narratives of conflict, that we might access the processes that 
structure the youths' entrepreneurial expressions. 
The crucial consideration I have had to negotiate here is that 
within the founding tradition of cultural studies, the ethnography of youth 
culture has largely centred on the study of what might be loosely labelled 
working-class youth, in a manner that foregrounds their symbolic resistance 
to the institutions of business and governmental authority. This, however, is a 
distinction that might not be so conveniently applied in the case of dot.com 
youth entrepreneurs, who appear to come from a different socio-economic 
background, and espouse different cultural and personal values altogether. At 
the same time, although the apparent difference at stake might be 
simplistically conceived of in terms of a variation in social class, there are also 
many key commonalities to be noted in the respective narrative structures, as 
I will unfold throughout this dissertation. 
There are also certain political subtleties and contextual 
undercurrents to reconsider, given the significant extent to which they serve 
to define, structure and even characterise cultural studies as a discourse of 
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cultural criticism. For example, the scholarship foregrounds the sentiments of 
Stuart Hall, a leading figure in British cultural studies, who stressed that the 
practice of theoretical engagement should transcend mere linguistic and 
discursive engagement, and attend to a wider intellectual and ideological 
concern altogether, so as not to "ignore[s] the materialities of power and 
inequality." (Morley and Chen 15) Hall's perspective here is offered as an 
articulation of a vital agenda within the discipline, one that's concerned with 
defining the manner in which cultural studies should be practised, or 
reproduced, or instituted. The emphasis here is on the historical dimension of 
the critical discourse, and cautions against anticipated attempts to perhaps 
dilute the political and ideological tradition of the discipline even as its texts 
are revived and engaged with in newly emergent, and possibly contradictory, 
contexts. Methodologically speaking, this also proposes that there should 
always be a certain political dimension to the project of cultural criticism -- 
even if this might at first seem extraneous to the "language and textuality" 
before us -- which would necessarily inform how we might interpret the 
symbolic manifestations of power and politics.  
As much as this assumption might prove to be a critical 
challenge to this dissertation's attempt to analyse, and even celebrate, 
narratives of entrepreneurial youths, it is just as productive to consider here 
how the examination of these narratives of entrepreneurial youths, as bits of 
language and texts, might represent an incremental contribution towards 
illuminating the mechanisms of larger discursive structures at work, in 
determining how the representation of youth, as well as the thematisation of 
financial values, might be constituted, appreciated, or alternatively resisted, 
through various narrative strategies. Specifically in the case of this 
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dissertation, these arguments are limited to the manner in which I have 
attempted to collate and analyse certain accounts of entrepreneurial youths as 
surfaced during the dot.com era, sometimes also referred to as the New 
Economy. This project thus represents my own attempt to engage with a 
certain emergent cultural phenomenon that has been constituted and 
contested through narrative representation. In particular, I am inspired in this 
matter to a considerable extent by the likes of Turner, who explains: 
Much of the best work "starts not with a text or a theory 
(although it is certainly theoretically informed and alert) but 
with a social group -- bikers, schoolboys, housewives -- and 
observes their use of commodities and messages to produce 
culture, meanings and interpretations." (Batsleer et al. 
1985:145)1 (143) 
 
As I will go on to elaborate in Chapter Five, while the research 
literature more conventionally represents youth and business culture in 
opposition with one another, the formulation of entrepreneurial youth as 
instead a sort of integration of the two serves to complicate certain ideological 
assumptions and connotations attached to the term "youth", as it has been 
more commonly applied within the disciplinary discourse. The engagement 
attempted here, as I hope to develop in the following pages, seeks to evaluate 
the significance of this complication in specific relation to two issues. On one 
level, the narratives of entrepreneurial youths indeed suggest an intriguing 
complication of how the youth/business opposition has been conventionally 
characterised not only in the discipline, but also in the wider discourse of 
popular media. On another level, even simultaneously, contemporary 
discussions on the pedagogical dimension of cultural studies have also been 
attempting to negotiate this same general development in that its audience, so 
                                                
1 Batsleer, Janet, Tony Davies, Rebecca O'Rourke and Chris Weedon. Rewriting English: Cultural Politics of Gender 
and Class. London: Methuen, 1985. 
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to speak, has grown noticeably more entrepreneurial and market-driven in 
character; or so it has been argued.  
While the characterisation of entrepreneurial youths might 
initially seem at odds with the disciplinary discourse, my approach has been to 
address this challenge as a fruitful and exciting one for the discipline. In fact, 
given the strong entrepreneurial character of cultural studies, and particularly 
considering the established history of how the Birmingham Centre of 
Contemporary Cultural Studies in the UK was founded and managed over the 
decades, it is a wonder that there has not been more substantial work done 
already on the subject of youth entrepreneurs, or in developing a sustained 
analytical project that focusses on manifestations of entrepreneurial culture. 
As long as such a project is focussed on illuminating the youthful discourse of 
the time, in a manner that might contribute to the celebration of these vital 
energies, it might not prove paradoxical or detrimental to the cultural studies 
project. More than that, this will help keep cultural studies vital and relevant, 
as "[f]ew questions motivate students to join cultural studies more powerfully 
than: what are the external frameworks which have formed me and through 
which I might understand myself?" (During 45) 
While the founding agenda of cultural studies has been 
conventionally associated with the discourse of the New Left, I find it 
significant to revisit Paul Willis's particular choice of words in a relatively 
recent interview, in which he highlighted the original spirit that characterised 
the aforementioned research centre back in its early years: 
"In one way [Richard Hoggart] must have been pleased, for his 
entrepreneurial actions in setting up the Centre led to the 
formation of cultural studies -- and The Uses of Literacy was and 
is a very important book in that. But I think he must have felt 
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cause for alarm when it ran in to a kind of continuation of New 
Left battles in different form." (Mills and Gibb 206) 
 
Even as Willis candidly testifies that the leadership of Stuart 
Hall, Hoggart's successor, was spent "attempting to foment academic 
revolution from below" (Mills and Gibb 206), Hall's own creative and 
charismatic mode of management is also represented as being no less 
entrepreneurial in spirit and ability, when it came to charting out a 
professional agenda that was  tangential to the rest of the university's 
administration at that point in time: 
"Collectively we really did control most of the administrative 
processes, certainly the areas of work, reading and research. 
There was no question but that it was a collectively-controlled 
process. We certainly felt that. Though looking back on it, we 
probably did exactly what Stuart wanted a lot of the time. This 
arrangement was a secret from the university: if the 
administration knew, there would be dire consequences, such as 
being closed down, especially after Richard Hoggart had gone." 
(Mills and Gibb 206) 
 
Although this anecdote represents but a fragment in the entire 
corpus of accounts related to this matter, it nonetheless significantly 
acknowledges that there is some institutional precedence within cultural 
studies, not only for addressing the same themes of organisational 
competence and professional innovation that characterise the narratives of 
dot.com youth entrepreneurs, but also for attempting to pursue academic 
practice in a similarly entrepreneurial manner. This is a theme that I will 
return to often in the following chapters.  
It is therefore my hope that this dissertation will along the way 
be able to shed at least some light on what this entrepreneurial dimension 
might characteristically entail, in the case of these dot.com youths, and 
perhaps outline a tentative perspective from which to examine the scholarly 
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canon anew, and tease out fresh insights and implications from the extensive 
research resources already available relating to the experiences of urban 
youths. The present objective is thus to map out how we might begin to think 
about this discursive dimension, and negotiate working with it in a manner 
that is not entirely inconsistent with the discipline's history. 
 
 
b. Engage with Interpretive Assumptions within Cultural 
Research Paradigm. 
One of the key conditions which this dissertation might 
question, is that even though the symbolic opposition between youth and 
business culture might have been grounded in the critique of certain specific 
youth phenomena within their respective historical periods, the prevalent 
mode of socio-economic criticism that has been conventionally associated 
with such forms of research has also come to universally define how the 
discipline since then has framed the experiences of youths. As will be 
highlighted through the literature review in Chapter Three, the general mode 
of cultural engagement between youth and business culture within the 
research narratives has been categorically represented or interpreted as 
manifestations of cultural and political antagonism in one symbolic form or 
other. The extent to which we might continue to employ this mode of 
opposition as a kind of methodological structure that functions to frame 
instances of youth-business encounters in terms of this generic archetype, is 
worth re-examining in light of post-dot.com developments. Bearing in mind 
Hall's caution against the simplistic and reductive textualisation of cultural 
studies, as briefly considered above, I am nonetheless drawn towards applying 
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here the same critical perspective that cultural studies has made popular, in 
its tradition of examining modes of representation within the mass media: 
[The] political economy of the media argues that those who own 
the media control the way it produces culture; and those who 
control cultural production are themselves enclosed within a 
dominant capitalist class in whose interests the media represent 
reality. Therefore to focus simply on the media's representations 
of the real, the product of these relationships, is to ignore the 
structure that determines their very existence. (Turner 161) 
 
In the light of this perspective, there are some pertinent 
observations to be made here about how the representation of entrepreneurial 
youths in the popular media, not as accounts of empirical reality but rather as 
cultural narratives, serves to dramatise certain deeper conflicts of values and 
institutional agendas. On the one hand, the popular representation of these 
youths as a desirable capitalist resource during -- and even after -- the 
dot.com period has encouraged various leading universities around the world 
to find new ways to establish a pedagogical agenda might be seen to promote 
entrepreneurial energies. On the other hand, though, this same scenario has 
also been thematised in a negative light within the media narratives as 
examined in Chapter Four, through the variety of heated accounts that 
dramatise how the contradiction between the institutionalised agenda of 
certain learning institutions and the entrepreneurial efforts of the students 
has been played out on the campus. What might essentially be at stake, is that 
as generations of youths become increasingly fluent and enthusiastic about 
communicating on matters related to finance and business management -- 
mirroring the manner that earlier generations of youths became more fluent 
in defining how they negotiated the emerging media and technological 
discourses in their time -- we might also expect them to interpret their cultural 
encounters and conflicts in increasingly sophisticated financial terms.  
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To this end, as will be considered towards the end of this 
dissertation, the business aspect of cultural studies might thus itself come to 
be foregrounded in terms of both its professional as well as pedagogical 
practice, particularly in regard to how it participates in representing and 
interpreting these entrepreneurial narratives, and financial themes. Again, 
there are certain precedental considerations that frame how this dissertation 
might develop in this direction. The battlelines here, so to speak, were drawn 
up as far back as 1983 when Hall took stock of how the scholarly ranks were 
increasingly populated by young academics who were seen to be 
compromising the discipline's marxist tradition, in the name of what we might 
call entrepreneurial intellectualism: 
In the past two or three decades, marxist theory has been going 
through a remarkable, but lop-sided and uneven revival. On the 
one hand, it has come once again to provide the principal pole of 
opposition to 'bourgeois' social thought. On the other hand, 
many young intellectuals have passed through the revival and, 
after a heady and rapid apprenticeship, gone right out the other 
side again. They have 'settled their accounts' with marxism and 
moved on to fresh intellectual fields and pastures: but not quite. 
Post-marxism remains one of our largest and most flourishing 
contemporary theoretical schools. The post-marxists use marxist 
concepts while constantly demonstrating their inadequacies. 
They seem, in fact, to continue to stand on the shoulders of the 
very theories they have just definitely destroyed. (Hall 
"Problem" 25) 
 
What I seek to point out here, for now, is the prescient power in 
how Hall has formulated the conflict, which to some extent structures the 
scholarly situation in a manner that foreshadows the representation of 
dot.com youth entrepreneurs in the media. While on the one hand the young 
intellectuals here might be represented as innovatively recontextualising the 
structures of their own formal education, they are also characterised as being  
ruthless and disloyal in exploiting and subverting the very same institutional 
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discourse upon which they established their professional careers, for their 
own professional ambition and profit. Further still, this formulation 
rhetorically locates the rebellious post-marxists within the discourse of youth: 
they are "young intellectuals" hurrying through their "heady and rapid 
apprenticeship" only to turn their backs on the responsibility to established 
tradition, by betraying those foundations in their own self-seeking search for 
"fresh intellectual fields". Here, marxism is represented as a parent culture, 
which has perhaps been rejected for more trendy intellectual spectacles. And, 
just as this reading of Hall goes to suggest that the rhetoric of youth plays a 
particularly pertinent role within the discourse of cultural studies itself, it also 
serves to complicate the present project in many interesting ways, a point that 
I will explore further in the following chapters.   
 
 
c. Contextualise Developments in Contemporary Youth 
Culture. 
Finally, this project also seeks to foreground and engage with 
certain emergent themes in contemporary youth culture, especially regarding 
the significance of entrepreneurial youth as a mode of popular representation. 
 
Entrepreneurial youth as moral panic. The analysis of moral panics, 
as the review of scholarly literature in Chapter Three will illustrate, seeks to 
systematically expose how the mass media routinely represents various youth 
subcultures as seemingly destructive threats to moral society: 
Whenever the introduction of a new mass medium is defined as 
a threat to the young, we can expect a campaign by adults to 
regulate, ban or censor, followed by a lessening of interest until 
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the appearance of a new medium reopens public debate. Each 
new panic develops as if it were the first time such issues have 
been debated in public and yet the debates are strikingly similar. 
This repetitive and spiralling process has been characterised as 
'media panic' by Kirsten Drotner, a Danish cultural historian of 
English children's periodicals. A brief summary of her thought-
provoking 1992 essay on modernity and media panics cannot 
really do justice to its conceptual originality. Using Scandinavian 
and German examples, she shows how the young have possessed 
a cultural power in the world of commercial leisure as 
consumers since the mid-nineteenth century, to the extent that 
many commercial media are media for the young. The technical 
and cultural competence young people gain as spin-offs of media 
use pose a potential threat to existing power relations within 
society. (Springhall 7) 
 
There are numerous reasons, as apparent here, why the theme of 
moral panic might prove relevant to this dissertation: firstly, moral panics are 
a cyclical phenomenon, and, as in the case of the dot.com youth entrepreneurs 
here, this rhythmic pattern might be seen to unfold alongside the broader 
economic cycles that brought about the conditions which defined the dot.com 
boom era; secondly, the fact that each occurrence is touted as a radically new 
configuration despite its many similarities to preceding panics, parallels the 
frequent observation that there have in fact been numerous instances in the 
past where a "New Economy" had been proclaimed2; and thirdly, given how 
the "technical and cultural competence" of youth has been established as a 
"potential threat to existing power relations within society", we might also 
suggest that the emergent interest within youth culture in expressing financial 
and entrepreneurial energies, too, might signal the need for similar analysis to 
be conducted in this area. While most studies of moral panics have focussed 
on the role of youths as active consumers in the "world of commercial leisure", 
we might also note how entrepreneurial youths have also been subjected to 
                                                
2 According to Christensen and Maskell, prior "New Economies" include the period of the steamship-driven economy, 
the cable- and telegraph-driven economy, the railroad-driven economy, and the Dynamo-driven economy, 
respectively (17-21). 
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the "moral panic" mode of representation, despite their seemingly productive 
and industrious characteristics. This frames the ambitious youth characters 
within a quasi-anarchic and anti-social discourse, which implicitly associates 
them with negative traits such as rampant insubordination and reckless 
disregard for established tradition. These considerations thus complicate and 
even problematise attempts to make sense of such related entrepreneurial 
themes through the interpretive and pedagogical framework of the discipline. 
 
The school as site of entrepreneurial contestation. The media 
narratives examined in Chapter Four here represent schools and campuses as 
sites of heated contestation, on at least two different levels: besides serving as 
an arena of fierce competition between rival groups of entrepreneurial youths, 
the symbolic conflict between youth and authority is also reproduced here, 
largely through narratives that dramatise acts of youthful rebellion against 
youth management policies that are might be seen to express an anti-
entrepreneurial agenda. These narrative episodes thus foreground how 
schools might continue to function as sites of symbolic conflict, and might also 
be seen to reflect a long-standing thematic tradition within cultural studies. As 
Willis, widely cited for his seminal ethnographic study of working class school 
culture (Learning to Labour: How Working Class Kids Get Working Class 
Jobs), has affirmed: 
From a general point of view of understanding social change 
through to the pedagogical interest, schools are important sites 
for ethnographic investigation. Along with work and state-
mandated sites of labour market regulation, they constitute a 
very important and continuing realm of necessity where diverse 
cultural forms and a whole range of identities are brought 
together by force to face inescapable and urgent questions 




It is significant to note that this well-established student-school 
conflict -- as powerfully examined in Learning to Labour -- is to some degree 
also reflected in the narratives of entrepreneurial youths, and as such the work 
in this dissertation might be seen to parallel Willis's founding project in some 
key ways. The narratives of entrepreneurial dot.com youths, too, locate 
forceful, urgent encounters between the youth and various school authorities, 
and provide an interventionary basis for investigating the discursive ecology at 
work. Indeed, one central issue in my examination of entrepreneurial youths 
here is this very contestation over their identity, particularly in how their 
actions as young entrepreneurs inevitably challenge the limiting roles of 
"students" and "subordinates" as has been institutionally imposed upon them. 
Such campus encounters, particularly at the micro level, are seen to reveal the 
kinds of discursive conflicts that structure the relations of identity and power. 
As Helfenbein has observed: 
[b]eginning at the smallest scale, some scholars study the 
physical geography of classrooms themselves and map out how 
the teachers interact with students, how the students interact – 
or don’t – with each other, and how bodies themselves are 
arranged and arrange themselves. (22) 
 
In this sense, Chapter Four seeks to chart out narratives of how 
certain dot.com youth entrepreneurs have negotiated the politics of 
institutionalised space and time on campus, even as they struggled to define 
and pursue their own passionate agenda. In paying closer attention to the 
stories that are told about this aspect of youth culture, we might be better able 
to access and further engage with the kinds of coded practices that structure 
the experiences of these youths. 
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III. CHAPTER SUMMARIES. 
"Chapter Two: Conceptual and Contextual Background" 
reconsiders the themes of youth, school and money as discursive constructs 
within narratives of daily life. This chapter includes an outline of the historical 
context of the New Economy, its popular legacies, and a consideration of what 
has come to be commonly referred to as dot.com culture. In addition, it also 
draws attention to certain methodological issues that arise when we attempt 
to introduce the themes of financial literacy and entrepreneurship within the 
discourse of cultural struggle in the manner addressed within this 
dissertation. 
"Chapter Three: Youth Narratives in Research Literature" begins 
with a short consideration of the denotations and connotations attached to the 
concept of "youth", and moves on to examine a series of research surveys 
focussing on three broad areas in the literature on youth culture studies: 
namely, subcultures, media representations of the youth, and youth policy 
research. This chapter establishes the extent to which the conventional 
approach in this mode of working is to identify and illuminate sources that are 
considered to be culturally genuine, and that might have remained previously 
marginalised or undervalued. Just as past cultural studies works have looked 
at punk fanzines, or MTV programming belts, or the phenomenon of mall 
culture, this dissertation might appropriately attempt to examine popular 
media sources, whether for case histories or pop journalism accounts. These 
observations go towards framing the general body of work in a manner that 
indicates precedence and background for this dissertation; aside from the one 
key difference in how entrepreneurial themes might have been addressed. In 
this chapter, I have outlined many different ways that cultural studies projects 
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have been constructing, celebrating, and championing undervalued narratives 
of youths, using culturally-authentic textual sources that challenge dominant 
discursive assumptions about youth culture, as constructed in 
institutionalised versions of youth narratives. The chapter also points out the 
broad mechanics behind conducting such research projects, and considers 
some parallels between the approach taken in this dissertation, and the 
canonical frameworks offered by various disciplinary pioneers and 
practitioners themselves over the years. The chapter concludes with a 
summary of what we might understand about the discursive construct "youth" 
from these resources, especially in terms of how this has been characterised in 
relation to business culture.   
"Chapter Four: Narratives of Entrepreneurial Youth" attempts to 
outline a discursive profile of dot.com youth entrepreneurs, through a survey 
of general commentaries, business histories and biographies, and media 
reports. "Chapter Five: Entrepreneurial Tales and Theory" looks at the extent 
to which tales of entrepreneurial youth experiences might in fact be addressed 
in a manner coherent with the preceding scholarly tradition, in that accounts 
of youth entrepreneurship might also be read as narratives of cultural 
struggle, in some form. At the same time, though, an alternative possibility is 
also weighed, that the characterisation of entrepreneurial youth remains 
contrary to the discipline's theoretical conceptualisation of youth culture, and 
might also be more economically addressed as a form of noise, or semiotic 
blockage. The implications that are brought to light here will go towards 
informing how we might further examine or articulate the challenges that face 
this sort of research work, in terms of how we frame certain topical concerns 
regarding entrepreneurial trends. 
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"Chapter Six: Concluding Statements" offers a summary of the 
main arguments raised, acknowledges certain limitations of this study, and 
proposes some tentative closing thoughts on the matter.  
The dissertation does not set out to assess empirical truths about 
the state of youth culture. Rather, it aims to examine how different modes of 
representation have come to be applied in structuring narratives about youths. 
This is in order to:  
… grasp[ing] the conditions that make these acceptable at a 
given moment; the hypothesis being that these types of practices 
are not just governed by institutions, prescribed by ideologies, 
guided by pragmatic circumstances – whatever role these 
elements may actually play – but, up to a point, possess their 
own specific regularities, logic, strategy, self-evidence, and 
“reason”. (Foucault 225) 
 
If some statements in the dissertation might seem to assert or 
propose some forms of empirical truth, unless specifically indicated otherwise, 
they refer to empirical reality only as far as this sense of empirical reality has 
been constructed or referenced or problematised within the narratives of 
popular media, or cultural studies, or any other particular text under 
consideration. In other words, they refer to the limits that might be arrived at 
through the mechanics of activating the discursive conventions which 
structure our ability to appreciate and respond to, and even celebrate, what 
Foucault has previously identified as "what is said and what is done, rules 









I. APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS. 
This chapter discusses this project's methodological framework, as well 
as certain assumptions or perspectives that have shaped the way that the 
entrepreneurial narratives have been addressed here. Even then, this might 
only work towards providing a general outline, as it is through the extensive 
surveys and commentaries in the following three chapters, that the broader 
range of discursive strategies that has been employed within the discipline, as 
well as certain other intriguing subtleties, might be appreciated and evaluated 
in greater detail. The overarching purpose of this dissertation is to extend the 
cultural studies project of establishing that "youth" might not be so easily or 
conveniently defined, or limited, or objectified. This project is about 
problematising easy definitions and inherited assumptions in this area, and 
also illuminating the narrative conventions that shape the ways in which 
"youth" might be discursively constructed both within the popular media 
narratives about entrepreneurial youths, as well as the research literature, 
over the decades. As Steinberg comments: 
… youth is a social construction, and based on this assertion we 
set out to examine the forces that are presently constructing it. 
Many times, scholarly observations of youth have been content 
to leave the definition of youth uncontested and separate from 
larger social forces. (xiii) 
 
As such, this is an engagement that might ultimately uncover, and 
address, the larger institutional structures and values that define our sense of 
what's possible, or plausible, or admirable, or even desirable, in thinking 
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about youth culture. It will also uncover and address certain critical limits that 
shape the ways in which the study of youth culture might be formulated and 
pursued in time to come, whether as a research field or as a programme of 
instruction in universities everywhere. To a large extent, this focus on the 
structures of meaning-making might also be seen to be inspired by and 
coherent with the general methodological approach of cultural studies, as 
offered by contemporary practitioner Lawrence Grossberg, in that: "… one of 
the practices of cultural studies is to draw unexpected lines of connection, to 
construct new contexts." ("Rockin'" 253) In this revolutionary spirit, this 
dissertation seeks to further explore the possibility that within cultural 
studies, business-related narratives might not always be most productively 
analysed in terms of a cultural struggle between profit-oriented capitalist 
corporations on the one hand, and relatively disempowered youths on the 
other. Rather, I am attempting here to harness the available resources to more 
sensitively understand, represent and analyse the emergent youth experiences 
as they have been chronicled within various popular media sources, in a way 
that reflects the discipline's celebration of youth energies. Parts of this project 
might be seen to mirror the interrogative approach that Foucault, among 
others, has often employed, in examining certain institutionalised “regimes of 
practices” (Foucault 225) in order to:  
analyse programs of conduct that have both prescriptive effects 
regarding what is to be done (effects of “jurisdiction”) and 
codifying effects regarding what is to be known (effects of 
“veridiction”)." (225) 
 
This consideration and celebration of entrepreneurial narratives 
in the manner attempted here might indeed seem unorthodox or risky, at least 
to some. Still, I have no doubt this presents a valuable opportunity to engage 
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in some way with one of the most topical and controversial issues that have 
emerged in youth culture discourse of late, which is the cultural significance of 
the increase in entrepreneurial modes of expression among youths. In thus 
following this relatively novel research direction, I would again seek to relate 
it to another Grossberg observation, that "[r]ecognising the line between 
popular and legitimate culture is a political struggle, [but] too much work in 
cultural studies satisfies itself with merely struggling over the line rather than 
rejecting the very practice by which the line is constituted." ("Re-placing" 2) 
Turner, for instance, also acknowledges that: "this political dimension [of 
cultural studies] is one legitimate reason there is concern about the 
establishment of a cultural studies orthodoxy, about cultural studies' inclusion 
within the traditional academy, or about the incorporation of its work and its 
challenges within more conventional academic discourses." (5) Furthermore, 
the belief that this domain of scholarship must necessarily remain suspicious 
of any self-serving efforts to "inscribe itself into the overarching meta-
narrative of achieved knowledges" (Hall "CS and its Theoretical Legacies" 274-
5) by perhaps overly reiterating the all-too-familiar modes of engagement, is 
in fact a distinguishing characteristic of the discipline. It is an integral part of 
the discipline's heritage and practice, that even as new cultural studies 
projects are actively formulated and unfolded, they are expected to 
simultaneously constitute attempts to actively interrogate the seemingly-
revered roots and premises of the past.  
One extreme example of this is offered by Brundson, for 
example, who comments that "it was a truth acknowledged by all women 
studying at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at Birmingham 
University in the 1970s that no women there had ever completed a PhD", 
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because they apparently came to channel their energies into addressing the 
worthier engagement of "what feminist intellectual work would be, and how it 
related to the endeavors understood as cultural studies" (Brundson 276)3. In 
the spirit of this enterprise, at least, there is profound inspiration and 
resonance to be found in the manner which Paul Willis recounts being 
inducted into his own doctoral studies: 
I wanted to do serious work on cultural change, cultural 
development, cultural resistances to old forms of working. 
Though I had enjoyed my return to Wolverhampton, I also saw 
in the Centre a way of getting out of my previous class, cultural 
restrictions and experiences in Wolverhampton, or of finding a 
new relation to them. … I was also very attracted by Stuart 
[Hall] and by Stuart's emphasis on multidisciplinarity. "I'm not 
interested whether you're a sociologist or an English person or 
whatever, Paul. What I am interested in is that you want to look 
at youth culture and music and at how young people live now." 
And that seemed like a liberation compared with the very 
restrictive experiences I'd had at a number of institutions as well 
as Cambridge. (Mills and Gibb 203) 
 
What this dissertation strives to explore, in this light, is the 
notion of not just understanding cultural change and "resisting old forms of 
working" but also the chance to establish a new relation between the 
narratives of entrepreneurial conflicts faced by today's youth, and the valuable 
modes of representation and critique within cultural studies. Within this 
dissertation, this is pursued in line with the theoretical "circuit of culture"4 
framework as explained by Turner: 
[T]he pedagogic value of the circuit of culture lies in its 
clarification of the kinds of questions that need to be asked in a 
study of a cultural artefact, product or practice. These are: 
 
- How is it represented? 
- What identities are associated with it? 
- How is it produced and consumed? 
                                                
3 In the endnotes to this, though, it is clarified that faculty records show a woman candidate, Margaret Marshment, 
did in fact secure a PhD in 1977 (Brundson 285).  
4 As explained in Turner, this is a "model of cultural production and consumption that occurs in a number of Open 
University readers and is probably widely taught to undergraduates, and not just in the UK." (228)  
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- What mechanisms regulate its distribution and use? 
(228) 
 
What these questions do is direct the research towards different 
locations, different cultural or industrial or social processes. 
Having to answer all four questions ensures that the topic will be 
approached from more than one perspective." (228) 
 
The challenge to be negotiated here, might be seen in terms of 
the critical "short-circuit" -- to extend the circuitry metaphor -- that ensues 
when we attempt to address the mechanisms that regulate the "distribution 
and use" of such narratives of entrepreneurial youth as cultural artefacts in 
themselves, and relate these back to the established discursive practices of 
cultural studies. This might be seen as the kind of work referred to by 
Foucault himself in identifying the abovementioned domain of "regimes of 
practices", and also outlined through the methodological framework 
articulated by Bratich, Packer, and McCarthy, who explain that: 
… one does not study objects, so much as investigates how a 
given phenomenon came to be thought of in terms of a problem 
– how it was problematised. This approach often entails 
answering such questions as: 
 
. How did a particular form of conduct come under 
scrutiny? 
. Who was enabled to make such determinations? 
. What programs of rehabilitation or alteration were set in 
motion? 
. How did these programs affects other domains of 
governance? 
. What forms of knowledge were created for, directed at, 
and affected by this conduct?  
. Under what regime of self-reflection and self-
identification were the offending parties and persons 
supposed to adhere? 
. By what schema was the conduct to be measured? 
. According to what rationalities was governance put into 
play? 




Within the general framework established or implicated through 
the discussions in this dissertation, there will be instances where the domain 
and regimes of the disciplinary discourse must thus necessarily be recognised 
and treated as a cultural mechanism in itself, that serves to structure how 
youth culture might or might not be represented in relation to business 
culture and entrepreneurial values. What I also hope to explore here, are the 
possibilities of untangling as much as possible the ways that such regimes 
have come to structure the scholarly representation of youth narratives5. In 
analysing the narratives already present in cultural studies, my focus is not to 
establish or critique a historical continuum, but rather to survey a range of 
literature so as to derive a sense of the collective strategies of engagement, 
characterisation, thematisation and so on in them, regarding youth activities 
and relationships.  
In particular, my focus on the Birmingham studies opens up an 
opportunity to revisit and reconsider the fundamental question of how, and 
why, we might in the first place consider the study of youths to be of vital 
relevance. The general structure of analytical engagement within the cultural 
studies corpus seems to be: First, identify and construct a critical commentary 
on marginalised or undervalued expressions of youth culture. Second, 
examine how discursive strategies operate within this community, for the 
purposes of claiming/asserting identity, articulating resistance, negotiating 
both physical and cultural space, and so on. Third, assess the possibility that 
the seemingly unique dynamics observed within this cultural formation might 
reflect larger socio-political engagements at stake. As will be further 
                                                
5 In the case of the scholarly research examined in Chapter Three, this would entail examining the apparent 
marginalisation of youth entrepreneurs, or entrepreneurial experiences, and considering how the discourse appears 
to imply that there is something inherently corrupt or unnatural about youths engaging in business entrepreneurship. 
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illustrated in Chapter Three, this process seems to constitute the basic outline 
of a methodology, even within a field of work that has been formulated to 
challenge the doctrines of formalised methodologies. I have thus adapted this 
framework for my own project. I see my dissertation as actively focussing on: 
One, carefully identifying how entrepreneurial youths might be seen as being 
marginalised and undervalued within certain discourse structures, and 
considering some reasons why this might be so. Two, examining narratives 
created both by and about such youths, to construct a commentary on this 
mode of youth expression, in a manner that might lean towards sympathising 
with, and celebrating, the energies of youth. This is developed in a way that 
parallels existing cultural studies work on a wide range of youth phenomena, 
from punk rockers to Generation X ravers to aspiring hairstylists. And three, 
discussing the many ways in which the characters and conflicts encountered 
within the narratives of entrepreneurial youths might reflect certain classic 
themes that are associated with cultural studies, while also contributing to our 
understanding of these issues. 
This approach is in no way to be seen as being unproblematic, or 
free of limitations. For one thing, despite the similarities identified above, it is 
often argued that "there was never a single Birmingham model, but rather an 
inescapable plurality of competing and often contradictory models." (Milner 
and Browitt 6) One reason for this dazzling diversity is that the tools of 
cultural studies, even in those early days, have been flexible and relevant 
enough to be applied to such a wide range of research projects, that inevitably 
we might also expect the final results to be very dissimilar in form and intent. 
One other observation of the Birmingham approach, has been that "[t]his 
early work on youth subcultures has been criticised for focussing on a single 
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determinant -- class -- and not contributing a model that addresses the 
multiple alliances and multiple determinations that abound in our current 
historical moment." (Vautour 26) To some extent such observations indeed 
serve to motivate the interventionary spirit of this dissertation, which seeks to 
expand the repertoire of youth narratives and modes of representation that 
have come to be addressed through this broad framework. 
Despite these apparent limitations, though, I find that the 
writings which more strongly reflect the Birmingham model seem to 
demonstrate a stronger focus on engaging directly with the youth narratives 
through ethnographic, documentarian or media accounts, as opposed to 
focussing on debates about more abstract theoretical constructs. My 
observation is that the more recent work in the Commonwealth countries or 
the US very much takes for granted the basic narrative frameworks 
established by the 1970s cultural studies project. There might be greater 
theoretical sophistication in the more recent work, and in many cases they do 
address youth experiences in a variety of new contexts, but still the underlying 
narrative model remains largely unchanged: there has not been a significant 
reassessment of the limits of youth behaviour when it comes to participating 
in business activities, in a manner that might inform or facilitate my attempt 
to examine the voices of entrepreneurial youths within cultural studies.  
In some cases -- studies on rave culture, for instance, or the 
consumption of popular culture, or cyberculture -- even when there might be 
implied openings in the narrative to tease out and illuminate the youths' 
entrepreneurial experiences, many researchers have often opted not to focus 
on these. This is an issue that I discuss further in Chapter Three. As such, 
given the dissertation's word limit, I have not found it possible to coherently 
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incorporate all this extra material into the dissertation, and neither do I 
consider that it will prove immediately productive. At the same time, I have 
also found it more invigorating and instructive to return to the origins of the 
discipline, and reconsider the conditions back then that went into shaping the 
various narratives that were constructed of youth culture within the discipline, 
than to establish a sense of historical currency through the more recent works. 
Furthermore, I find specifically in the 1970s brand of cultural studies an 
interventionary rhetoric that is very rich and captivating and inspiring, in how 
it weaves together a sense of duty and generosity to the youths under scrutiny, 
an engagement with the multiple contradictions (methodological, 
institutional, political, pedagogical, and so on) that might seem to plague its 
own disciplinary discourse, and an ongoing effort to relate its critical 
discussions to the pedagogical conventions and practices of its time. Such 
concerns have been part and parcel of keeping the discipline alive, over the 
decades. As Graham has proposed: 
… over time, if we keep checking back on ourselves and our work 
in this way, we will contribute to building an alternative 
ensemble of intellectual and material resources that can be used 
to pose and answer different kinds of questions – our own 
questions, and questions arising from the discourses and 
material circumstances of different sorts of people. (402) 
 
The very least that we should expect of this effort, will be a 
constant re-evaluation and renewal of certain vital themes as they are 
structured within the youth-oriented texts of cultural studies, as well as the 
range of interdisciplinary research associated with it. This is in itself, I would 
argue, a significant gesture in line with the overarching project of cultural 
studies. Turner, again, cites Paul Willis's observation in a 1979 article titled 
"Shop Floor Culture, Masculinity and the Wage Form", that: "it is one of the 
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fundamental paradoxes of our social life that when we are at our most natural, 
our most everyday, we are also at our most cultural; that when we are in roles 
that look the most obvious and given, we are actually in roles that are 
constructed, learned and far from inevitable." (2) The matter at stake, as I 
perceive it here, relates to the condition that, as Turner explains: "if the roles 
we take for granted should not be taken for granted, then their exclusion from 
academic inquiry is, at least, unwise." (2) Indeed, in the case of the scholarly 
literature examined in Chapter Three, there are two particular modes of 
representation that remain relatively taken for granted within the cultural 
studies canon. The first is the characterisation of youth as being unqualified, 
for a variety of reasons, to participate productively, profitably and honourably 
in business culture. The second, is the characterisation of critical scholarship 
as being incompatible with the youths' passionate pursuit of entrepreneurial 
goals and modes of self-expression. 
One way to begin addressing this, is to consider that the ability 
to find or create significance in financial texts or contexts, might be a vital 
aspect of cultural literacy in the new millennium, and an increasingly 
prominent dimension of participating in certain emergent formations of youth 
culture. There has more or less been a convention within the discourse of 
cultural studies to frame the concept of popular literacy as a phenomenon that 
invites certain specific modes of critical problematisation. This is because the 
development, definition and transformation of what might constitute popular 
literacy is seen to be symptomatic of larger, more insidious shifts in the 
cultural milieu. This was likely first proposed in Hoggart as far back as 1957: 
The fact that illiteracy as it is normally measured has been 
largely removed only points towards the next and probably more 
difficult problem. A new word is needed to describe the nature of 
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the response invited by the popular materials I have discussed, a 
word indicating a social change which takes advantage of and 
thrives on basic literacy. All this needs to be considered with 
special urgency today because it is in continuous and increasing 
rapid development. The analysis of change in some popular 
publications during the last thirty or forty years should have 
illustrated the dubious quality of life such things promote, their 
greatly increased powers of dissemination and the accelerated 
speed of their development. The arrival of television is only the 
latest goad to popular publications; there is not likely to be any 
halt if matters are left to take their normal commercial course. 
(Uses 278-9) 
 
In the context of his analysis, Hoggart equates popular literacy 
with a "dubious" participation in the rituals of mass consumption, particularly 
through the emergent slew of hobbyist magazines and petty entertainment 
periodicals that enjoyed popular readership at that time. Nonetheless, we 
might also consider that this general sense of a popular literacy has also 
evolved into a fundamental condition for adult education, as a resource that 
has enabled adult learners to engage with, and appreciate, the discourse of 
cultural studies. Thus, as much as popular literacy might be theoretically seen 
to facilitate certain insidious mass effects, it also facilitates a fundamental 
condition for the spread of the discipline. As Willis observes in a much more 
recent interview: 
It still amazes me that working class middle-aged women will 
sign up to do sociology and cultural studies, with very few 
apparent employment prospects, rather than IT or personnel 
management, the skills from which they might expect to have 20 
years reasonable income and material security. They are doing it 
for personal development, doing it to make sense of their 
previous personal and cultural history, and doing it, to use my 
old humanistic terms, in search of some sort of creativity in their 
own lives and possible futures in ways which aren’t entirely 
linked to labour market outcomes. (Mills and Gibb 217)  
 
This situation is heartening on the one hand because it  attests to 
the intellectual tenacity of cultural studies within the scope of adult education, 
as a discipline that provides essential critical resources to access and 
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interrogate one's "personal and cultural history". At the same time, however, 
this same capability is defined by Willis here in terms of an institutionalised 
division in how the modes of academic knowledge might be identified and 
valued. The disciplines of "sociology and cultural studies" are represented in a 
kind of clear opposition to that of "IT or personnel management", in terms of 
the different opportunities they might each afford the student. In the first 
case, Willis associates the collective field of "sociology and cultural studies" 
with "personal development", "making sense", and a necessarily vague but no 
less evocative quest for "some sort of creativity"; in the latter case, Willis 
attributes to "IT and personnel management" the likely reward of "20 years 
reasonable income and material security". 
It is precisely this structural opposition in the discourse that I 
am interested in investigating further, particularly with regard to how it 
relates to the characterisation of entrepreneurial youths, and its implications 
on the popular modes of media representation, as well as pedagogical practice. 
In this particular context, Willis's candid testimony  frames this 
institutionalised difference as a kind of naturalised truth, a condition that 
barely needs acknowledgement or further justification because it has been so 
widely taken for granted. However, we might stop to consider the manner in 
which the relevant and necessary conditions might be constituted within this 
mode of discourse, to determine how and why "sociology and cultural studies" 
would not consider itself responsible for, or capable of, contributing towards 
the pursuit of "20 years reasonable income and material security". And, in a 
similar fashion, how and why might "IT or personnel management" be 
represented as institutionalised pathways lacking in the precious 
opportunities for "personal development", "making sense", and "some sort of 
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creativity". Indeed, Chapter Five of this dissertation does seek to further 
address the conditions and expectations underlying these assumptions, about 
how the respective modes of institutionalised knowledge are conventionally 
represented in opposition, and the kinds of cultural implications that arise 
from having this system of difference being largely taken for granted. As these 
cultural studies texts are exported out of their original context and examined 
all around the world, in a host of vastly different situations, it is reasonable to 
expect that there will be a wider range of expectations and conclusions that 
will be expressed about how they encode the configurations of values and 
narratives that define the discourse of youth. In discussing the manner that 
young people respond to media messages around them, Villaverde observes 
that "[o]ur environment influences and constructs the methods and practices 
of looking." (569) Something similar might be suggested about how one 
encounters the research texts of cultural studies, too. Radically different 
environments also provide the conditions for generating radically different 
readings, and diverse ways of acknowledging and developing the strengths of 
the discipline.  
To some degree, these broad concerns are already being engaged 
with in cultural studies classrooms and staff lounges, as suggested by the 
literature on the pedagogical dimension of the discipline. In a reflective article 
titled "Teaching Pleasure: Experiments in Cultural Studies and Pedagogy" in 
the International Journal of Cultural Studies, which was published in 2002, 
Parham makes a significant observation about the general change in student 
audiences, after observing the state of cultural studies a few years after it was 
incorporated into the media studies programme at the institution where he 
taught: 
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The perception was that these younger students -- different from 
the 'traditional' intake of a cultural studies programme -- were 
vocationally minded (attracted to what they perceive as the 
employability, work-related skills and, indeed, 'glamour' offered 
by media studies) with little knowledge of (an interest in) the 
theoretical and political concerns of cultural studies. (Parham 
463) 
 
On the one hand, we might see this as a result of the intensified 
market-oriented inclinations -- already addressed earlier in this chapter -- as 
the youth of today become increasingly literate in imagining and managing 
their own desired career trajectories. At the same time, though, the course-
end feedback session also served to illicit certain strong misgivings on the part 
of the students in relation to the discipline's inherited ideology: 
Two things emerged from the discussion: an attack on the "left-
wing bias" of cultural studies (which resurfaced in course 
evaluations), and a concern that the "critical skills" we were 
teaching were not aligned with the industry (media) in which 
most of the students wished to work. At one level this might 
have been alarming, but the experience of the seminar was in 
fact reassuring because these students were critically engaging 
with the agendas put forth by cultural studies. (Parham 468) 
 
What this might suggest is that the status of cultural studies as a 
radical discourse has not been easily accepted by the broader base of students, 
and under the circumstances outlined here, it might even face the possibility 
of being reconfigured in a kind of post-modern reinvention. To this end, it 
might also be more than a little startling to encounter the extent to which this 
situation has developed, in how: 
… The Wall Street Journal describes cultural studies as "deeply 
threatening to traditional leftist views of commerce" because its 
doctrines are so close to the sovereign consumer beloved of the 
right: The cultural-studies mavens are betraying the leftist 
cause, lending support to the corporate enemy and even training 
graduate students who wind up doing market research (Postrel 
1999)6. Yet leading bourgeois economist Jagdish Bhagwati 
                                                
6 Postrel, Virginia. "The Pleasures of Persuasion". Wall Street Journal. 2 Aug. 1999. 
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(2002)7 is convinced that cultural studies and the media are 
parties to global grassroots activism against globalisation. 
(Miller 62) 
 
The stakes in this account might be seen to be expressed in 
rather distressing terms, in that cultural studies has been framed as an 
institutionalised discourse that openly facilitates political prejudices and 
extreme activist agendas. This situation in fact poses a challenge to the very 
lifeblood of cultural studies, in that it necessarily challenges the discipline's 
own status as an intellectual vocation. To this end, as has also been noted in 
Gray: 
… the formation and practice of cultural studies in England 
developed out of a set of specific and historical conditions. Its 
earliest practitioners were public intellectuals whose political 
and intellectual practices were structured by "adaptations" -- 
cultural conditions and social circumstances -- that made it a 
vital necessity to disturb disciplinary boundaries, to challenge 
and negotiate the structure of a university that marginalised 
them and their intellectual projects; these same circumstances 
also produced the desire, indeed necessity, for this early 
generation of cultural studies intellectuals to train succeeding 
generations of scholars, researchers, and intellectuals. (207) 
 
Parham, too, acknowledges how "an increasing link between 
culture and capitalism [has] made it difficult to retain the notion of 'critical 
populism' formed in the origins of cultural studies while, conversely, identity 
politics came to question the whole concept of a unified, left-political project." 
(462) To further complicate the implied lines of political affiliation, certain 
contemporary sources even strongly argue that we might look instead to the 
entrepreneurial ethos to contribute towards promoting a renewed sense of 
ethical awareness and dialogue in the world today: "Case Western Reserve's 
Robert D. Hisrich studied entrepreneurs and business managers, and found 
that entrepreneurs place a far greater emphasis on ethics than do their 
                                                
7 Bhagwati, Jagdish. "Coping with Antiglobalisation: A Trilogy of Discontents". Foreign Affairs 81 (1): 2-7. 
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counterparts in conventional jobs, perhaps because they have the freedom to 
do so." (Pink 67)8 
The overall effect is that this reflects a possible challenge to 
certain traditional assumptions within the discipline, at least in the specific 
case of this dissertation, in that the discourse of cultural studies is itself 
located within a discursive field that was once specifically formulated to 
problematise, rather than celebrate, the themes of productivity, market 
competition, and material ambitions, even though it might be precisely within 
these areas that some of the more relevant and controversial cultural 
developments in youth culture might be currently unfolding. Part of this 
might be seen as stemming from a reaction to a certain political climate in the 
UK throughout the formative years of the BCCCS, which inspired a new 
direction in cultural research and criticism that also allegorised the socio-
political debates of the day, through various commentaries on youth 
phenomena. This tradition can be readily appreciated in the likes of Willis, 
who points out that: 
The unified movement of an inevitable linear time characteristic 
of the capitalist age also has a kind of ideological effect. It 
suggests a sense of a homogeneous society engaged in the slow 
progress as it were, of the narrative which follows. There is an 
implied pervasive concept of maturation and continuity. This 
invites a gradualist, reformist perspective upon what is taken to 
be a unified society in which all share the same timescale and 
appreciate its careful warning pace. It tends to suppress a notion 
that different social groups may have different times, or some no 
times, or others attempt to pull time violently forwards. 
 
Though it must not be exaggerated we can see elements of the 
counter-school culture not only as cultural penetrations but as a 
limited defeat of this dominant sense of time. The culture in its 
mostly successful informal direction of its members' timetables, 
and subversion of the official one, is directly freeing space for 
                                                
8 Here, Pink is citing a summary of Robert D. Hisrich's report "Ethics of Business Managers vs. Entrepreneurs" in the 
Business Week article "Study Shows Entrepreneurs Place More Emphasis on Ethics Than Do Business Managers" 
(May 19, 1998). 
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cultural activities but is also rejecting artificial order and 
gradualist patterns of bourgeois time. In a sense 'the lads'' events 
and adventures are hidden from bourgeois time. (Willis 
Learning 135) 
 
Thus, in trying to account for the uneasy juxtaposition of 
contrasting discursive elements within a singular pedagogical construct, 
Parham acknowledges how the status quo necessarily juggles "the coexistence 
of two distinct cultures in contemporary higher education, the vocational and 
the critical (although, in some cases, these are embodied simultaneously in 
individual students) … ". (469)  
Leaving aside for now the implicit discursive assumptions 
behind the manner in which "the vocational" and "the critical" have not only 
been distinguished here but also seemingly structured in opposition to one 
another, this spirit of attempting to access and critique the deeper cultural 
structures at stake nonetheless plays an important role in defining this 
dissertation's approach in analysing the narratives of dot.com youth 
entrepreneurs. It is also by taking into account these real conflicts and 
contradictions as encountered in cultural studies classrooms all around the 
world that we might anticipate more insightful dialogic discussions about the 
engagement with entrepreneurial themes, and the future possibilities open to 
the discipline in this direction. 
 
 
   
II. ENTREPRENEURIAL CULTURE AND DOT.COM YOUTH. 
As a kind of broad cultural myth, the entrepreneurial character 
seems significantly complicated. Its impact on societal structures has been 
discussed in contexts as far back as in ancient China, where apparently 
"Confucianists disesteemed money handling, long hours of labour, and 
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competition, all elements of the entrepreneur's role. As a result, China could 
not overthrow the anticompetitive guild system as the Occident finally 
succeeded in doing." (Light and Rosenstein 7) This particular observation 
succinctly proposes that there are some common distinguishing behaviours or 
traits among entrepreneurs, and characterises them as individuals who engage 
in monetary transactions, work long hours, and are prone to aggressively 
advancing their status or position in the social hierarchy. At the same time, 
the sense of social and political power attached to the characteristic traits of 
entrepreneurs here, might be seen to parallel the theme of subversion and 
renewal that is often associated with youth culture. 
There are also other varying connotations to the word 
"entrepreneur" to consider, as will be considered at length in this and the 
other chapters following. The New Economy and its dot.com boom have come 
to be represented as controversial and contested phenomena, in terms of how 
their significance might be interpreted in the wider cultural context. There are 
numerous reasons, some obvious, some less so, why it might be a big 
challenge to attempt to initiate critical research into this area, especially 
through the resources of cultural studies. Popular business history sources like 
Norton, for example, even find it necessary to explicate the most basic of 
assumptions, in that: 
[t]his book has three premises. First, the New Economy is real. 
Second, its emergence around networked PCs propelled the US 
resurgence in the world economy during the 1990s. Third, the 
PC revolution can be traced to entrepreneurs from the western 
half of the US. The central theme is the vital role played by 
newcomers, acting as entrepreneurs, to overthrow the old order 
and blast through the deep tendencies toward stagnation that 
afflict advanced, affluent economies. (xi) 
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Here again, entrepreneurs are characterised both as 
"newcomers" as well as revolutionaries, and their role as agents of disruption 
is framed as a kind of cultural necessity, in response to the malaise that 
inevitably cripples societies or institutions that have attained a significantly 
advanced level of economic development. This works to present 
entrepreneurship as a form of revolutionary undertaking, particularly in how 
Norton reiterates that "[t]he role of the entrepreneur is to overcome the 
barriers to innovation that gradually mount as any organisation, industry, or 
society matures." (77) Furthermore, this mode of intervention might be seen 
to parallel the cultural studies project, too, as it similarly locates itself against 
the tide of institutionalisation, and repeatedly asserts its commitment to 
challenging various potentially fossilised assumptions of the status quo.  
The impact of PC technology is foregrounded here as a key 
element of this New Economy phenomenon, as both a medium of 
communication as well as a powerfully resonant cultural symbol. In 
accounting for the dot.com revolution in Britain during this New Economy 
period, Cellan-Jones notes that "[t]he Internet had turned out to be the 
weapon that allowed the young to force their way into business and prove that 
you did not need to spend twenty years climbing the corporate ladder before 
you could run something." (105) The use of the word "prove" in this context, 
especially if employed in a less than earnest manner, goes towards hinting 
that this might be a disconcerting declaration. In fact, the book locates its 
narratives of British dot.com youth entrepreneurs within the discourse of 
popular culture, and thus frames the dot.com developments within the codes, 
values and ideology associated with the anti-establishment counterculture 
movement. To this end, this extract is located in a chapter titled "The Kids are 
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Alright", a catchphrase which references a 1979 concert documentary about 
the rock band The Who based on their early years as a rock 'n' roll outfit. 
Nonetheless, the overall impression given here is that the New Economy 
basically brings about a radical transformation of some fundamental narrative 
of life -- an existential myth, on a transatlantic scale -- right in front of a global 
audience: where in the past folks would spend two full decades attempting to 
prove their worth in a business organisation, in the post-dot.com boom days 
the youth might indeed "force their way into business" right at the start, and 
even be nicely rewarded for their efforts. This is presented here as a fantastic 
possibility made real by the Internet, and facilitated by the advent of the 
highly-affordable desktop PC. 
How and why might such an unsettling turn of cultural values 
have come about? One crucial possibility, as I hope to explore further within 
this chapter, is that modern day teenagers are becoming increasingly 
financially literate and entrepreneurially competent, and this on the whole 
suggests not merely a new turn in the trends of contemporary popular culture, 
but also a major challenge to both the institutions of youth management, as 
well as the narrative assumptions within cultural studies about the politics of 
youth representation.  
One relevant development that has been noticed of late, is that 
youths these days enjoy significantly easier access to a wide variety of 
entrepreneurial and management opportunities outside their traditional roles 
within the structures of home and school. This might give them a broader 
sense of how they might behave, or what they might expect to accomplish, 
than in the case of earlier generations of youths. As Steinberg observes of 
contemporary youths in general: 
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The types of efficacy and self-direction they experience, for 
example, outside of school creates personal styles and modes of 
deportment that directly clash with the expectations of them 
possessed by numerous educators. The outcome of such 
interactions is not surprising, as the self-assured, adult-like 
countenance of particular youth is perceived by educators as 
insolent and disrespectful. (xv)  
 
Numerous sources on the entrepreneurial phenomenon during 
the dot.com era have found it helpful to characterise their subjects as being at 
once fiercely individualistic, yet exhibiting strong similarities across the US as 
a peer group. Indeed, as Miller notes, research into the impact of the New 
Economy seems largely limited to narratives located within the United States, 
as "it is allegedly the centre of a new economy", "it is a hub for trade in fun 
and art", and "it has a major impact on the 'third world'" (Miller 56), among a 
few other reasons. At the same time, though, there is evidence to suggest that 
the contemporary entrepreneurial culture in fact reflects a kind of immigrant 
legacy, in that demographic data in the earlier half of the last century:   
… suggest[s] that immigrants were more inclined to 
entrepreneurship than were native-born American, presumably 
a supply-side effect in that the same opportunity conditions 
elicited higher rates of entrepreneurship from immigrants than 
from natives. [Also], some immigrant and ethnic minorities 
displayed higher rates of self-employment than others. (Light 
and Rosenstein 181-2) 
 
Light and Rosenstein acknowledge that even as their study 
considers "entrepreneurs as if they were herd animals …  this approach 
conflicts with the popular notion that entrepreneurs are supremely 
individualistic, [but] it is unavoidable when one adopts a statistical approach." 
(ix) Similarly, Norton explains that "[i]n a nutshell, then, the theme of the 
book is that entrepreneurs from the provinces, acting as individuals, not as 
'organisation men' have infused the US economy with a dynamism that has 
restored the American dream." (xiii)  
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It is thus this distinguishing rejection of, and reaction to, the 
values associated with Old Economy corporate culture that appears to 
distinguish the entrepreneurial ethic here. Contemporary sources often trace 
the emergence of the corporate discourse back to William H. Whyte, Jr.'s 1956 
book, The Organisation Man, in which:  
… Whyte discovered that much of America's long-standing 
reverence for self-made men and pioneer spirits had dissolved 
and hardened into pity. "The entrepreneur, as many see him, is a 
selfish type motivated by greed, and he is, furthermore, 
unhappy."9 Not the Organisation Man. So long as he resisted the 
temptations of independence and conformed to the accepted 
behavioral code, he would lead a satisfying life. (Pink 12-3) 
 
This emerging tendency to hold corporate employees in higher 
esteem than "self-made men" is seen in itself to define a significant change in 
common perception back in the 1950s, just as the implicated "pioneer spirit" 
had previously been seen as a vital component of the American spirit. In fact, 
Light and Rosenstein also argue that the popular philosophy of self-help was 
in fact avidly subscribed to by many immigrants and lower-wage households 
around the turn of the twentieth century, since it was seen as a viable and 
necessary direction towards improving their own situation. This is 
substantiated with the observation that: 
… a century ago most working-class families extended their wage 
income with various forms of petty self-employment. The 
entrepreneurship solution to poverty is self-employment. If 
people suffer poverty because of discrimination, those people 
should open business firms, thus positioning themselves for 
progression from dependent employees, to self-employed 
owners, to employers. (205) 
 
This development from dependency to entrepreneur-employer 
status is notably different from the mode of advancement coveted by 
organisation men: the entrepreneur is represented as consciously 
                                                
9 William H. Whyte, Jr.. The Organisation Man. Garden City: Doubleday Achor, 1956. 
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transgressing economic boundaries in migrating from one institutional 
structure into another; while the latter aims to remain subservient to a 
corporate overlord throughout one's career. In addition, we may note that 
while the option of small scale or petty entrepreneurship is also similarly 
structured in Hoggart's brief ethnography of certain working class 
communities in his seminal Uses of Literacy (1957), there is a marked 
difference in how the possibilities of migrating from one position to another 
are represented here. Where Light and Rosenstein suggest that lower-wage 
individuals might benefit from a duality of income streams, in being both 
employees and small-scale entrepreneurs simultaneously, in Hoggart's 
context it seems that a comparatively more rigid deep structure exists to limit 
entrepreneurial participation: 
The 'working-classes' described here live in districts such as 
Hunslet (Leeds), Ancoats (Manchester), Brightside and 
Attercliffe (Sheffield), and off the Hessle and Holderness Roads 
(Hull). … Most of the employed inhabitants of these areas work 
for a wage, not a salary, and the wage is paid weekly: most have 
no other source of income. Some are self-employed; they may 
keep a small shop for members of the group to which, culturally, 
they belong or supply a service to the group, for example as a 
'cobbler', 'barber', 'grocer', 'bike-mender' or 'cast-off clothing 
dealer'. One cannot firmly distinguish workers from others by 
the amount of money earned, since there are enormous 
variations in wages among working-class people; and most steel-
workers, for instance, are plainly working-class though some 
earn more than many teachers who are not. (Hoggart Uses 20) 
 
In more present times, though, the scope of entrepreneurial 
competence has come to be defined in the much less rustic language of 
management studies: "[s]tarting a new firm is one entrepreneurial innovation; 
expanding a firm is another, and changing the manner of doing business is a 
third." (Light and Rosenstein 1) 10 Nonetheless, it is interesting to consider 
                                                
10 
On the other hand, though, some segments of US society have also come to associate entrepreneurship with the 
unsavory likes of "[t]oxic waste dumpers, child pornographers, and cocaine vendors". (Light and Rosenstein 7)  
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how the phenomenon as well as its associated set of values still provoke a 
range of conflicting responses in general discourse: 
Because entrepreneurship is a cultural cliché, Americans 
unthinkingly fit this complex subject into outmoded ideological 
frameworks. … Fearing that entrepreneurship still works, 
ultraleftists seek to discourage poor and working class 
individuals from becoming entrepreneurs lest they lose 
enthusiasm for revolution. … On the right, ideologues glibly 
assume that entrepreneurship expresses and belongs to a 
conservative political ideology. (Light and Rosenstein 206) 
 
What we might apparently face here, then, is a situation that is 
represented as a complex web of political, economic, cultural and highly 
personal values and systems of signification. Thus established, these contested 
fault-lines might be recognised as being worthy of an extended critical 
engagement. 
 
a. On Entrepreneurial Culture.  
To the extent that it might be possible or even useful to 
formulate generalisations about cultural traits and modes of expression, we 
might note how some sources locate the entrepreneurial impulse within the 
broad " 'spirit' of capitalism -- that value-set Max Weber saw as the source of 
the original entrepreneur revolution in eighteenth-century Britain." (Norton 
xii) As Light and Rosenstein likewise point out, the discursive origins of 
entrepreneurship might be traced to how "[t]he founder of entrepreneurship 
research, Max Weber claimed that Puritan theology had once encouraged 
believers to adopt the entrepreneur's role and to redefine the role's content. As 
a result, Weber claimed, European capitalism received a stimulus that enabled 
it to break away from guild traditionalism, a restraint that frustrated 
capitalism elsewhere in the world." (8-9) However, the prevailing assumption 
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that cultural and industrial organisation structures would progressively 
increase in size and complexity also seemed to influence how Weber perceived 
the future evolution of the entrepreneurial movement, in that:  
[a]lthough he introduced the subject of entrepreneurship into 
sociology, Weber's influence upon subsequent research into 
entrepreneurship was equivocal. Like others of his generation, … 
Weber believed that large bureaucratic organisations were the 
model of the future. This view was antientrepreneurial in 
implication because big organisations need few entrepreneurs. 
(Light and Rosenstein 9) 
 
In relation to establishing the entrepreneur's symbolic status 
within the wider political discourse, the work of Austrian economist Joseph 
Schumpeter has been most widely cited. Norton, for one, credits as a seminal 
piece of work "… Schumpeter's doctoral dissertation [which] was published in 
1911, when he was 28, and was later translated as The Theory of Economic 
Development (1934). The book advances the idea that the entrepreneur 
disrupts the circular flow of money and production by introducing a new 
product or process into the economy." (xi) A more incisive summary of its 
contents is offered by Light and Rosenstein, who point out that:  
Whereas Weber had only seen a bureaucratised world, shorn of 
magic and romance, Joseph Schumpeter drew on the destructive 
implications of such a world for causally significant 
entrepreneurship. … [But] Schumpeter also supposed that large, 
professionally managed, corporately organised business firms 
would continue to replace small owner-operated firms as the 
dominant industrial combination in advanced market societies. 
… Therefore, Schumpeter anticipated the technological/ 
organisational obsolescence of entrepreneurs in this century. (9-
10) 
 
Likewise, even while the writings of Karl Marx were less 
interested in engaging with the issue of entrepreneurship,  it might have 
appeared that "in an unusual demonstration of political convergence, his 
pessimistic evaluation of its future agreed with the conclusions of the 
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conservative Schumpeter and of Weber, the liberal. … When small firms 
disappeared, entrepreneurs would disappear too because small firms provided 
the vehicle for entrepreneurs." (Light and Rosenstein 10) Such interpretations 
and conclusions thus went towards informing and establishing a basis for 
questioning the viability or practicality of entrepreneurial studies across a 
broad range of research traditions, from marxism to economics to even 
business school pedagogy. Entrepreneurs were viewed as underdogs, 
economically marginalised, under threat of extinction, and under-valued.  
This condition seemed to last all the way until the late twentieth 
century, largely because the general conditions in developed countries in fact 
appeared to support the premise, not just that bigger structures were 
inevitable, but also that this effectively crowded out the entrepreneurs and left 
increasingly less scope for them to mark out a viable space for themselves, 
within the wider cultural and economic landscape. It was thus understandable 
that "economists and social scientists lost interest in entrepreneurship 
research, deeming the subject of interest only to historical sociology or third 
world and development research." (Light and Rosenstein 11) Given this 
general lack of investment in examining entrepreneurship on the whole, we 
might begin to appreciate the significance of the discursive struggle during the 
dot.com period, over the frames of reference used to characterise and 
compose narratives around the experiences of the entrepreneurial youths.  
This also translates into a methodological challenge, in that 
youth entrepreneurship seems to enjoy little or no consideration at all, in how 
narratives of the New Economy have come to be configured and 
contextualised within certain aspects of the contemporary cultural studies 
literature. One example is Weis's article "Revisiting a 1980s "Moment of 
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Critique": Class, Gender and the New Economy", which represents the New 
Economy through an ambivalent image of a "kaleidoscope backdrop of 
changes in the US/world economy." (116) As part of a project to interview a 
group of working class students over an interval of 15 years, the focus here 
remains faithful to the relatively canonical model of "exploring identity 
formation among American White working-class male and female students in 
relation to the school, economy, and family of origin." (Weis 111)  
In this case, although the title has framed the study specifically 
within the context of the New Economy, apparent opportunities for 
entrepreneurial engagements are noticeably absent from the rigorous 
ethnographic commentary on "class structures, racism, sexism and/or the 
globalising economy in interpersonal and/or structural relations" within the 
New Economy (Weis 113). It is this particular absence that this dissertation 
hopes to reconsider, as well as the key reasons, rhetorical or otherwise, why 
this might turn out to be so. As During proposes: 
No easy political judgment of entrepreneurial culture is possible. 
The arguments that it creates new subjects who possess less 
capacity for resistance or criticism of society as a whole than did 
the social welfare or liberal ideologies that entrepreneurialism 
has largely replaced, or that it masks a radical increase in 
employment insecurity and burn-out, or that it is mainly 
addressed to the relatively rich, while true, do not end the story. 
(16) 
 
To what extent might we actually explore or appreciate the 
alternative view, that entrepreneurial culture does not entirely work towards 
disabling the youth, nor necessarily compromise their ability or inclination to 
resist social and institutional efforts to limit their energies and unique modes 
of cultural expression? To what degree might entrepreneurial culture be seen 
as an open and active movement to articulate and address the causes and 
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consequences of this "radical increase in employment insecurity and burn-
out", instead of masking these problems? To what extent might 
entrepreneurial youths be addressed not as compromised subjects, but rather 
as resourceful, rebellious and resilient characters who are attempting to 
question the discursive limits that have been imposed upon them? These 
questions reflect the mode of critical analysis that I hope to explore through 
this dissertation. 
 
b. The New Economy.   
The thing is, it's supposed to be the other way around. 
Academics are supposed to be the impractical ones, the 
theorists. Practitioners -- those hard bitten, steely-eyed 
professional, as they imagine themselves -- are supposed to be 
the realists. 
 
Except that two years ago, the whole world was turned upside 
down. Two years ago, analysts and bonus babies on Wall Street 
were head over heels in love with every technology and dotcom 
company that could generate any kind of an offering document. 
Venture capitalists were throwing money -- hundreds of millions 
of dollars -- at business plans that were hardly more than pipe 
dreams. Reporters and editors were churning out reams of copy 
about high-flying stocks that were destined, they told us, only to 
fly higher. It was a time, in Alan Greenspan's memorable phrase, 
of irrational exuberance. (Ellis 120) 
 
As noted here, the now-infamous characterisation of the 
dot.com boom, as a period of "irrational exuberance", indeed expresses the 
general topsy-turvy mood that tends to characterise narratives of the dot.com 
era at the turn of the last millennium. To some extent, it has become a 
convention to frame these narratives as tales of cultural, economic and 
political confusion, a period in which authority structures were inverted, and 
market derangement and licensed levity reigned on a massively 
unprecedented scale.  
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In this section, I hope to chart out some of these inversions, 
particular those relating to assumptions about the inevitable domination of 
big corporations, as raised earlier in this chapter, as well as the representation 
of youth characters and the unusual role they might be seen to have played in 
this drama. Even considering all the different interpretations that have come 
to be attached to the phenomenon, the New Economy's impact is most often 
broadly conceptualised as a change in how young individuals might rationalise 
and negotiate their own economic productivity in relation to the wider 
structures and networks around them; a condition made possible by the 
relatively novel invention of various Internet technologies. As it turns out, the 
New Economy in fact seems to be a recurrent motif in both popular as well as 
business histories. As Miller notes: 
Many phases of 'technological futurism' in the US have been 
hailed as new economies. The latest new economy was much 
touted in the US in the period between 1995 and 2001. In 
seeking to explain the rise in productivity over this period, which 
exceeded the post-Second World War boom, neoclassical 
economists, leader writers, media havens and policy martinets 
pointed to the technological gap between the US versus Japan 
and Western Europe and the number of 'smart' jobs. (56) 
  
Nonetheless, there are others who do see the dot.com period as 
manifesting certain significantly distinct differences, in that here the 
production, distribution and consumption of economic value have come to be 
profoundly accelerated through the emergent connective networks. To this 
end, Kenney proposes: 
So what is new about the New Economy? Put briefly, the 
Internet, a new level and form of connectivity among multiple 
heterogeneous ideas and actors, giving rise to a vast new range 
of combinations. … What is not new (but leveraged through the 
Internet) are digitisation of information (this has been going on 
since the arrival of computers in the 1940s) and the Knowledge 
Economy (the economy has become more and more knowledge-
intensive since the Industrial Revolution.) (30) 
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This shift in the modes of production, both material and 
cultural, is not always held in high regard. As an academic writing in a cultural 
studies journal, for instance, Miller candidly rebuts: 
When I hear the expression 'new economy', I think of the 
transfer of labour onto me as both consumer and worker: in fast 
food outlets, I clean up what I have eaten; as a reviewer or 
research grants, I print out what has been emailed to me; as a 
convenor of university committees, I organise meeting times and 
locations, and so it goes on. This wasn't the case 10 years ago, as 
my familiarity with plastic trays, my bill for printer cartridges 
and my telephone habits all attest. (Miller 56-7) 
 
What this immediately indicates is that as technology 
restructures the experiences associated with the domain of popular or youth 
culture, it might also transform the habits and routines that define the 
academic profession. In this case, Miller highlights that he has since been 
spending more time cleaning up after himself in fast food outlets, printing his 
own research documents, and facilitating the organisation of academic 
gatherings. This "transfer of labour" is conveyed here as a development that 
might have inconvenienced him to some significant extent, in terms of both 
time and money.  
A kind of cultural insight is perhaps also hinted at here, in that 
the youth workers who previously temped in "fast food outlets" and university 
administrative offices might have themselves fled to more entrepreneurial 
pastures, leaving university lecturers to look after their own routine, non-
entrepreneurial tasks. In this sense, we might appreciate how this pointed, 
wittily-expressed anecdote begins to reflect the general sense of cultural 
betrayal that often spices up a large number of media accounts about the New 
Economy. 
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One of the cultural consequences of this explosion in 
information is what we might loosely identify as an apparent increase in 
financial participation, at least within the context of popular discourse. During 
this period, it seemed that the general public was able to both access as well as 
interact with the economy not just on the level of purchasing consumer goods 
and services, but also in terms of negotiating for themselves certain stakes in 
the production of commercial goods and services, through participating in the 
control of stocks and stock options in a wide range of business ventures. This 
situation is succinctly outlined in Cassidy, who points out that: 
[t]he Internet bubble fit the broad historic pattern, but it has its 
own idiosyncrasies. Technology provided the focus for the 
speculative mania, but it can’t fully explain what happened. 
Revolutionary inventions are nothing new, after all. Television 
and the jet aircraft arguably changed people's lives more than 
the World Wide Web, but neither led to a speculative binge. 
Evidently, there was something about American society in the 
middle of the 1990s that made it susceptible to an outbreak of 
stock market hysteria. (25-6) 
 
Interestingly, in this instance the suggestion of disease and 
dysfunction employed here, through the highly provocative terms "outbreak" 
and "hysteria", might not appear wholly inappropriate or melodramatic in the 
context of describing this particular economic bubble in the history of the US 
economy. This is due to the fact that the dot.com period was already being 
widely characterised and even to some extent demonised as a mammoth 
transgression of conventional norms and common sense, through hyperbolic 
metaphors expressing the deep sense of violation that many felt in relation to 
this. In an autobiographical account of the dot.com boom, a leading Wall 
Street fund manager himself laments how what might appear to be a 
despicable form of market trickery actually became common practice during 
this period: 
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How did you know a company was following new economy 
rules? … All it had to do was, first, make up a series of entirely 
beatable estimates for earnings and revenues. Then give those 
estimates to the lackeys, the analysts who had helped bring them 
public. Then the company would beat those estimates handily 
when they reported. How could they not? Companies have a 
clear idea in good times that what the are going to earn. If you 
knew you were going to make 3 cents, just say 1 cent, and then 
report the better-than-expected number. … No one quarrelled 
with the charade of beaten expectations. As long as those 
numbers got beaten, and estimates moved ahead inexorably, the 
analyst community could conspire with these greedy mutual 
funds to keep the prices in the air, going ever higher regardless 
of the valuation. That's how companies with no earnings to 
speak of and little revenues found themselves with valuations 
ten times the size of General Motors, Boeing, and Ford together. 
(Cramer 296) 
 
The market analysis discourse presents this situation as an issue 
of financial textuality, and sets it up in a manner that mirrors the classic 
appearance-versus-reality theme. In an altogether different context, the act of 
under-reporting future performance might indeed be commended as 
indications of prudence and modesty, so that one might not be accused of 
exaggerating potential earnings or misleading the public through inflated 
accounting figures. In this particular context, though, this same act has come 
to be construed as an attempt to manipulate market expectations, in that by 
out-performing such public expectations, these New Economy companies 
might make themselves appear to be more attractive to potential investors. 
Thus, while the actual financial texts -- the published estimates and 
performance reports, so to speak -- might appear to indicate one scenario, the 
context illuminates another contradicting narrative and set of cultural 
assumptions altogether.  
Where such cases of corporate profiteering from manipulating 
the movement of dot.com stock prices have been addressed in media or 
business history narratives, the accounts are often presented in a coherent, 
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systematic manner, as if there could have been little that was obscure or 
baffling about how the phenomenon actually unfolded. On the other hand, 
though, for the masses who were not literate enough to appreciate the 
complexities of the text at hand, the shocking revelation of what actually took 
place under the guise of the New Economy must surely have seemed like 
daylight robbery on an unprecedented scale. Miller's point of view is that: 
[t]he free market style of the new economy was an investment 
nightmare. Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz, former chair of the 
President's Council of Economic Advisors and chief economist at 
the World Bank, has stated11 that the recession of 2001 
illustrated that the "New Economy rhetoric contained more than 
a little hype" (2002) via the biggest bankruptcy in history 
(WorldCom), the largest stock market slide since the Depression 
(Wall Street), the most profound exposure ever of fictive capital 
(Enron) and unprecedented terror in the hearts of those with 
mutual fund retirement accounts (me). (58)  
 
The captivating term "fictive capital" here invites us to re-
examine the event as a collaborative narrative, in which an entire community 
colluded to exploit the spiralling stock market, as co-authors of varying 
degrees. This is significant not merely in terms of identifying the financial 
stakes and interactions involved, but also in relation to thinking about the 
issues of politics and identity as might have been implicated as part of this 
dizzying stock market ritual. In this sense, the New Economy and its wave of 
dot.com entrepreneurship also appeared to initiate an increase in the general 
level of financial literacy and economic participation, and this effectively 
impacted how systems of cultural differences came to be imagined and 
maintained. The consequences might be appreciated in a particularly more 
revolutionary sense over in the UK, where it was reported that:  
… for a short period, roughly stretching from September 1999 to 
May 2000, Britain had been in the grip of an extraordinary wave 
                                                
11 Stiglitz, Joseph. "The Roaring Nineties". Atlantic Monthly  290(3): 75-89.  
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of enthusiasm about the potential of the Internet economy to 
create new wealth. It was a time of energy and optimism that 
promised to change the way the nation looked at itself. 
 
A country that had struggled to shake off the disdain of its ruling 
classes for the business world and which had long regarded 
money as a far more vulgar topic of conversation than sex or 
religion seemed to have been transformed. Suddenly the 
expression 'dot.com' had entered the language and the people 
behind the new Internet companies were being hailed as the 
pioneers who could lead Britain into the Information Age. At last 
the roll-call of business leaders familiar to the man and woman 
in the street did not start and finish with Richard Branson's 
name. (Cellan-Jones 5) 
 
The New Economy, as seen here, ushered in both a new 
vocabulary as well as a repertoire of cultural references, and these symbolic 
resources came together to configure, or at least hint at, new possibilities in 
cultural politics. Awareness of this seismic development must have been far-
reaching and infectious, as an increasing number of people rushed to educate 
themselves in the mechanics of market investment so that even though they 
lacked the entrepreneurial aptitude or avenues to launch a dot.com of their 
own, they could still participate vicariously in the whole economic boom. 
According to some reports, this fever appears to have transcended race, class 
and age differences, since by the end of 1999 we are told that:  
The growth of investment clubs is an aspect of the stock market 
boom that is often overlooked. … In 1992, there were 7,200 
investment clubs listed with the National Association of 
Investors Corp., a nonprofit organisation based in Madison 
Heights, Michigan; at the start of 1999, there were more than 
37,000. By then the United States contained more investment 
clubs than movie houses. And this figure only included those 
investment clubs that had gone to the trouble of listing with the 
National Association of Investors. … More than two-thirds of the 
members of investment clubs were women. There were 
investment clubs catering to blacks, Asians, college students, 
and even high school students. The National Association of 
Investors started a young membership program, with its own 
newsletter, Young Money Matters. CNBS organised a high 
school stock-picking contest … There were Web sites, books and 
summer camps for young investors. In the blighted South Bronx, 
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teachers at Aquinas High School took their pupils on field trips 
to Wall Street. (Cassidy 233-4) 
 
This portrays a lively picture of stock picking as a popular 
pastime, similar perhaps to the book clubs or hobby circles that might have 
been common amongst these same communities in the past. While it is hardly 
likely that any majority of them could have transformed this newfound 
interest into a sizeable income stream merely through investing in the stock 
market during this period, a more significant outcome with deeper historical 
implications is how this situation essentially promoted the sense of financial 
literacy as a dimension of popular discourse, and how an increasing portion of 
the population, including the youth, gained competence in reading and 
interpreting the financial data attached to the respective corporations, in the 
course of interpreting the respective market profiles for themselves. Where in 
the past these financial texts might be deemed too sophisticated for such 
minors and amateurs to engage with, the kind of exposure and education that 
these investment clubs encouraged indeed contributed to changing the 
dynamics of knowledge and power to some considerable degree here. 
Still, it seemed the inevitable market correction at the end of the 
dot.com run more than returned perspectives to the pre-exuberance days. It 
also inspired a wave of resentment, and even contempt, for the whole debacle. 
This backlash of fear and loathing was essentially responsible for wiping out 
the bulk of entrepreneurial startups that had blossomed over the turn of the 
millennium, across both the US and the UK, as the public sought to relieve 
themselves of their dot.com stock holdings: 
… when the crash came many of the fledgling British dot.coms 
were too fragile to survive it. The wave of selling which began on 
New York's high tech Nasdaq market in March 2000 spread 
instantly across the Atlantic, and as investors began to fight shy 
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of Internet shares, the dot.coms suddenly found that nobody 
wanted to give them they money they needed to survive. But by 
the end of the year there was only a handful of dot.coms of any 
size still in British ownership. (Cellan-Jones 8)  
 
This sudden and unpleasant evaporation of the "fictive capital" 
inspired considerable resentment among the masses, particularly towards the 
youth entrepreneurs who had been opportunistic and hedonistic enough to 
jump on and exploit the turbulent wave for their own profit and amusement. 
Given time, the whole affair even came to be represented as a cross between a 
cold capitalist conspiracy and a big juvenile scam, in that:  
… the virulent backlash against the dot.com economy is spurred 
in part by a sense that these companies were conjured up and 
populated by a bunch of spoiled rich kids who thought they were 
entitled to make quick-and-easy millions. It’s one thing for an 
Indian immigrant to bury his head in his engineering studies, 
toil away for years and eventually make a mint on a startup. It's 
quite another for a brash twentysomething out of Harvard 
Business School, by way of Amherst and Palo Alto, to do the 
same thing. (Weber 7) 
 
In the relatively short time since the demise of the dot.com 
movement, considerable effort has been made to contextualise the 
phenomenon within wider frames of references. A variety of counter-
narratives have emerged to offer differing perspectives on the impact of the 
New Economy over the long run, even to the extent of arguing that it 
represented a truly destructive and particularly inhumane phenomenon. In 
addressing how the economic climate has come to be worse off since, 
Aronowitz, for instance, points out that: 
… the new regimes of computer-mediated industrial and service 
production -- and the ability of labour unions to protect wages 
and benefits -- have accelerated productivity, which far exceeds 
the economic growth rate, revealing the purpose of technological 
change: to reduce labour costs. Even without recession and job 
migration over time, cybernetic technologies reduce factory and 
service jobs absolutely and reduce them relative to the expansion 
of the labor force, even in growth periods. In the years between 
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2000 and 2003, even as the labour force grew by 3 percent the 
United States lost almost 3 millions jobs, mostly in 
manufacturing, but increasingly in the services, including retail 
and wholesale trades and especially in financial services. (xi) 
 
Given such accounts of the extent of both financial as well as 
social carnage as a result of the market bust, the sobering return to order has 
not been quite as welcome as one might expect, because the new status quo 
has come to be characterised in terms of a climate of harsher competition over 
fewer jobs. Nonetheless, such perspectives might seem too weighted towards 
painting a bleak picture altogether, in contrast to the more reconciliatory tone 
that Florida offers:   
All of which brings us to the present day. The always silly 
distinction between the New and Old Economies has collapsed. 
Different types of work-places are converging and becoming 
more similar in their quest to attract talented people and 
harness creativity. People want to work for a company that 
values them, provides a challenging yet stable work 
environment, nurtures and supports their creativity, and allows 
them to realise their full potential. (143) 
 
As much as the sanguine tone here expresses a kind of 
philosophical tenacity in that the potential for meaningful experiences is 
always possible regardless of whether the economy is to be labelled "old" or 
"new", Florida's formulation of the aftermath, as offered here, returns the 
default experience to that of being grateful employees instead of exuberant 
entrepreneurs, albeit in more enlightened corporations that might perhaps be 
committed to not demeaning their sense of humanity. To a degree then, as we 
might acknowledge, this account might also be seen to refute any possibility of 





c. Dot.com Culture and Youth. 
As considered above, the long-time marginalisation of 
entrepreneurial narratives within popular discourse can be seen to reflect the 
underlying assumption that corporations would grow in size and market 
domination, to the extent that entrepreneurial startups would find little if any 
market space to maneuver, let alone take root and blossom. As a result, 
entrepreneurs came to be commonly characterised as being caught up in a 
romantic if quixotic struggle against their bigger corporate competitors, in 
certain instances through narratives that mirror the heroic David-meets-
Goliath myth. 
Even in the mid-nineties, media representation of the 
technologically-inclined youth communities was largely dominated by the 
hacker stereotype, which sought to interpret their anti-social, law-breaking 
tendencies as expressions of anarchic anti-corporate sentiments. A Details 
magazine review of the 1995 HOPE Conference in New York, whose name is a 
utopianesque acronym for "Hackers on Planet Earth", suggested that the 
general motivation behind the culture of obsessive meddling with information 
technology was perhaps a desire to emulate how the few leading 
entrepreneurs in the computer industry started out, as: 
… there is also the promise, well rehearsed here, that hacking is 
more than idle mischief. Bill Gates started out as a hacker; now, 
as CEO of Microsoft, he is worth [US]$9.3 billion. Steve Jobs 
and Steve Wozniak reportedly made and sold blue boxes -- 
devices that emit tones of 2,600 cycles per second, which 
allowed users to hack into telephone trunk lines -- before they 
founded Apple. As more and more companies put resources on-
line, this career path is not lost on the hackers. (Benedek 54) 
 
Indeed, the problematic distinction between business hero and 
cyber-delinquent  is foregrounded in the subheading of this article, which 
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poses the dilemma: "Are today's computer hackers social deviants or the next 
wave of entrepreneurs?" (Benedek 52) This question is formulated in a 
manner that tries to reconcile the transgressive dimension -- in terms of social 
subversion -- on the one hand and the mode of radical -- if not always 
profitable -- economic innovation on the other. In those early days, as seen 
here, the distinguishing mode of literacy implicated remains largely limited to 
that of technological competence, and there is little doubt that the hackers 
here are represented as a potential cause for moral panic. At the same time, 
the narrative cannot help but evoke, or fall back upon, a deeper, and darker, 
celebration of the counter-culture myth here, in foregrounding the possibility 
that the precocious hacker youth might potentially disrupt or even usurp the 
market control of bigger and more solemn adult-oriented corporations. In line 
with this, the hackers are framed with a sense of quixotic purpose, in that at 
this point in time there has still been little to indicate any real reason to doubt 
the ruling assumption that big corporations would continue to dominate the 
cultural landscape, and not them. This all the more established the hackers as 
symbols of grassroots rebellion, cultural subversion, and underdog 
romanticism. In the years following this reported event, though, all these 
narrative strands came together and somehow percolated into a powerful 
popular myth of the technology-based entrepreneurial startup. Florida later 
argues how this might be seen to reflect certain older myths and motivations: 
The death-to-the-dinosaurs fallacy has been fed by diverse 
streams of thought: the small-is-beautiful movement of the 
1960s, the culture of entrepreneurship that emerged in the wake 
of Silicon Valley and of course the New Economy hype of the late 
1990s, which promoted the notion that any twenty-six-year-old 
with a good idea could start a company, make a mint and retire 
by forty. This pipe dream is an old one with deep roots in 
American culture. … Note how the ideal of the self-made person 
toiling away in the "garage" -- from the garage startup to the 
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garage band -- permeates our popular culture today. It is as 
important for a modern enterprise to have been born in a garage 
as it was for a nineteenth-century presidential candidate to have 
been born in a log cabin. (Florida 27) 
 
At the HOPE conference back in 1995, however, the relative lack 
of financial ambition evident in the narrative accounts of the youths, let alone 
any ability on their part to fully appreciate the market value of their own skills, 
seems to suggest that financial fantasies and entrepreneurial ambitions have 
yet to become a significant consideration, both in the lives of the hacker 
youths within the narratives, as well as to the media reporter reconstructing 
the stories. What emerged, instead, were intriguing ethnographic accounts 
that illustrate a range of juvenile traits from outright economic dependency on 
the one hand, to the faintest suggestion of proto-dot.com instincts on the 
other. In illustrating the former case, Benedek offers by way of profile: 
Walter is a graduate student in physics at Queens College. He 
lives with his mother, "because I have no money!" he says, not so 
very unhappily. He could easily change that if he wanted, but he 
says he has "absolutely no desire to make money illegally from 
hacking. Figuring out how to clone phones is really interesting. 
But once you're down to making money out of things, it’s not 
interesting anymore. That's like a nine-to-five job. (54) 
 
Walter's hacker lifestyle is very much expressed here as an 
attempt to resist and reject the rhetoric of the organisation man. We might 
particularly highlight his passionate aversion to any semblance of a gainful 
"nine-to-five job", and how this distinguishing difference hinges on the liminal 
distinction between the "interesting" work of illegally modifying public phones 
on the one hand, and the "not interesting" work of "making money out of 
things" on the other. In fact, as this excerpt suggests, the wholehearted 
rejection of a predictable source of income is even brandished as a badge of 
pride. At the same time, there are certain other characters in this narrative 
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who seem only slightly more amenable to putting their computer literacy to 
practical use, as in the case of: 
Mark, now twenty-two, [who] started hacking when he was ten 
or eleven. He dropped out of two high schools and then worked 
at a computer graphics firm, earning credits to graduate from an 
alternative high school; soon he dropped out of this as well. "I'm 
not a morning person," he explains. "I'm a nocturnal creature." 
Mark spent most of his time hacking -- about twelve hours a 
night. (Benedek 58) 
  
It would become further apparent that the first people to be 
credited with exploiting the business potential that the emergent Internet 
economy offered were not to be these youth hackers-cum-entrepreneurs, but 
rather the self-styled "digerati" of the day. The term seems to have been 
popularised by successful literary agent John Brockman when he wrote a book 
of that same title, in which a cyber-cadre of leading thinkers, activists and 
business leaders were profiled. A separate Details article on the publication of 
this book suggested that: 
[r]ather, the most important qualification for becoming a 
member of the digerati seems to be ruthless opportunism -- 
though having a gift for '90s New Age blather and mind-blowing 
nonsense from the '60s also helps. In fact, many of the digerati 
are actually old hippies who, having seen their great social 
revolution crushed over the last twenty or thirty years, now see 
the chance to spearhead a new radical movement. And, although 
the digital revolution embodies some of the very same ideas 
championed in the '60s and '70s -- personal freedom, self-
expression, intellectual curiosity, sweeping social change -- 
money and materialism are not dirty concepts to this crowd. The 
digerati love to sell the computer revolution as a youth 
movement -- giving it an air of idealism and inevitability -- but 
the truth is that it is being led by a group of mostly wealthy white 
men in their forties and fifties whose pieties about changing the 
world seem more like a pretext for cashing in before they hit 
retirement age. (Keegan 195) 
 
Within a few years, however, this sense of cynicism would seem 
to fade away, thanks to a new generation of young and idealistic hacker-
entrepreneurs who went on to form pioneering dot.coms like Netscape and 
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Yahoo!, and generate tidy fortunes for themselves, and their investors, in the 
process. As the convergence of available technology and business trends made 
computer literacy a key priority in the human resource strategy of technology 
companies, there was a high demand for these youths and their computer 
hacking expertise, which had been previously taken to be merely hobbyist 
knowledge. To this end, many companies ended up attempting to radically 
transform their own public image and organisational culture, in order to 
better appeal to the youths' lifestyle preferences, and hopefully recruit them 
with greater success. This, too, represented another characteristic aspect of 
the dot.com economy, in that the conservative modes of representation 
associated with business culture came to be swapped for the more colourful 
and irreverent trappings of an abundant youth-opia: 
One approach some companies, particularly those in the tech 
sector, have taken … is to smother employees with affection. 
These corporations have established on-site gyms, on-site 
restaurants, on-site showers, on-site child care, and on-site 
concierge services -- so nobody ever has to go "off-site" (a place 
also known as "home"). In Silicon Valley, companies vie to lure 
the best chefs to prepare employee meals -- and they keep 
refrigerators bulging with soda and snacks -- all so that 
employees don’t wander away. (Pink 67-8) 
 
Towards the end of the dot.com boom, as might be apparent 
here, the discourse of youth talent had once again evolved such that the 
previously-glorified icon of the entrepreneurial youth became significantly 
transformed once again in popular consciousness. In its place, the well-
established processes of media representation now promoted instead the 
stereotype of the entrepreneurial youth as yet another reiteration of the 
apathetic and pampered slacker with a perverse inclination towards fiddling 
with technology, and this narrative turn effectively undermined the cultural 
significance of youth entrepreneurs to a great extent. At the same time, 
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dot.com corporate culture also came to be seen as both superficial and 
confused. According to Florida: 
Many companies merely represented a cheap facade of the 
"alternative" -- a ping-pong table, perhaps an espresso machine. 
And many otherwise sensible people bought into it because they 
were starved for something different. It wasn't about the money 
after all. As countless people in my focus groups and interviews 
have told me, they made those moves in the hopes of being part 
of a different, more inclusive, more progressive culture. Most of 
them, however, were quickly disappointed. (141) 
 
Still, this revolutionary tide remained too powerful to ignore. 
The buying public, newly inducted into the intricacies of retail trading on the 
stock market, encouraged even more of the counter-intuitive madness that 
had been made to appear so wildly profitable. As such, against their better 
judgment, many business managers also found themselves pandering to this 
dot.com mania. It seems hard to overestimate the extent of this irrational 
movement; as a founder of a well-regarded stock-tips dot.com himself 
painfully confessed at one point: 
[w]e were well on our way, and I do mean this as cynically as 
possible, to doing lots of the same things that other Net 
companies did wrong, including hiring incredibly young people 
with no experience and telling them to go build a company with 
no plans beyond a sketchy couple of pages of paper. (Cramer 89) 
 
Ultimately, as will be examined in Chapter Four, such situations 
served to redefine how the youths imagined themselves, and their relationship 
with the adult world. The same sort of energies that were previously 
channelled into forming music groups or running rave scenes, as often 
represented in the cultural studies literature, were now being applied to 
daydreaming about founding new dot.coms. As Cellan-Jones noted, in the UK: 
[f]or a few months everyone seemed to have an idea for a 
dot.com scribbled on the back of an envelope. People who had 
grown used to the numbing routine and the security of working 
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for a large organisation were leaving to join start-up companies 
with no history and uncertain prospects. 
 
Students were telling career officers that they were binning the 
applications to the BBC and Goldman Sachs, and setting off to 
look for funding for a dot.com. In back bedrooms across Britain, 
teenagers had discovered that sitting up into the small hours 
hammering at a computer keyboard did not just make you a 
geek. If you had the right idea, you could end up being a 
multimillionaire before you even made it to college. (6) 
 
In symbolic terms, this essentially disrupted a deeper structural 
hierarchy that was fundamental to the ordering of mainstream society, 
especially in terms of how youths are managed. This new dot.com situation 
altered the conventional structure of youthful resistance, by acknowledging 
that to some extent it was now possible for youths to leap ahead of the status 
quo in not just symbolic but also very material ways. Under the right 
circumstances, dropping out of school even seemed to be a financially 
profitable option. Given the short-lived stint of the dot.com economy, we 
might consider that this deep transformation had occurred largely on the 
narrative and discursive plane, and its power was thus primarily constituted 
as little more than a vividly imagined alternative to various less interesting 
institutionalised options. As many have noted since, large corporations have 
once again come to replace dot.coms at the top of the business pantheon, thus 
signalling the end of the youths' reign. Still, the fissures in the dominant 
narrative remain irrevocable exposed, as: 
… bright young people have now become accustomed to 
changing jobs as often as they change their mobile phones. 
Companies that do not respond to their ambitions will not be 
able to keep them. (Cellan-Jones 242) 
 
More work needs to be done on the impact of this dot.com 
period on the popular consciousness, but the immediate discursive effects 
seem almost obvious. Firstly, there seems to have since been a greater 
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awareness of how business cycles meander in "cyclical rhythm of booms and 
busts, expansions and declines -- short and long," (Norton xii) which thus 
suggests -- subliminally, at the very least -- the possibility that we might 
expect to experience yet another similarly disruptive inversion in the future. 
Secondly, the various experiments with reconfiguring and reinventing 
corporate culture -- essentially the lifeblood of the organisation man -- during 
this period have also resulted in a wider awareness of the options available to 
the youth in charting out one's identity and trajectory through society. As 
some have suggested, "the real legacy of the rise and fall of the New Economy 
is that it recalibrated people's expectations about what really matters about 
their jobs, For this alone, it was an invaluable collective learning experience." 
(Florida 143) Yet, there are also others who consider that the tide of public 
opinion has swung back so far, there has since been an over-compensated 
effort to negate the dot.com economy: 
Since we entered the new millennium, the New Economy hype of 
the late 1990s has faded and proven to the world that whatever 
the New Economy may be about, it is not about eliminating 
cyclical dynamics in the economy. Only a few years ago the 
media got carried away with the prospects of every-increasing 
returns. Now that the hype has subsided and the remaining 
Internet-related businesses have become mundane and 
"normalised",  the pendulum of popular interpretation has swing 
towards the other extreme: a "nothing-has-changed" attitude. 
(Christensen and Maskell 1) 
 
This perspective is also taken up, albeit in a more problematic 
configuration, in Cassidy: 
The collapse of the Nasdaq was a turning point in American 
history. For the previous five years, the stock market, 
particularly the Nasdaq, had been a symbol of American 
technological leadership and economic power. Most of all, it had 
been a symbol of American self-confidence. … Now this myth 
had been exposed. Suddenly the country faced a future with 
limits: economic limits, political limits, and cultural limits. In 
Washington, the assumption of budget surpluses stretching out 
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indefinitely would have to be rethought. On campuses, students 
would be forced to reconsider their careers. With the lure of 
instant riches in an Internet start-up removed, law school or 
medical school wouldn’t look like such a bad bet after all. (298) 
 
By this time, we might see that the vision of widespread youth 
entrepreneurship had receded into a kind of faded fantasy, in that the absence 
of a heady marketplace effectively dashed general daydreams of setting up 
shop in a garage and taking the business world by storm before the end of 
puberty. But there is another contradiction that is evident here, and more 
distressingly so. If indeed the "collapse of the Nasdaq" has deeply 
compromised confidence in adult authority, then the return to "law school or 
medical school" as a last resort in the face of such economic failure might be 
read with a degree of pessimism. Very quickly, too, the tone of loathing and 
resentment crept into and dominated public discourse, and this was 
particularly aimed at those who dared to participate in, and profit from, the 
dot.com revelries. As Cellan-Jones noted:  
A Guardian reader in Devon wrote to the paper: "Farmers and 
fishermen … do dangerous, dirty work to provide basic 
necessities for us," the letter began. 'They have seen their income 
falling while at the same time dot.com companies make millions 
providing frivolous "services" that no one really needs. People 
recognise that this society has its priorities wrong, that hard 
work and essential services are neither values nor rewarded.' 
Not only were the dot.com pioneers now seeing those millions 
melt away, they were earning the contempt of Guardian readers. 
(241) 
 
These developments and insights thus outline the boom-and-
bust trajectory of the dot.com economy, and help to demystify the veil of 
impenetrability sometimes associated with it. It is also within these contextual 





This chapter has attempted to chart out how the themes of 
financial literacy and entrepreneurial competence have come to permeate 
popular media narratives during the New Economy period, through similar 
modes of mass media transmission that previously channeled the discourse of 
leisure pursuit. This time around, as Steinberg points out: 
In respect to changes in access to information it can be argued 
that young people now in the era of the new (postmodern?) 
youth possess huge amounts of information about topics 
traditionally viewed as the province of adults. Some scholars 
have argued that youth often have more information than adults 
in these domains because of the time many have to access TV, 
radio, the Internet, music and other media. One of the 
traditional ways suggested to differentiate between youths and 
adults has involved knowledge of the world. In light of recent 
changes in information access it is safe to conclude that 
traditional distinctions between youth and adulthood may no 
longer be relevant. (xiv) 
 
One significant development this time around, as will be 
addressed at length in Chapter Four, is that the opposing values related to 
work and popular culture respectively have been complicated and even 
seemingly intermingled in the dot.com era, such that various forms of leisure 
activities might also be seen to offer opportunities for entrepreneurial pursuit, 
and hence constitute gateways to astronomical levels of personal wealth once 
recontextualised as a dot.com venture. This marks both a change in the state 
of popular discourse, as well as the institutionalised boundaries of youth 
participation. Indeed, as Bullock and Trombley indicate: 
The sensitivity of popular culture to social change contributes to 
its ephemeral and transient character, and has prompted various 
conceptualisations and methodological approaches to the 
phenomenon. In the 1950s Richard Hoggart, Raymond Williams 
and other extended the serious analysis of culture and question 
of aesthetics to include everyday visual, stylistic and material 
reflections of the experience of ordinary people and their 
response to real or imagine structural subordination. Popular 
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culture has since become understood in terms of active 
processes and practices as well as objects and artifacts, and 
encompasses a variety of phenomena including mail order 
catalogues, the design of cars and other consumer durables, 
clothes, food, fashions, football matches, videotapes, Christmas, 
etc. … Then as now, the cultural system of the masses was 
undergoing changes (industrial capitalism, growing literacy, 
impact of print media, secularisation and participatory politics). 
(666) 
 
In the dot.com era, then, the variety of such everyday 
opportunities available to the youths and young working adults seemed to 
expand, to include participation in entrepreneurial ventures, financial 
investments, and ultimately a re-imagination of what business relations and 
work activities might come to symbolise. We can thus expect that cultural 
studies itself might be well-prepared to engage with such issues, because 
central to its set of working assumptions is the awareness that times change, 
cultures evolve, and sentiments shift. Along with this, too, the body of 
scholarship would need to be actively updated and even perhaps reimagined. 
During in particular emphasises that: 
[e]ach decade has its own set of images, moods, mix of nostalgia 
and counter-nostalgia (the feeling of relief at having managed to 
get past that) -- the twenties, the thirties, the forties, the fifties, 
the sixties, the seventies, the eighties, the nineties. (During 58) 
 
What this dissertation is attempting to formulate, is a sense of the 
popular narratives and images that might be seen to characterise an aspect of 
youth culture even beyond what During has charted here, into the new 
millennium. In proceeding to the next chapter, we might bear in mind 
Parham's reminder that: "[w]ith its commitment to 'contextualisation', it has 
never been an option for cultural studies to ignore, let alone resist, these wider 
cultural developments." (463)  
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This chapter looks at a broad range of cultural studies literature, 
as well as a cross-section of readings from certain closely-related 
multidisciplinary fields, to foreground the dominant strategies that are used to 
characterise youth culture in relation to business culture. In particular, this 
survey of prior research is divided into three broad subcategories, focussing 
on the discourse of subculture, media representation, and youth-related 
policies respectively. 
 
II. "YOUTH" AND CULTURE. 
As a starting point, the word "youth" can be understood as 
indicating two particular qualities: firstly, it is a chronologically defined period 
of human existence, referring to an early part of one's life; and secondly, it is 
necessarily a transient state prior to the attainment of certain social and 
cultural experience. Of the twenty-odd common English dictionaries I 
surveyed, the following three primary entries might be seen to be 
appropriately representative in terms of indicating the dominant denotative 
meanings at stake: 
1a: the time of life when one is young; esp: the period between 
childhood and maturity. 1b: the early period of existence, growth 
or development. ("Youth" Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary 2654) 
 
1. the quality or condition of being young, immature, or 




state of being young: early life, the period immediately 
succeeding childhood: an early period of existence. ("Youth" 
Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary 1586)  
 
The emphasis on youth as a temporary chronological condition, 
as signalled by the phrases "early life", "early period of existence" and "the 
period immediately succeeding childhood", is a significant factor that 
resonates with mythic connotations. This is a theme that has long been 
established in various studies which analyse coming of age processes and 
rituals, and how these characterise social structures and communal patterns 
in certain specific communities. These cultural considerations thus implicate a 
sort of existential vector or progression, along which all human beings, as 
social creatures, will indeed inevitably travel. We might therefore infer that 
youth is thus a condition that is biologically defined, and its condition of 
socio-cultural subordination might even appear to be mandated by nature. In 
this sense, the possibility of youths being effectively able to engage in some 
sort of symbolic competition with adults, might inherently be seen as a  
unnatural phenomenon.   
We might note here that these dictionary entries do not 
explicitly associate any sort of socio-cultural subordination, marginalisation, 
or negative connotations, with the condition of youth. Nonetheless, these are 
connotations that are actively attached to the word in many forms of everyday 
discourse, and indeed elaborately established and theorised in the scholarly 
literature. As such, our interpretive engagement with this aspect of youth 
would necessarily have to oscillate between this field of common denotation, 
and the various discursive extrapolations of youth culture as metaphors for 
specific socio-cultural tensions. 
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In establishing a preliminary profile of youth as represented 
within the research literature on youth culture, we might begin by examining 
closely the approximately half-page entry on "youth culture" in the New 
Fontana Dictionary of Modern Thought (Bullock and Trombley). This 
reference text highlights three key points in no particular order of significance, 
as a general explication. These are: firstly, that youth culture in the sixties and 
seventies was "mistakenly synonymous with counter-culture and alternative 
society"; secondly, that youth culture is best characterised as: 
… the transient norms, values and lifestyles -- symbolised by 
specific modes of dress, language, music and consumption 
patterns -- through which adolescent and young adult 
communities in advanced industrial societies ... mark 
themselves from the parent culture and other institutions of the 
dominant society. (Bullock and Trombley 930); 
 
And thirdly, that the general history of youth culture research, as 
acknowledged in the entry, credits the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary 
Cultural Studies for appropriating the term "youth sub-culture" from the 
Chicago School, and applying this to "post-war British working-class youth 
cultures such as mods, rockers and skinheads". As is briefly explained in this 
source, the central methodological assumption that informed the basis of the 
CCCS's influential body of research was that such subcultures "used style as a 
means of both expressing and resolving the structural and experiential 
contradictions of their existence" (Bullock and Trombley 930). These 
summary observations of the overall discourse serve to emphasise the key 
profile of youth as an object of examination within the texts. The collocation of 
qualities here -- namely: "counter-culture", "alternative society", "transient 
norms, values and lifestyles", "modes of dress, language, music and 
consumption patterns", "mark themselves from the parent culture and other 
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institutions of the dominant society", "post-war British working-class youth" -
- affirms the conventional characterisation of youth within the narrative 
structures generated and perpetuated by the scholarship, as rebellious, 
experimental, invested in stylistic manifestations, restricted, and socio-
economically subordinated.  
The practical as well as critical limits of this simplistic 
extrapolation, however, are also highlighted in the same entry, which 
acknowledges how more recent scholarship has problematised the convenient 
application of such seemingly handy theoretical positions to fieldwork data. 
Firstly, emergent arguments have proposed that all aspects of youth 
subcultures are always experienced as fluid, interpermeable phenomena 
rather than clearly-demarcated and definable units. And secondly, that 
contemporary developments in the "cultural sphere of youth" have 
simultaneously resulted in complex "fragmentations" as well as a blurring of 
stylistic boundaries, in terms of how youth styles are formulated. The latter 
point in effect serves to compromise any basis for prioritising anthropological-
taxonomical research approaches, over surveying, categorising and 
commentating on the observed phenomenon (Bullock 930). These criteria 
influence how we might try to understand entrepreneurial youth culture, as 
addressed in this dissertation. For one thing, the dictionary entry suggests 
that there is a particularly visual and material orientation -- even perhaps a 
formal bias -- within youth culture research in more recent years, as suggested 
by the observation that the key issues of analysis and debate tend to involve 
interpretations of stylistic boundaries and the politics of style. Youth culture's 
active engagement with the negotiation of "norms, values and lifestyles" is 
largely focussed on analysing "specific modes of dress, language, music and 
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consumption patterns" (Bullock 930); and this serves to map a configuration 
of material pursuits onto specific socio-economic profiles of youths, as 
characterised within this discourse.  
The general argumentative shift in youth culture research 
towards establishing how youth culture is undergoing a transformation in the 
direction of "increasingly eclectic and individualistic ... stylistic preference (s)" 
(Bullock 930) might raise two further points of consideration: firstly, youth 
culture research has more recently been emphasising that youth culture and 
style might increasingly signify less of a set of readily predictable socio-
cultural indices, and secondly, that these modes of expression might 
increasingly prove idiosyncratic or even cosmetic in significance, as the 
collective social spectacle implodes into an array of singular, personalised 
styles. These are indeed plausible and logical developments in youth culture, 
given that the average youth in industrialised societies is constantly caught up 
in an overpowering flood of information, which thus provides the visual and 
material resources that not only excite and educate the young individual, but 
also stimulate the creative impulses to experiment and improvise within a 
large conventional palette of "dress, language, music and consumption 
patterns", whether as a gesture of self-expression, or a ritual of self-
exploration through expressive consumerism. 
A structural reading might observe how the extracted 
characterisation above -- that "adolescent and young adult communities in 
advanced industrial countries" are inclined to "mark themselves out from the 
parent culture and the other institutions of the dominant society" (Bullock 
930) -- suggests that youth culture research approaches the phenomena of 
youth culture as a reaction to what we might more simplistically gloss as a 
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parental culture, essentially any cultural opposition that parents or other 
figures of authority might conveniently align themselves with. In general, this 
represents the institutional domination that is brought to bear on the youth, 
as might be socio-culturally predetermined. As such, brief and cursory as it is, 
this introductory text might thus serve to introduce the literature review of 
youth culture research in this chapter. It also suggests The Subcultures Reader 
(Gelder and Thornton), published in 1997, for further reading; a significantly 
rich text that I will address next. 
 
III. BROAD SURVEYS. 
This section looks closely at the characterisation of youth within 
three broad areas of analysis within youth culture research. 
 
a. Subcultures: Style, Spectacle and Satisfaction. 
The subcultures approach within youth culture research, as 
introduced above, is seen to be responsible for establishing the dominant 
underlying narrative that has in turn inspired much research and debate over 
the past three decades. The indebted body of work includes a range of in-
depth commentaries, socio-cultural analyses and works of criticism. Still, from 
a methodological and theoretical perspective, this particular element has been 
seen to constitute both a vital quality of the discipline, as well as its defining 
limits. Even as Milner and Browitt assert that "[a]s currently constructed, 
cultural studies still remains deeply indebted to the pioneering work of the 
Birmingham Centre" (6), Vautour qualifies this stand by arguing that "[w]hile 
admitting that the many theoretical tools used by the subcultural theory of the 
CCCS remain important, there are various areas overtheorised, others 
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undertheorised, which question the continued relevance of their work for our 
current context." (26) This section, then, examines the manner in which 
certain key narrative themes, plot conflicts, characters and settings have been 
established within these texts on youth subcultures.  
 
Work, leisure and youth.  The opening page in The Subcultures 
Reader (Gelder and Thornton) offers a formulation of the subcultures project 
in a nutshell. As such, it might allow us to unfold a general profile of the 
particular object of analysis that is referred to within the literature as "youth". 
To this end, the text explicates that:   
Subcultures come in many, varied forms, and, although there is 
no consensus about the definition of a 'subculture' amongst the 
contributors to the Reader, most would agree that subcultures 
can be broadly defined as social groups organised around shared 
interests and practices. However, individual authors and schools 
of thought use the term 'subculture' in more detailed and 
rigorous ways, shedding light on social worlds generally 
perceived as mysterious, esoteric and arcane. 
 
While some subcultures are secretive, others are spectacularly 
public in their clothes, music and behaviour. Subcultures often 
distinguish themselves against others -- workers, achievers, 
'squares' or the mainstream. They also differentiate amongst 
themselves and in so doing create hierarchies of participation, 
knowledge and taste. Subcultures may carve out their own 
territories in the street, school or asylum, but they also inhabit 
commercial spaces provided especially for them in football 
grounds, dance clubs and rock venues. (i) 
 
This extract indeed conveys a highly compact yet complex 
representation of the field, effectively touching upon a whole range of 
distinctive characteristics attributed to youth culture: including a sense of 
their social roles, identity, rites of passage, urban spatial politics, leisure 
consumption, and material culture, to identify but the more readily obvious 
dimensions. Also particularly pertinent is the acknowledgement of an 
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alternative set of discourse values that is identified here as significantly 
"other" -- namely: "workers, achievers, 'squares' or the mainstream". This 
distinction contributes to affirming certain issues raised in the previous 
section, regarding how the structural oppositions to youth are established 
within the scholarly discourse. 
An overarching theme of social subversion with regard to the 
demonstration of youth energies is noted to enter the scholarship when 
"[a]fter 1945, criminologists entered the field, aligning subcultures with 
felons, delinquents and other 'outsiders'" (i). There are three narrative 
consequences of this development in terms of how the literature has come to 
frame the youth: it characterises youth as a subject of rehabilitation, it 
inspires or invites sympathy for their condition, and it also to some degree 
romanticises or exoticises the youth as outlaw. This establishes a sense of 
dramatic antagonism, or conflict, within the texts. This same sense of an 
inherent antagonism is later addressed, at one point at least, in an 
introduction by editor Ken Gelder that prefaces the section on "Historical 
subcultures", which notes that certain subcultures "are discursively 
constructed as 'other', in order to be regulated or reformed" (265-7). 
According to him, specific subcultures of "unruly youth" have thus been 
proved capable of instigating "moral panics" through "an extensive and often 
hysterical media response which aligned itself with the law and 'public 
opinion'" (265-6). Even as it is acknowledged that youth culture serves a vital 
social function as a powerful discursive other -- as a renegade energy to be 
celebrated as well as subdued -- the impetus and degree of fear and loathing 
inspired, so to speak, is presented here as being more manifested through the 
narrative dramatisation of conflicts and resolutions in public media discourse, 
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than actual physical engagement or mortal combat. Thus, youth culture 
research might be seen to serve as yet another narrative medium to host this 
particular discursive engagement. 
Aside from the body of sample texts addressing theoretical and 
methodological discussions of youth culture study, the selected texts as 
collected in this Reader might be seen to represent the typical modes of 
narrative framing in the research literature. These texts are largely located 
within critical commentaries on the politics and practice of style, and 
presented more or less as a broad body of structural and semiotic research, ie, 
dealing with the systematic manner in which specific manifestations of youth 
culture might be seen as expressing, or being related to, deeper socio-cultural 
structures and issues. Illustrative examples here which reveal a broad 
spectrum of character roles and conflict situations include "Formalism, 
Realism and Leisure: The Case of Punk" (Frith) on the punk phenomenon; 
"Second-hand Dresses and the Role of the Ragmarket" (McRobbie) on the 
creative and entrepreneurial DIY fashion movement observed at ragmarkets; 
"Inverts, Perverts, and Mary-Annes" (Weeks) on patterns of male prostitution; 
"Victorian Boys, Here We Come!" (Pearson) on youth gangs and hooliganism; 
and "The Spatial Organisation of the Indie Music Gig" (Fonarow) on how rock 
concert settings serve to articulate complex systems of social difference. The 
collection of research narratives here suggests a discursive tendency to avoid 
proposing any thematic resolution in the interpretation and theorisation of 
the youth phenomenon. Instead, it leans towards acknowledging positions of 
perpetual contestations and symbolic -- in most cases at least, rather than 
actual physical or economic -- resistance.  
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Within the thematic structures that define youth narratives here, 
the problematic -- yet methodologically central -- domain of style is seen to 
serve as a site of aesthetic and existential expression. This mode of framing 
projects a degree of semiotic coherence on the otherwise chaotic cultural 
landscape within which youth subcultures operate. In one chapter here, 
Grossberg notes in a 1984 essay that: 
The politics of rock and roll arises from its articulation of 
affective alliances as modes of survival within the post-modern 
world. It does not bemoan the death of older structures but 
seeks to find organisations of desire that do not contradict the 
reality in which it finds itself. Rock and roll, at its best, 
transforms old dreams into new realities. It rejects that which is 
outside of its self-encapsulation not on political grounds but 
because their organisations of affect are no longer appropriate in 
the post-modern world. It celebrates the life of the refugee, the 
immigrant with no roots except those they can construct for 
themselves at the moment, constructions which will inevitably 
collapse around them. Rock and roll celebrates play -- even 
despairing play -- as the only possibility for survival (e.g., Elvis' 
pink Cadillac, the Beatles' antics, punk's shock tactics and post-
punk's dissonance). It does not oppose its own ideological 
representations to those of the dominant culture: it locates itself 
within the gaps and cracks of the hegemony, the points at which 
meaning itself collapses into desire and affect. ("Boring" 483) 
 
This piece of commentary articulates a critical appreciation of 
the ideological liminality of rock and roll as a characteristic domain of youth. 
It also constructs -- even insists on -- youth culture as a site of fragile, 
vulnerable, subordinated, charlatan, inventive, turbulent, spectacular, 
desperate yet resilient strategies for negotiating and surviving the tribulations 
of a post-modernesque urban existence, where pink Cadillacs and discursive 
dissonance might be seen to articulate a new existential sensibility. As a 
reading strategy, youth texts might be thus framed as celebratory narratives of 
attempted reconciliation and regenesis on the one hand, and also stylised 
rejection on the other. Indeed, likening youth experiences to that of 
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hypothetical refugees or immigrants also serves to locate them within a 
cyclical process of rejection and rejuvenation -- the basic narrative of a refugee 
is essentially one of abandoning the old and forcibly, even blindly, penetrating 
the new. Of further significance is how Grossberg presents the process or 
instinct here in pacifist terms, arguing that rock and roll seeks really not really 
to upset or overthrow, but to negotiate a degree of freedom in the no-man's-
land of "gaps and cracks in the hegemony". While this is conceptually 
invigorating, we might also question, though, if this presents any sort of 
tangible or practical referent, and if such abstract positions of privilege might 
even be actually accessible in everyday life. Nonetheless, Grossberg's deep 
description in fact appears markedly reconciliatory and suggests a refinement 
of the earlier emphasis on criminality and delinquency; in effect, this 
characterises the scholarship as a more sensitive, approachable and 
appreciative discursive domain within which to engage in a theoretical 
discussion of youth experiences.  
Running parallel to this narrative approach is Young's 1971 
publication "The Subterranean World of Play", which adopts a more colourful 
and expositionary approach in arguing that the drugtaking subculture in 
industrial societies, as a vital subset of youth culture in general, in fact 
dramatises a clash of values related to the institutions of productivity and 
youth leisure respectively, on the basis that: 
[t]here must be fundamental connections between drugtaking 
and the configuration of values, ways of life and world views 
prevalent in our society. (Young 71). 
 
Young's central assumption about the pervasiveness of 
drugtaking is boldly and provocatively established with the observation that: 
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[d]rugtaking is almost ubiquitous in our society -- the totally 
temperate individual is statistically the deviant; it is only the 
type and quantity of psychotropic drugs used which varies. (71)  
 
It is less the quantifiable truth behind this claim that is essential 
to the discourse, but rather the symbolic oppositions that are reproduced and 
reaffirmed here. This narrative dramatises the moral panic over the 
drugtaking subculture as a social emergency, and goes on to locate youth 
culture within the conflict of this larger plot. In particular, the polar extremes 
of these antithetical forces are explicitly identified through a table comparing 
the opposing "formal" and "subterranean" values (73) respectively, as they are 
distinguished by Young:   
FORMAL VALUES:  
1. deferred gratification 
2. planning future action 
3. conformity to bureaucratic rules 
4. fatalism, high control over detail, little over direction 
5. routine, predictability 
6. instrumental attitudes to work 
7. hard productive work seen as a virtue 
 
SUBTERRANEAN VALUES: 
1. short-term hedonism 
2. spontaneity 
3. ego-expressivity 
4. autonomy, control of behaviour in detail and direction 
5. new experience, excitement 
6. activities performed as an end-in-themselves 
7. disdain for work 
  
This tabulation goes a long way in delineating the relevant sets 
of distinctive oppositionary values that contribute to defining the discourse of 
youth culture research: youth is thus to be characterised by the set of 
subterranean values, while the formal values relate to the structural other; the 
"workers, achievers, 'squares' or the mainstream" identified in the 
introduction to the Reader. These formal values, by logical extension, might 
also be associated with the overbearing parental discourse suggested in 
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Grossberg above, the boundaries of which we might further associate with the 
discourse of capitalist industry, given how Young argues that: 
… the formal values are consistent with the structure of modern 
industry. They are concomitant with the emergence of large-
scale bureaucracies embodying a system of economic rationality, 
high division of labour, and finely woven, formalised rules of 
behaviour. These values are functional for the maintenance of 
diligent, consistent work and the realisation of long-term 
productive gains. They are not, however, identical with the 
Protestant ethic. For whilst the latter dictated that a man 
realised his true nature and position in the world through hard 
work and painstaking application to duty, the formal values 
insist that work is merely instrumental. You work hard in order 
to earn money, which you spend in the pursuit of leisure, and it 
is in his 'free' time that a man really develops his sense of 
identity and purpose. (Young 72-3) 
 
The "formal values" are thus further rationalised as reflecting 
the dominant profit-motivated business-making agenda that characterises the 
discourse of modern industry; hard work is interpreted as "merely 
instrumental" in the grand strategies of "large-scale" business plans. In 
contrast, the propensity for leisure consumption, as previously associated with 
youth culture, thus constitutes attempts to carve out an alternative mode of 
existence that is -- seemingly -- more humane and humanistic, and ultimately 
crucial to maintaining one's ethical and existential integrity. In short, 
consolidating the dramatised themes thus far, we might conclude that this 
dramatises youth culture as the site of struggle against the institutions of 
capitalism, which serve to oppress and deprive. This conflict is further 
developed when Young notes: "[t]wo sections of the community are 
prominent examples of groups which are beyond the strict dictates of the work 
ethos: the ghetto black community and the bohemian young" (80). The 
observation here foregrounds the youth as a threat to the stability and 
potential prosperity of modern societies, as both the "ghetto black" and the 
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"bohemian young" are characterised as being stereotypically rebellious against 
authority figures and violently uninvested in formal values. As such, they are 
seen to lack the aptitude for productive employment within industrial and 
corporate hierarchies.  
Even as the exploits and stylistic strategies of the 
bohemianesque youth appear to preoccupy the study of subcultures in terms 
of its ethnographic and theoretical focus, this mode of representation also to 
some extent serves to activate, represent and engage with a wider range of 
narratives about urban experiences. Young here theorises leisure as a site of 
cultural compromise that is structurally dependent on the overall agenda 
associated with, and determined by, the system of formal values, given that: 
[o]ur leisure … is merely the arena where just rewards for 
conscientious labour are enacted, where occupational status is 
confirmed by appropriate consumption, and where the appetites 
which spur on productivity and aid social control are generated. 
(77) 
 
The overall scenario characterises youth as barely surviving, or 
tolerating, its own involvement in work -- or its "occupational status" -- in 
order to afford the liberating resources of leisure; this, however, serves in turn 
to reaffirm the need to work, and ultimately motivates the youth to some 
extent to be better workers and succumb to more deliberate control by the 
business-parental other. Young thus also begins to problematise any distinct 
separation between formal, work-related values on the one hand and 
subterranean, hedonistic values on the other. This destabilisation of values is 
further relevant to the deeper implications raised in "Second-hand Dresses 
and the Role of the Ragmarket" (McRobbie), which explores what is 
considered to be an under-appreciated phenomenon of "an entrepreneurial 
infrastructure within these youth cultures", based on the ransacking and 
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recycling of "second-hand style" as a form of "participating in the fashion 
'scene'" (191). In particular: 
[m]ost of the youth subcultures of the post-war period have 
relied on second-hand clothes found in jumble sales and 
ragmarkets as the raw material for the creation of style. 
Although a great deal has been written about the meaning of 
these styles little has been said about where they come from. … 
[T]he act of buying and the processes of looking and choosing 
still remain unexamined in the field of cultural analysis. (191) 
 
Throughout the relevant literature as surveyed by McRobbie, 
though, "[t]he presence of this entrepreneurial dynamic has rarely been 
acknowledged in most subcultural analysis" (197). One reason is that these 
transactions remain deeply problematic, in that desire to produce, peddle and 
persuade customers very clearly appears to run counter to the system of 
subterranean values, since: 
[s]elling goods and commodities came too close to 'selling out' 
for those at the heart of subculture to feel comfortable about it. 
This was a stance reinforced by the sociologists who also saw 
consumerism within the counter-culture as a fall from grace, a 
lack of purity. (197)  
 
This, McRobbie argues, reflects the general bias amongst 
researchers towards a focus on studying "the activities of adolescent boys and 
young men", and particularly "those areas of experience which have a strongly 
masculine image" (192). Arguing for the critical scrutiny of some sort of youth 
retail culture instead, McRobbie comments that "so little attention was paid to 
the selling of punk", and particularly the subculture that sprung up around 
"shops like the Sex shop run by Malcolm McLaren and Vivienne Westwood" 
(192). Given how the punk style of the time -- based on various pieces of 
second-hand, recycled fashion -- was perceived as "an act of creative defiance 
far removed from the mundane act of buying" and "a kind of collective 
creative impulse", it was thus rhetorically necessary to marginalise, even 
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undermine, the business management roles of McLaren, Westwood and their 
likes, explicitly because "[t]o focus on a designer and an art-school 
entrepreneur would have been to undermine the 'purity' or 'authenticity' of 
the subculture" (192). 
Thus far, though, the presence of subcultural entrepreneurs (the 
term is McRobbie's) within the youth narratives in the scholarly literature 
seems to remain largely limited, aside from a discussion of their stylistic 
creativity in terms of reinventing the field of improvised fashion; an instinct 
that is traced from circa-WW2 black markets and fleamarkets, to the "'beat 
culture' of the early 1950s", the "hippy counter-culture of the late-1960s", to a 
steady growth of an entire "alternative" industry (196-7). The entrepreneurial 
youth, so to speak, is sympathetic towards owning a business and generating a 
profit from creatively harnessing certain subterranean resources; yet, as 
McRobbie argues, this character is in actual fact entirely marginalised within 
the dominant accounts because of the gender (ie, not "strongly masculine" 
enough) and ideological biases within the scholarly institutions, which "saw 
consumerism … as a fall from grace". However, despite the extended 
argument offered, the particular account of an entrepreneurial scene as 
established by McRobbie still does not come across as a particularly viable 
youth narrative within the disciplinary discourse, for the reason that: 
It was a myth then, and it is a myth now, that fashion houses 
were waiting to snap up the talent which emerge from the end-
of-term shows each year. Apart from going abroad, most fashion 
students are, and were in the mid-1970s, faced with either going 
it alone with the help of the Enterprise Allowance Schemes 
(EAS), or else with joining some major manufacturing company 
specialising in down-market mass-produced fashion. It is no 
surprise, then, that many, particularly those who wanted to 
retain some artistic autonomy, should choose the former. … 
Many graduates have done this and some … have gone on to 
become well-known names through their appearance in the style 
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glossies … where the emphasis is on creativity and on fashion-
as-art. (199) 
 
According to this account, youth fashion entrepreneurs remain 
largely engaged in chasing elusive dreams, with drab futures awaiting them as 
sole proprietors dependant on governmental assistance, or finally being co-
opted back into the mass-production industrial system. For these youth, the 
only redeeming resolution to this narrative is to reject the business motive and 
invest themselves in courting the "style glossies" through the discourse of 
"fashion-as-art". Thus, while McRobbie at first appears to acknowledge a 
viable synthesis of the values associated with youth and business cultures 
respectively, in actual fact the conclusion here serves to reinforce the 
structural limits of youth as ultimately subterranean-esque, economically 
excluded and entrepreneurially disinclined.  
The most vivid thematisation of this situation might observed in 
Willis's 1977 study Learning to Labour: How Working Class Kids Get Working 
Class Jobs, which undertook to map out how the British education system 
reproduced social identities and economic roles based on certain ideological 
structures, and argued that this constituted the "failure of the educational 
system to improve the chances of these [working class] lads" (Arnot 19). The 
document was produced out of a research initiative funded by the Social 
Science Research Council, between 1972 and 1975, and specifically examined 
the school-to-work transition in the case of 12 working class boys in 
Hammertown school, in the industrial Midlands. The significance of this book 
to the development of youth culture discourse within cultural studies and 
sociology cannot be underestimated; as During observes, " Paul Willis's 
Learning to Labour (1977), an important book arguing that working-class 
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boys' resistance to schooling was a rational strategic response to the 
constraints into which they were born, has become a classic in both 
disciplines." (30) In this case, Willis identifies a distinction between middle 
class youth on the one hand, and working class youth on the other, and also 
establishes how access to work is structured very differently for the both of 
them: 
The difficult thing to explain about how middle class kids get 
middle class jobs is why others let them. The difficult thing to 
explain about how working class kids get working class jobs is 
why they let themselves. (Learning 1) 
 
If Willis's work holds powerful resonance, it is largely because 
the narratives of these working class youth informants here might be readily 
seen to reflect a deeper discourse of contemporary life at stake, that 
"comprises experiences, relationships, and ensembles of systematic types of 
relationship which not only set particular 'choices' and 'decisions' at particular 
times, but also structure, really and experientially, how these 'choices' come 
about and are defined in the first place." (Willis Learning 1) The dimension of 
subordination associated with the concept of "youth" is evoked here as a 
discursive limitation which confines these junior informants to a destiny of 
under-achievement and under-privilege: 
In the sense, therefore, that I argue that it is their own culture 
which most effectively prepares some working class lads for the 
manual giving of their labour power, we may say that there is an 
element of self-damnation in the taking on of subordinate roles 
in Western capitalism. However, this damnation is experienced, 
paradoxically, as true learning, affirmation, appropriation, and 
as a form of resistance. (Willis Learning 3) 
 
The intricacies of this tragic narrative are well established, and it 
is through self-deprecating failure that these youth might gain satisfaction 
from seemingly sabotaging the larger institutions that bear down on them. To 
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this end, the ethnographic evidence presented here takes the form of arresting 
anecdotes that bristle with a gutsy defiance. For instance, a student informant 
identified as "Joey" resents his experience as a target of relentless subjugation, 
a condition that stokes his own desire to retaliate at some cost to himself: 
… they're able to punish us. They're bigger than us, they stand 
for a bigger establishment than we do, we're just little and they 
stand for bigger things, and you try to get your own back. It’s, 
uh, resenting authority, I suppose. (Willis Learning 11) 
 
The prevalence of such dramatic conflicts within these youth 
accounts also serves to suggest a deeper allegory of political antagonism and 
oppression, to the extent that "it is lived out in countless small ways which are 
special to the school institution, instantly recognised by the teachers, and an 
almost ritualistic part of the daily fabric of life for the kids." (Willis Learning 
12) There are numerous possible ways we might imagine that this is 
detrimental to the education of the working class youth, including how their 
sense of learned ineptitude might be perversely encouraged and nurtured as a 
gesture of ideological subversion: 
Opposition to the school is principally manifested in the struggle 
to win symbolic and physical space from the institution and its 
rules, and to defeat its main perceived purpose: to make you 
"work". (Willis Learning 26) 
 
This aversion to the institutions of work does not merely 
translate into a straightforward anti-corporate sensibility, but rather takes 
root more deeply in the psyche to the extent that it disavows all modes of 
economic competition as sites of ideological oppression: 
The middle class enjoys its privilege not by virtue of inheritance 
or birth, but by virtue of an apparently proven greater 
competence and merit. The refusal to compete, implicit in the 
counter-school culture, is therefore in this sense a radical act: it 




As such, it would appear that within this framework of 
interpretation that characterises the research discourse, we might thus find 
little indication as to how the roles of entrepreneurial youths might be more 
productively characterised or addressed. 
 
Symbolic escapism.  Published in 1997, the compilation From 
Subcultures to Clubcultures (Redhead) marks an attempt to update the 
seminal subcultures model to take into account emergent socio-cultural 
developments in youth culture. To this end, Redhead offers that 
"'[c]lubcultures' is the concept, and global youth formation … supplements 
'subculture' as the key to the analysis of the histories and futures of youth 
culture." (x) Redhead here also locates his research within the tradition of the 
Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies' "emphasis on mixing 
ethnography with exciting and innovative social theory and political 
commentary", and claims a continuity of intellectual heritage stemming from 
Hebdige's Subculture: The Meaning of Style (x). The modes of access to, and 
analysis of, the contemporary narratives of youth are established in parallel 
historical and material frameworks: 
The history [this book] presents dates from the post-punk era of 
the late-70s through the hidden origins of the summer of love 
back in the late 1980s to the internationalisation -- or 
globalisation -- of sport- and music-influenced youth and dance 
club culture in the 1990s, involving a waning -- in the UK at least 
-- of 'rock-ist' culture and the rise of the DJ/producer. The 
history is based on first-hand research and unique archive 
collections of music, videos, fanzines, flyers, memorabilia and 
personal interviews. (x)12 
 
                                                
12 This in a way informed my own survey of entrepreneurial youth (Chapter Four), in that I also amassed a similarly-
constituted archive of materials for examination. What I do markedly lack in comparison, though, is access to 
personal interviews with the respective entrepreneurial youths identified throughout that chapter. 
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While such material artifacts of leisure and media consumption 
constitute a relatively stable and verifiable body of physical evidence upon 
which Redhead might reconstruct his cultural text, as in McRobbie's case this 
in actual fact signals the prior existence and activities of entrepreneurial 
agencies in producing the range of "music, videos, fanzines, flyers, 
memorabilia" as well as in orchestrating the commercial transactions that 
would necessarily abound around these. In a later chapter, Redhead does 
indeed very briefly consider the "alternative enterprise culture" that has 
developed within "the free market of cultural products":  
Witness, for example, the mushrooming of fan magazines 
(literally, 'fanzines') around sport and music in particular, aided 
by desk-top publishing technology and an iconoclastic, 
entrepreneurial spirit of irreverence. Or take the party craze of 
the late 1980s and early 1990s (known variously as 'acid house' 
or 'rave culture') where a libertarian slogan -- 'the right to party' 
-- has clouded the more significant individualistic claim which is 
the right to organise parties for profit, a bargaining position 
overwhelmingly supported by the regular thousands of party-
goers often hemmed in by militaristic tactics of police squads 
equipped for riot. (93)  
 
In this case, the entrepreneurial right to profit is structured 
within the discourse as secondary to the more political "right to party"; while 
it is not quite directly evident whether the rhetoric is largely part of Redhead's 
own argument or else reflective of a more consensual discourse, this is 
nonetheless a sentiment that is congruent with the preference for cultural 
"purity" that McRobbie speaks of. In addition, the narrative here emphasises 
the character of youth as both economically vulnerable as well as despondent: 
in the specific political context of the UK, Redhead observes that government 
laws concerning what amounts to a 20 per cent cut in unemployment benefits, 
passed in the 1990s, will largely impact the "twentysomethings" -- a group 
Redhead equates to "Generation X" -- in two primary ways:  
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… first, that the financial expectations of that generation are less 
compared with both earlier post-war generations and older 
sections of contemporary society; and second, that the means for 
independence from the family and the state -- or other 
regulatory bodies -- will be less available than it was in the 
recent past. (98) 
 
In simplistic terms, the plot crisis here is that of a jeopardised 
source of income. This is more specifically defined in terms of the 
disappointment of losing what would have been an expected entitlement, now 
that the present generation has had to adjust its financial expectations to a 
lower level than that enjoyed by previous generations. While this desire for 
"independence from the family and the state" is expressed in a manner similar 
to that found in many other common narratives of liberty, individual rights, 
and self-actualisation, it also politicises the structural conflict between youth 
culture and parental culture: in this configuration, the Generation X-esque 
youths are disillusioned by the increasing failure of the prevailing institutions 
of government, business and industry respectively to provide the necessary 
financial resources -- in the form of channeling benefits payments -- so that 
they can afford to move out of their parents' home at an earlier time. In other 
words, a financial endowment from the institutional parent is being withheld, 
and the less desirable or attractive guardianship of the domestic parent is 
extended instead.  
The ecology of this transaction is not overtly addressed here, nor 
is there an explication of the deeper structure of values implicated. Still, we 
might further seek to question: on what basis is this particular mode of 
independence a justified entitlement, or really crucial for the well-being of 
youths? How and at what point might the youths be expected to compensate 
for these benefits? To what degree should financial independence be in part at 
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least an entrepreneurial responsibility instead, initiated by the youths 
themselves? What cultural function does this youth dependency actively serve, 
in this context? But as pertinent as these questions might be in addressing the 
broad entrepreneurial focus of this dissertation, they nonetheless appear to 
remain largely outside the methodological and theoretical boundaries of the 
subcultures discourse, at least based on the terms laid out here.  
Just as significant and relevant a resource is The Clubcultures 
Reader: Readings in Popular Cultural Studies (Redhead et al), which provides 
access to a more updated set of critical texts comprising theoretical 
discussions and textual commentaries on youth culture. A slight shift in focus 
might be observed in this collection, in that it highlights the specific urban 
spaces -- or, specific narrative settings -- that frame the variety of youth 
culture texts under scrutiny; for instance: "'Organised Disorder': The 
Changing Space of the Record Shop" (Straw), "Spatial Politics: A Gendered 
Sense of Place" (Miles), "Fear and Loathing in Wisconsin" (Champion), "Love 
Factory: The Sites, Practices and Media Relationships of Northern Soul" 
(Milestone) all dramatise the ritualised enactments of spatial politics. In "Not 
Drowning but Waving: Urban Narratives of Dissent in the Wild Zone" 
(Stanley) this methodological shift is presented as an attempt to challenge the 
canonical "configurations in an analysis of activities within urban youth 
culture which might be trapped in the stale paradigms of criminology and 
deviancy" (Stanley 36). In particular, Stanley is further interested in how this 
illuminates "a political economy of transgression", which: 
… suggests that activities such as computer hacking, joyriding, 
and raving are significant moments of resistance in terms of 
their construction as subcultural events and technologies of 
appropriation, inversion and excess. These moments-events 
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offer themselves as potential sites in an alternative construction 
of desire and identity. (36) 
 
While this both affirms the popular subterranean tradition of 
formulating youth narratives -- ie, in representing it as delinquent culture -- 
as well as interrogates the limits of its relevance, Stanley's proposed update on 
the "subcultural events and technologies of appropriation, inversion and 
excess" attempts to broaden the concept of subcultural activities but seems 
little interested in challenging the underlying characterisation of youths as 
engaging only in modes of leisure consumption. As such, though there is a 
shift from theorising the formal styles and spectacles to focussing on the 
satisfaction of desires, the underlying characterisation, so to speak, remains 
the same. Stanley argues that the rituals of consumption in themselves might 
constitute symbolic acts of transgression (48); and we might expect that this 
argument is not limited to youths alone: 
The lifestyles of contemporary youth are organised around a 
desire to possess and to belong through conspicuous 
consumption. … What [consumerism] portends to offer the 
consumer is an escape from the realities of everyday life. But this 
escape -- this everyday -- the comfort of home, the car, the video 
and the computer -- is always momentary and differentially 
available to participants in images and dreams. (49) 
 
This emergent narrative of youth as consumer is thus seen to 
illustrate the theme of narcotic escapism, and might require the steady 
availability of disposable income to feed the habit. Having established this, 
Stanley frames this mode of engagement in religious and ritualistic terms: 
[t]he young congregate in the shopping mall, which is the 
cathedral of consumption … Here, where desires are created and 
fulfilled and the reproduction of commodities (an activity the 
unemployed are denied) is celebrated on the altar of 
reproductive consumerism, young people push back the limits 
imposed upon them. (49)   
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Such a reading indeed draws up a most powerful image of what 
is set out to be an inevitable climaxing of youth energies (as "desires" are 
"fulfilled", and "reproductive consumerism" is unleashed) in shopping malls 
all over, particularly in dramatising the essence of youth culture in 
contemporary society as a ritual of rebellion-via-spending. These new, 
individualistic modes of consumption, Stanley argues, might result in a sort of 
theoretical implosion of the idea of subcultures as a coherent mode of youth 
representation, and problematises existing scholarship, in that: 
[w]hereas previous youth subcultures conformed to a group 
solidarity model of resistance, the relationship between the 
group and the individual in contemporary manifestations of 
subcultures is a less consistent characteristic, demonstrating the 
increasing inability of the prevailing hegemonic dynamic to 
maintain stability. For example, both computer hacking and 
raving are significant individual moments in the movement 
toward the satisfaction of desire (beyond the norm of universal 
representations of consumption). (47) 
 
Even as the notion of subcultures served to provide logic and 
coherence to a certain collection of phenomena as observed in youth culture, 
the new contexts and activities in an age of technology-enabled access and 
consumption are causing the ultimate satisfaction of desire to be increasingly 
limited to isolated, solitary and internalised modes of participation. In a 
similar vein of theoretical reassessment, many of the representative texts in 
this collection also seek to problematise prior assumptions which underlie the 
youth narratives as previously encoded within the literature. While 
Muggleton's chapter "The Post-structuralist" seeks to problematise the notion 
of a "privileged moment of 'authentic' subcultural inception" (196), what is of 
specific interest here is his frank acknowledgement of an ubiquitous 
awareness, or generally-held assumption, that the possibility of subcultural 
practices which are "untainted by media, commercial and entrepreneurial 
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influences" (196) might remain but an idealised myth. He goes on to highlight 
Redhead's earlier assertion that "'"authentic" subcultures were produced by 
subcultural theories, not the other way around' (Redhead, 1990)13" (201). If 
so, this statement in effect represents the phenomenon of youth culture as 
narratives wholly inscribed within the discursive limits of cultural studies, 
rather than what must now only remain most tenuously -- if even barely 
tentatively -- thought of as any sort of actual youth experience. 
In this respect, the text of Popular Music and Youth Culture: 
Music, Identity and Place (Bennett) also attempts to reconstruct from a 
theoretical perspective the organic structures that define youth culture in 
terms of pop music's material and cultural dimensions. The contents of this 
text are divided into two sections: "Theories of Youth Culture and Popular 
Music", which addresses the historical development of theories and 
methodologies relevant to the scholarly analysis and critique of youth culture, 
and "Local Representations: Case Studies", which provides sensitive and 
localised deep readings of specific youth practices. These chapters here 
examine various lively texts and contexts of youth culture practices (including 
urban dance culture, bhangra pop and hip hop) and in contrast to the first 
section lean more towards an ethnographic focus, as opposed to pursuing a 
more theoretically-constituted approach.  
The dependency of young people on their parents surfaces here 
as a motivating factor behind leisure consumption trends: living with parents 
actually enhances young people's financial means to indulge in material 
entertainment. Citing prior sources, Bennett highlights the rate of economic 
growth in post-war Britain and the US, where:  
                                                
13 Redhead, Steve. The End of the Century Party: Youth and Pop Towards 2000. Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1990.  
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… consumerism, once a luxury reserved for the working classes, 
'began to develop among all but the poorest groups' (Bocock: 
1993, p. 21)14. … The youth market was, in many ways, an 
inevitable extension of this new consumer-based society. Young 
people, especially those who were still living with their parents, 
had the highest amounts of disposable income. During the early 
1950s, a range of commodities designed specifically for the 
young began to appear. Such commodities included fashion 
clothes, cosmetics and jewellery as well as new goods such as 
plastic 45 rpm records … and portable transistor radios 
(Chambers: 1985, pp15-1715; Bocock: 1993, p23). (12) 
 
This is established as a strong historical trend, as demonstrated 
in Bennett's citation of Fowler's "study of teenage consumption patterns in 
British cities between 1919 and 1939", noting that firstly, "'the leisure habits 
and spending patterns of teenage wage-earners in the inter-war period were 
similar to those of postwar teenagers' (1992, p.134)16" and secondly, that 
"music, cinema and teen magazines [are] among the most popular youth 
pastimes during the inter-war period" (13). Despite the widespread changes in 
youth experiences specifically brought about by the emerging post-war 
cultural and technological developments, Bennet notes a prior argument -- in 
Boethius17 -- that these concerns with leisure pursuits and symbolic 
expressions of rebellion remain a more general characteristic of youth culture, 
which can even be traced back to:  
the work of Roman playwrights Plautus and Terence whose 
'comedies [centred upon] debauched, pleasure-seeking young 
men and their conflicts with their fathers' (Boethius: 1995, p. 
39). (12) 
 
This reference might be seen to vividly associate the discourse 
on youth culture with a significantly broader, even classical literary tradition. 
                                                
14 Bocock, Rober. Consumption. London: Routledge, 1993. 
15 Chambers, Iain. Urban Rhythms: Pop Music and Popular Culture. London: Macmillan, 1985. 
16 Fowler, David. "Teenage Consumers? Young Wage-Earners and Leisure in Manchester, 1919-1939". Workers' 
Worlds: Cultures and Communities in Manchester and Salford, 1880-1939. Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1992. 
17 Boethius, Ulf. "Youth, the Media and Moral Panics". Youth Culture in Late Modernity. Eds. J. Fornas and G. Bolin. 
London: Sage, 1995. 
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The modern-day drama of urban youth culture is shown to have thematic, 
aesthetic, and poetic precedence. And, the character of youth is also 
dramatically established as simultaneously parasitical and antagonistic, thus 
reinforcing the discursive basis of the cultural conflict in relation to parental 
culture.   
 
b. Media Ecologies: Media and Popular Culture. 
By the 1980s, the mode of intervention initiated by the 
Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, as well as other 
scholarly agencies similarly invested in the subcultural approach, had come to 
capture the imagination of cultural researchers across a wide spectrum of 
related fields. The extended investigation into the formative structures 
underlying youth styles and spectacles served to consolidate a practical 
repertoire of narrative templates -- handy story structures with preferred 
themes, plotlines, characters and settings -- that could be applied across a 
wide variety of urban contexts, at first in the US and around Europe, and then 
later in the Pacific Rim.  
This resulted in a profusion of interdisciplinary research efforts 
around these themes of youth culture; an observation readily confirmed by 
surveying the widely-available corpus of youth-related academic publications 
over the past two decades. The narrative scenarios constructed within the 
seminal studies might be seen to be very much characteristic of their time, 
articulating a sensitivity towards the sense of youth crisis that was emerging 
across urban centres around the world. This matter is particularly addressed 
in some depth within this current section. 
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As a direct consequence of how this mode of conceptual 
modelling and cultural critique received increasingly widespread acceptance 
and popularity in scholarly circles, the core thematic oppositions (ie, 
subterranean versus formal values, youth versus business-parental) that 
served to characterise the representation and interpretation of youth agency 
and youth culture have also been increasingly entrenched as part of what is 
more or less acknowledged to be an appropriately grounded theoretical 
methodology. It is this discursive construct that I will be addressing within 
this section, via a reading of related texts which extend across a cross-section 
of multidisciplinary approaches. To some degree, this approach thus also 
takes into account the observation that, as acknowledged by Vautour, "[i]n the 
United States, the type of academic work that accounts for youth has tended to 
fall under the category of American Studies." (26) 
 
Politics of representation. Youth Cultures (Amit-Talai and Wulff) 
consists of a comprehensive collection of essays that might be seen to loosely 
affirm the primary investigative concerns within youth culture scholarship. 
Aside from briefly engaging with the practical and theoretical limitations of 
scholarly methodology and conceptual approaches, the critical representations 
here largely pertain to themes of ethnic and class identity -- eg, "The Making 
of a Black Youth Culture: Lower-Class Young Men of Surinamese Origin in 
Amsterdam" (Sansone); peer politics -- eg, "The Waltz of Sociability: 
Intimacy, Dislocation and Friendship in a Quebec High School" (Amit-Talai); 
and popular media and consumption -- eg, "The Power of Love: Rai Music and 
Youth in Algeria" (Schade-Poulsen). It is noted here that "[t]he view of the 
passive rather than active role of youth, reinforced through the discourse of 
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resistance, is beginning to receive some scholarly attention and critique", but 
this remains largely with regard to "the relationship between structure and 
agency and interest in cultural production" (Wulff 21-2). In particular, the 
critical scrutiny here appears to have extended further outwards to investigate 
the liminal interstices between one particular subculture and another, as well 
as their relationships with other institutionalised bodies. Even then, Wulff 
separately acknowledges that within this mode of interpretive intervention, 
"scholarly attention" still at this point largely comprises a focus on "definitions 
of style, musical tastes, unemployment, delinquency, sexuality, resistance, and 
attempts to deal with 'difference'" (21). 
In outlining the intellectual tradition of youth culture research, 
Wulff here affirms the contribution of the renowned "'Birmingham School'" 
which: 
… depicted working class youth culture -- mainly that of white 
boys -- as resisting class domination (on behalf of their parents) 
through spectacular forms of style. Working-class boys were 
portrayed as temporary resisters fighting a symbolic class war 
that they will lose in the long run and hence end up as victims 
anyway. (3) 
 
This is a reference to Willis's strong political slant in interpreting 
how the subterranean-formal structure of values have been reproduced: not 
only are the polar extremes marked in terms of difference, they locate a power 
struggle wherein the former set is fatally subjugated by the latter set of values. 
The institution of formal values, thus, takes on a malignant, oppressive 
character. Still, it is not only the unbridled celebration of youthful energies -- 
through styles and spectacles -- that might prove disruptive to the 
mechanisms of formal order and economic production; the changing state of 
affairs in which youths are subjected to increasingly "prolonged schooling" is 
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also of particular concern, as this culturally-mandated state of "moratorium" 
is also seen here as the consequence of general growing unemployment (7). In 
this manner, the oppositionary subterranean/formal, youth/business-parental 
positions are revealed to be organically interdependent in nature: as 
businesses are unable to absorb the ready pool of youth workers, the imposed 
moratorium is extended to contain youth energies later into the young adult 
years, and because of this cultural expressions of disgruntled impatience 
emerge. Thus, a more complex situation is established here, in acknowledging 
that the viability of subterranean values is in fact linked to, and dependent 
upon, the economic provisions of business institutions. 
Nonetheless, this collection of texts repeatedly returns to 
highlighting youth culture as a site of oppression and socio-economic 
exclusion. In addressing "Anthropology's Silent 'Others'", for instance, Caputo 
essentially foregrounds the ethical basis of studying youth culture texts, in 
reiterating the established argument that: 
[t]he social spaces of difference are important because these 
sites are constituted by the presence and activity of people 
whose voices continue to be silenced. These voices belong to 
those who occupy subordinate positions of power, including 
women and children. Culture, portrayed in terms of a unified 
system of meaning, privileges the voices of the powerful. In turn, 
cultural meanings that may be held by the groups that oppose 
dominant interpretations continue to be excluded in order to 
uphold this representation of culture. (19) 
 
This postulates that youth culture is, by and large, a site of 
silenced dissent, which the dominant culture seeks to suppress because it is 
counter to their own preferred narratives. It also serves to affirm the stark 
limits of youth agency within this narrative, likening their characters to socio-
cultural pariahs who are politically and economically downtrodden. James 
likewise focuses on the theme of social marginality, particularly as "Geertzian 
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contexts within which the generational experience of being denied access to 
and participation in central social institutions can be thickly described" (46). 
This frames the youth narratives as a complex web of contestations, 
interlinking significant instances of youth containment, exclusion and 
rejection. Accordingly, this narrative web can be accessed through addressing 
youth as both a site, and rite, of passage, as James suggests: 
… the parallels to be found in the cultural forms and styles of 
expression used by young children and older youth can be seen 
as illustrative of overlaps in social transition. (46) 
 
In conceptualising a more organic model that takes into 
consideration the parallel experiences of younger and older youth -- thus 
splitting the earlier structural singularity into more complicated demographic 
variations -- the state of youth culture now becomes represented as a 
simultaneous conflict with, and journey towards, the adult world. The 
seemingly-painful paradox here is that even as this actually thematises the 
crossover from subterranean and youth values into the domain of formal and 
business-parental culture, the transition is still interpreted as ultimately one 
of despair and disillusionment, as it is in every way seen to involve a "cultural 
experience of the denial of the full social personhood which adulthood will 
bring" (47). The narratives of youth culture here, in this sense, thus appear to 
foreshadow the state of discontented, unfulfilled adulthood as a guaranteed 
inevitability in contemporary urban settings. 
   
Mediated realities. Likewise, American Culture Studies: An 
Introduction to American Culture (Campbell and Kean) examines how the 
mechanisms of identity and group membership serve to simultaneously 
structure as well as disrupt urban youth narratives as a whole. As can be 
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observed, the main emphasis here is on the construction, inheritance and 
contestation of various modes of individual and collective identity; including 
nationality (eg: "New Beginnings: American Culture and Identity", "Ethnicity 
and Immigration: Between Many Worlds", "Approaches to Regionalism: The 
West and the South", and "Gender and Sexuality: 'To Break the Old Circuits'"), 
the politics of memory and heritage (eg: "African Americans: 'I Don't Sing 
Other People's Voices'", "In God We Trust?: Religion in American Life", and 
"Beyond American Borders", which considers the dominant discourse of 
American foreign policy), and the imagination and representation of urban 
experiences (eg: "The American City: 'The Old Knot of Contrariety'", 
"Representing Youth: Outside the Sunken Nursery", and "Technology and 
Media Cultures: 'The Uncertain Trajectory"). 
The one section specifically devoted to addressing youth culture 
is organised in relation to the more-or-less generic framework that loosely 
identifies different strains of scholarship focussed on representation, 
contestation of spaces, and the media-generated discourse on youth-oriented 
rebel culture (215-39). Thus, the section heading fittingly takes its name from 
the iconic teen-angst Hollywood movie Rebel Without a Cause, in which a 
"vast, deep, empty swimming pool" is referred to by character as a "'sunken 
nursery'". In doing so:  
[t]he scene dramatises the film's contention … that youth is in 
crisis in the 1950s and that children are better seen but not 
heard, for to articulate is to possess a voice which might 
question the emplacement of the child/youth within the space 
ordained by the adult-authority. The wild abandon in the 
'abandoned mansion' temporarily carnivalises the adult control 
and parodies the dominance of the family and its values. (219) 
 
This setup is an attempt to dramatise the active socio-cultural 
structures that define and contain youth, as well as locate the contested site of 
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authority-subversion. It also succinctly reflects what might quite readily be 
identified as one of the more popular myths to emerge in the entertainment 
media thus far: that of rebellious youth as mythic hero. That the film 
"fluctuates between representations of resistance and acceptance of parental-
authoritarian hegemony" (220) -- in the sense that both are necessarily fluidly 
co-dependant, as established above -- is an argument dependant on the 
assumption that the underlying structural values as represented in the film 
remain fundamentally accurate and faithful in portraying "many aspects of 
youth's relation to American mainstream culture" (220). Campbell and Kean 
go on to argue that this ritualistic transgression, contestation and desire for 
alternatives to what is termed the "adult/public sphere", is characteristic of 
how youths relate to the urban politics of space. For one thing, youth 
narratives dramatise a struggle by youths to characterise themselves: 
Youth texts are concerned with the tensions between the desire 
for a self-generated 'pattern' -- 'to be oneself' -- and the 'knots' 
that fix and bind youth into someone else's definition. (216) 
 
As such, the tendency for youth energies to be marginalised by 
urban politics forces it to seek refuge in the interstices between culturally-
significant spaces, or formal institutions. To this end, Campbell and Kean cite 
Grossberg's focus on spatial structures as a way of framing youth narratives: 
"… youth could construct its own places in the space of transition 
between these institutions: in the street, around the jukebox, at 
the hop (and later the mall) … spaces located between the 
domestic, public and social spaces of the adult world. What the 
dominant society assumes to be no place at all." (Grossberg 
1992:179)18 (220) 
 
Thus inscribed as a geographic text, Campbell and Kean further 
represent youth culture in Foucauldian terms, to characterise the network of 
                                                
18 This is an extended block quote from Lawrence Grossberg's We Gotta Get Out of This Place: Popular Conservatism 
and Postmodern Culture (London: Routledge, 1992). 
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relationships between adults and youths as oppressive and to some degree 
even malignant: 
The surveillance, control and normalising power of the adult-
society represents a set of forces for conformity and repetition 
that are resisted by the young who seek their own space for 
expression and definition. Contained and delimited by the space 
that adults, parents and other institutions of control (school, 
church, law) have prescribed for them, the young struggle to find 
ways beyond these "panoptic" forces. (223) 
 
Such interpretations directly dramatise the interaction between 
youth culture and business-parental culture specifically as a mode of socio-
cultural control: the youths seek to be creative and original, while the 
business-parental forces seek to educate and rehabilitate; the arena of youth is 
improvised in the structural interstices between institutions, which ultimately 
remain invisible to, or rejected by, business-parental supervision; and that the 
youths seek to establish their own individual narratives, while the "adults, 
parents and other institutions of control (school, church, law)" seek to micro-
manage with what might be expressed as an industrial zeal for standardisation 
and qualitative control. In this sense, this scholarly commentary by Campbell 
and Kean largely conforms and contributes to the overarching meta-narrative 
of subordinated youth within the cultural studies scholarship. 
As part of this, youth music is thus employed as a mode of 
expression to protest against "the surveillance and authority of the dominant 
culture" through "a counter culture of conspicuous display" (231); the latter a 
poignant phrase coined in Lipsitz in discussing the racialisation of pop music 
as an indication of urban crisis. Given how youth music deals in "spectacles" 
and "styles" (232), we might note that such an outwardly manifested 
phenomenon, as presented in this case, in actual fact both articulates as well 
as affirms the youths' distinguishing lack of access to the positions and 
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resources of adult-authority: in short, youth music emerges as a ritualised 
protest against business-parental domination. This subordinated position 
thus also serves to define the field of play allowed to youth music as an 
alternative to the staid institutions of formal values, which in contrast 
privilege and impose the institutions of government, responsibility and profit-
oriented capitalism.  
This particular mode of analysis, however, has in effect evolved 
to establish the possibility of simultaneously addressing youth as a state of 
both revolution as well as resolution, and this thus renders it a most powerful 
discursive resource for accessing, analysing and critiquing American culture 
as a reconciliation myth. In particular, it is observed that:  
Youth then became a site of "sanctioned rebellion" (Fetterley 
1972)19 because the original rhetoric of protest, challenge and 
opposition to the established order was tempered and 
channelled by the accepted practices of the given social powers. 
That is, the "boy" may be "bad" but only temporarily, before 
resorting to the "good", that is, the socially reinforced and 
approved, or "sanctioned". … Many youth texts, that is books, 
films, television shows, songs and so on, are microcosmic 
workings through of this larger cultural picture, demonstrating 
necessity for renewed, coherent social/adult order. (Lipsitz 217)  
 
This reading in fact argues that youth culture as a structural 
narrative not only serves to articulate a dramatic opposition to business-
parental culture, but also in fact exists to allegorise youth as the adult-
America: always looking to temporarily expand its disruptive energies, but 
ultimately channeling this burst of creativity into productive contributions 
that go towards rejuvenating the coherent order in vital ways. In this sense, 
youth narratives thus constitute a vital performative resource in contemporary 
societies, as microcosmic rituals that explore, reinforce and recommend the 
                                                
19 Fetterley, Judith. "The Sanctioned Rebel". Critics on Mark Twain. Ed. D. Kesterson. Coral Gables: University of 
Miami Press, 1973. 
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powerful modes of personal promotion and social progress through a 
discursive reversal from business-adult to youth -- formal values to 
subterranean values -- and back again. As a rejuvenative ritual, the spectacles 
of youth culture are thus seen as a resource for charging mainstream society 
with renewed vigour.  
 
Moral panics as a cultural phenomenon.  Comparative Youth 
Culture: The Sociology of Youth Cultures and Youth Subcultures in America, 
Britain and Canada (Brake), too, largely affirms the general methodological 
framework and thematic agenda that has been observed to characterise the 
field of research: in this case, this is reflected through the separate chapters 
devoted to examining various delinquent subcultures and counter-cultures, as 
well as a chapter that considers the nature of the youth-oriented capitalist 
economy and the impending peril of unemployment that might affect 
contemporary youths. This theme of unemployment is presented as a threat to 
youth values, as well as a possible indication of the grand failure of business-
parental institutions. Brake's text is instructive in how it attempts a broad 
working taxonomy of youth culture types: namely, Respectable youth, 
Delinquent youth (largely males from working class background, engaged in 
various illegal activities), Cultural rebels (literary-artistic bohemians, with 
middle-class education) and Politically militant youth (radical groups such as 
the Young Lords and Black Panthers) (23). Of particular interest, however, is 
the sketchy profile of Respectable youth, which acknowledges that: 
Obviously, youthful rebellion is relative and … most young 
people manage to pass through life without being involved in 
any teenage culture, or at least those aspects of it seen as 
deviate. They may be involved in fashion, but not necessarily life 
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styles. This group is seen by deviant subcultures as a negative 
reference group, the conformists, or straight youth. (23) 
 
This suggests an intriguing if problematic characterisation: in 
other words, even while Respectable youths are representative of the 
conformist forces of mainstream society which youth culture is structurally 
opposed to, they have in fact been discursively marginalised by the scholarly 
focus on deviant youth. In other words, it is thus that the Respectable youths -
- as so-called conformists and upholders of the hegemonic order -- have come 
to be glaringly omitted from the canon of youth culture research, which 
prefers for its project more conventional, or even controversial, narratives of 
subjugation and exclusion. 
In summarising the work of Frith (1983)20, Brake very 
economically provides an account of the broad and highly influential 
intellectual tradition that has been responsible for framing youth culture as an 
inferior, corrupted mode of cultural practice, stemming from the work of 
British literary critic F. R. Leavis which considered mass culture to be wholly 
"standardised, escapist and passively consumed". (184) Mass pursuits are 
furthermore deemed "denuded of authenticity", on the basis that these are 
wholly motivated by commercial forces. In particular, it is characterised by 
"false needs" created in the name of "serv[ing] capitalism", as the production 
of such cultural artifacts was necessarily dependent on a large and willing 
consumer base (185). The domain of mass culture, in this sense, takes the 
form of an ecological web of enforced consumerism which is very strongly 
implied here to be an inevitable, yet lamentable, product of industrial 
conditions. The driving force that shapes this ecological narrative is identified 
                                                
20 Frith, Simon. Sound Effects. London: Constable, 1983. 
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here as the pressure to conform, and it is in the arena of leisure consumption 
that youths experience their most invested engagement with this:  
The other problem that youth culture posits is that of leisure. 
The Leavisite pessimism was that routinised, mindless work 
destroys in youth any sense of meaningful freedom. 
Commercialisation of youth culture robs the young of any sense 
that their lives can be different. … Frith argues that the capitalist 
leisure business relies on orderly, predictable consumption, and 
that it is because the audience is active, and hence 
unpredictable, that big business is involved in a struggle. (Brake 
187-8) 
 
Even as leisure is the distinguishing arena of youth activity, the 
role of business institutions in determining the structure of access to, and 
availability of, leisure ultimately works to subjugate youths to the mainstream 
capitalist agenda. At the same time, though, these modes of leisure 
consumption have also been seen to offer a degree of creative reinvention and 
liberation, a situation previously described by Hall and Whannel21 as: 
… 'a contradictory mixture of the authentic and the 
manufactured -- an area of self expression for the young and 
lush grazing ground for the commercial providers'. (Brake 185) 
  
This ecologically-framed co-existence thus repeats the narrative 
moral of interdependence between youth and business-parental culture, and 
subterranean and formal values. In addition, these very sites of leisure 
consumption are precisely where one might observe what Brake identifies as 
"the split between suburban and street cultures" (190), which again essentially 
appears to revisit the ideological dichotomy of subterranean and formal 
values: 
Suburban culture means achievement at school, responsible 
family and emotional relationships, commitment to careers and 
the constructive use of leisure. Street culture becomes a mythical 
antithesis to this. It is desperate, anti-authority, raw and violent, 
involved in the defence of a symbolic territory. It occurs outside 
                                                
21 Hall, Stuart and Paddy Whannel. The Popular Arts. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1964. 
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the home, in the urban street, itself a tough environment. It is 
neither safe nor nice, and hence very attractive. (190) 
 
This argument practically establishes a primary system for 
aestheticising youth culture. Within this system of appreciation, that which is 
wildly anti-social and destructive is "very attractive", while in contrast the 
comparatively commendable traits of social-responsibility and purposefulness 
are allocated an inferior status. As mythical as it is made out to be, the 
narrative of street culture functions as a romantic counter-text that appeals to 
the imagination and evokes a sense of existential engagement; in thus 
explicating the nature of youth culture, the commentary here also serves to 
celebrate the youth-as-rebel narrative appeal of James Dean movies. Brake 
goes on to argue that the dominant instances of youth texts are sites that 
articulate an identification with these attractive myths. In short, the text is 
rendered attractive to its readers because it mirrors certain affective 
inclinations, and: 
[t]his is also why youth cultures attract those who feel little 
commitment or investment in the present state of affairs. It 
attracts those who feel misunderstood, or that they do not fit, or 
rejected. Where the life of the young person reinforces this 
alienation or isolation, where s/he feels a misfit, the scripts 
being composed in subcultures become highly attractive. (191) 
 
The situation described here, though, seems to be the breeding 
ground for a deeper, more troubling problem once the youth attain the age of 
employment. In a section titled "No Future? Youth and Employment", Brake 
argues with particular reference to the British economic context: 
Young people are being forced into dependence on families, the 
state, educational and training schemes and employers in a 
direct way. It means that incomes are so low that even very 
minor luxuries (say going out for a drink or to the cinema) are 
not possible without hustling. Britain has produced a series of 
training schemes … [where] [i]n reality youths on training 
schemes receive a low allowance, and employers are either 
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subsidised by cheap labour or a grant to employ temporarily 
unemployed youth. (193)  
 
In this development, a bleak economic backdrop and the 
absence of active government intervention are established as the causes of 
youth delinquency when they resort to "hustling" to provide themselves with 
the monetary resources for leisure consumption, as illustrated here by social 
activities such as "going out for a drink or to the cinema". The crucial moral 
resolution of this narrative largely hinges on the set of assumptions that might 
be relevantly activated regarding the structural values of youth dependency: 
what specific responsibilities do "families, the state, educational and training 
schemes and employers" have in maintaining a comfortable level of 
engagement with the minor luxuries associated with youth leisure, and what 
reciprocal responsibilities, if any, do the youths have in return for accepting 
the spate of "low allowance[s]", "cheap … grant[s]" and wages from temporary 
employment? Indeed, we might find it relevant and productive here to 
reconsider McRobbie's sense of subcultural entrepreneurship in the light of 
this, as part of the repertoire of economic possibilities and cultural pathways 
open to the youth. In the case of this text, however, the condition of 
unemployment serves to further emphasise a sense of injustice that plagues 
the youth, as research: 
… seems to indicate among the young … [there is] a keen sense 
of exploitation and the concept of democracy and egalitarianism 
being offered only to those in employment or those who are 
relatively wealthy. (Brake 194) 
  
This introduces a dramatic discrepancy that defines the 
narrative conflict between youth culture and business-parental culture in 
financial terms, and particularly foregrounds the vulnerability of the working-
class youth as represented in the canonical subcultures literature. Within this 
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perspective, the youths are being marginalised not only by the wealthy, but 
also those "in employment". Thus, having an employer is in itself seen to 
constitute an enviable privilege. One apparent consequence is that the youth 
elements who are denied this privilege are particularly susceptible to the 
rhetoric of violent revolution and racism, given that:  
[a] study by the British Sunday Times in September 1981 found 
that young people who were out of work believed that violence 
was justified in bringing about social change, but the same 
number (about half) also believed that immigrants should be 
repatriated. (Brake 193) 
 
In this case, the likely experience of being excluded from stable, 
profitable employment in early adulthood thus threatens to disrupt the 
previously-established chronologically-defined limits of youth, a condition 
which could now also possibly stretch indefinitely into early adulthood. As 
such, "[y]outh culture is emerging as a means of dealing with unemployment, 
offering mutual support by those in similar positions, fun, space to be free of 
adult authority and a defiant attitude to the state." (Brake 196) This particular 
interpretation also establishes the manifestation of symbolic defiance as born 
of a deep survival instinct, as the herds and tribes of youth culture serve to 
provide a reassuring sense of solidarity in the face of social failure. Even the 
institutions of surveillance and control have come to be desperately 
repurposed in the search for practical solutions to youth unemployment: 
In the United States the armed forces have been developed as a 
state strategy for the employment of unemployed youth. … The 
state at present sees youth as having little to negotiate with in 
market terms. Youth labour has a value when cheap, it has no 
skill, experience, labour discipline, and cannot compete with 
adult labour. Only in certain aspects of the market where cheap 
youth labour is at premium has it any value22. (Brake 195) 
 
                                                
22 In contrast, the opposite perspective is argued for in the studies of entrepreneurial youth, as examined in Chapter 
Four. In these narratives, youth is valued as a crucial economic resource, and associated with the attractive qualities 
of creativity and vigour. 
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As consistent with the overarching portrayal of youth as 
undermined and exploited, the miserable valuation of youth labour described 
here serves further to characterise the desperate tone of youth culture, caught 
between the proverbial rock and a hard place: the youths face painful 
exclusion when not employed, and only ruthless exploitation when they are. 
The vicious chasm between youth and business culture is thus dramatised in 
politically and economically antagonistic terms. And while some of the other 
ongoing research efforts addressed in this section appear to strive towards a 
reconciliatory mode of resolving the angst-ridden narratives of youth culture, 
Brake further extrapolates a particularly pessimistic scenario for the youth of 
Britain and America: 
The future looks gloomy -- many working-class young people 
will have to grow up working class without work. The educated 
and qualified student sector certainly no longer gets the jobs 
taken for granted by those in the middle class. There is 
insufficient work for young people to be integrated into. There is 
a social and economic crisis which has given rise to an ugly 
nationalism in Britain, and conservatism in America. … Leisure, 
which nowadays means not the relaxing free time after work but 
a grim, chronic period of non-work, is part of social control of 
the crisis. However, youth still manages to enjoy itself, to get 
things together without work, and without money. The deeper 
problems come in adulthood. (196-7) 
 
This essentially appears to predict a lose-lose situation for both 
youth culture as well as business culture. The seemingly dismal state of 
business-parental politics is interpreted here as amounting to a betrayal of the 
youths -- even those "educated and qualified" enough after a prolonged period 
of investment in the institutional agenda -- by failing to ensure ample 
employment opportunities. The youths thus face certain doom in their status 
as secondary citizens, in that even the squares and goodie-two-shoes of 
mainstream society, so to speak, will likely be left helpless as a result of the 
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government's general ineptitude and ambivalence. The structure, experience 
and consumption of leisure, within this emergent situation, is forcibly 
transformed from being much-welcomed and privileged interstices between 
scheduled and regulated bouts of work, to indeterminate bouts of helplessness 
and hopelessness in the face of a looming "social and economic crisis".  
Even as the declaration that "[t]he future looks gloomy" 
establishes an unambiguous cynicism, going by this instance the cumulative 
direction of this scholarly discourse of youth culture seemingly promises to 
offer little more than a dark, nihilistic narrative devoid of heroic role models 
and happy endings in its days ahead. In some ways, this assumption that the 
youth might not be able to contribute positively and innovatively to the 
economy can be seen to parallel the rhetorical framing employed in the 
representation of media panics, in that the state of youth is seen here as a kind 
of cultural time-bomb about to explode. Outside of these discursive fields, 
though, we might encounter other narratives that attempt to assure otherwise. 
This pariah narrative constitutes a significant dimension of the 
general representation of youth. In Youth, Popular Culture and Moral Panics: 
Penny Gaffs to Gangsta-Rap, 1830 -- 1996, Springhall traces how the mass 
media has served to construct and demonise successive modes of popular 
youth entertainment, from the penny theatre of London circa 1838, up to the 
reaction against the portrayal of violence in popular music, television, 
computer games and movies in the nineties. The prevalent argument is that 
these modes of representation necessarily involve a degree of exaggeration, to 
the extent that: 
Moral panic occurs when the official or press reaction to a 
deviant social or cultural phenomenon is "out of proportion" to 
the actual threat offered. It implies that public concern is in 
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excess of what is appropriate if concern were directly 
proportional to objective harm. (Springhall 4-5) 
 
The emphasis here is both on the representation of negative 
outcomes within these aspects of youth culture, as well as the assumed 
tendency for the juvenile audiences to assimilate and imitate the forms of 
anti-social and counter-establishment expressions they encounter here: 
Patently, sanctimonious adult disapproval of market-based 
entertainments intended primarily for schoolboys and young, 
wage-earning customers has a lengthy historical pedigree. 
Historian James Gilbert refers to the re-occurring attribution of 
delinquency to a hostile cultural environment as an "episodic 
notion". Belief in the seduction of supposedly innocent, English-
speaking youth by popular culture extends over time from at 
least the arrival of penny theatres in the 1830s to the "penny 
dreadfuls" and "dime novels" of the 1860s and after, from the 
Hollywood "gangster films" of the 1930s to the American "crime" 
and "horror comic" books of the late 1940s and early 1950s, 
from television once sets became widely accessible to the "video 
nasties" of the early 1980s and the violent computer games of 
the early 1990s. (Springhall 3) 
 
What is particularly significant here is how this mode of 
interpretation has become so prevalent that the narratives of entrepreneurial 
youth in the mass media -- as will be analysed in Chapter Four -- sometimes 
cannot help but characterise the dot.com youth characters as being similarly 
out of hand, and likewise potentially detrimental to the fragile fabric of 
civilised society. This particular mode of framing youth narratives thus 
continues to operate, as a ubiquitous discursive convention. 
 
c. Social Institutions. 
This last of the three bodies of research texts examined in this 
chapter consists of a selected few journals relating to or aimed at the youth 
culture scholarship community, as a representative sample of contemporary 
research efforts from the period between 1999 to 2002. These are in particular 
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dedicated to discussions on the impact of youth-related issues on the 
dominant socio-cultural fabric, and largely with an interest in cultural policy 
research. I find this dimension of the literature relevant and informative 
because, as During observes: 
[a]s a branch of cultural studies, however, cultural policy studies 
has a narrower range and a narrower history. It began as a 
strand of analysis, again dependent on Michel Foucault, that 
questioned whether cultural studies was an effective critical 
practice. (73) 
 
The journals are namely Youth and Policy, Journal of Youth 
Studies, Youth & Society and the Journal of Youth and Adolescence: A 
Multidisciplinary Research Publication. In general, these contemporary 
research publications approach youth texts from multi-disciplinary 
perspectives, and tend to reflect a more topical, context-specific analysis of the 
subject matter. The general methodology appears largely invested in 
attempting to connect certain new data, emergent observations, or revised 
arguments about youth culture and trends with their consequences and 
impact on related areas of practical concern, such as welfare work, 
psychological counselling, legislation, and so on; typical examples include 
analysing how particular forms of delinquency might be understood from the 
perspective of sexuality issues, or how the part-time employment of lower 
income youths might impact on certain state policies or welfare programmes. 
The most significant aspect here, though, is the consolidated narrative on 
youth and work that emerges from considering these texts. 
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Youth, dependency and responsibility.  The Journal of Youth 
Studies offers a broad coverage of the canonical areas of concern. These 
include:  
Firstly, the state of theoretical scholarship and methodological 
issues related to youth culture research -- eg, "In the Country of the Blind?: 
Youth Studies and Cultural Studies in Britain" (Cohen and Ainley); "Youth 
Research at the Crossroads: Sociological and Interdisciplinary Youth Research 
in the Nordic Countries" (Gudmundsson); and "Youth as an Artefact of 
Expertise: Problematising the Practice of Youth Studies in an Age of 
Uncertainty" (Kelly).  
Secondly, the socio-economic marginalisation and relative 
deprivation of various groups of youths -- eg, "Spaced Out? Young People on 
Social Housing Estates: Social Exclusion and Multi-agency Work" (Coles et 
al); "Young Curfews in the United States: The Creation of Public Spheres for 
Some Young People" (O'Neil); and "Towards the Enablement of 'Unqualified' 
Rural Youth: A Structurationist Perspective on Socially Inclusive Policy 
Interventions" (McGarth).  
Thirdly, the politics of delinquency -- eg, "An Examination of 
Repeat Pregnancies Using Problem Behaviour Theory: Is It Really 
Problematic?" (Davis); "Divisions in the Dark: Youth Cultures, Transitions 
and Segmented Consumption Spaces in the Night-time Economy" (Hollands); 
and "Young People, Illicit Drug Use and the Question of Normalisation" 
(Shildrick).  
And fourthly, the traumatic rites of transition -- eg, "The Role of 
Identity Capital in the Transition to Adulthood: The Individualisation Thesis 
Examined" (Cote); "Factors Influencing the Pursuit of Health and Science 
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Careers for Canadian Adolescents in Transition from School to Work" 
(Tilleczek and Lewko); and "Using Life Course Theory to Explore the Social 
and Developmental Pathways of Young People Leaving Care" (Horrocks); and 
"Marginalisation and Value Shifts under the Changing Economic 
Circumstances Surrounding the Transition to Work: A Comparison of Cohorts 
Born in 1958 and 1970" (Brynner and Parsons). 
A number of papers here paint a picture of the challenges facing 
youth-related work and industrial relations in contemporary urban contexts. 
Certain demographic factors, for instance, are identified in "The Increased 
Financial Dependency of Young People on their Parents" (Schneider) which 
specifically focusses on the youth in Australia, between 15 and 24 years of age. 
Similar to Brake, as considered earlier in this chapter, the narrative 
represented here is that of an impending crisis directly resulting from radical 
developments in the socio-economic sphere: Schneider notes that there has 
been "considerable changes in the circumstances of young people in Australia 
and overseas" that are believed to have led to "lower personal incomes for 
young people" (7). Citing Maas23, Schneider highlights the emergency that 
arises from this situation, in that the: 
[c]onsequence of prolonged dependency can be an erosion of the 
material well-being of all family members as the same resources 
are stretched to meet the needs of children for longer. (6) 
 
Drawing upon prior research data from the UK, Schneider 
identifies certain "comprehensive descriptions" that have led to "youth 
incomes being delayed, lowered or made more precarious"; these are 
primarily: "greater school retention, increased participation in tertiary 
education, reductions in youth wages and growing levels of youth 
                                                
23 Maas, Frank. "Becoming Adult: The Effects of Prolonged Dependence on Young People". Youth Studies 9.1 (1990): 
24-9. 
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unemployment" (7). Even as more youths stay in school, so to speak, both 
their starting salaries as well as potential employment opportunities 
simultaneously edge downwards. Furthermore, a prior argument in Harris24 is 
cited, which proposed that the termination of state support in the form of 
social security payments for older teenagers, and cuts in general entitlements 
for young adults, made it such that "25-year-olds were no longer provided 
enough income to allow them to live away from home" (Schneider 7); a 
concern which also mirrors that of Brake above. This, though, according to 
Harris and as reproduced in Schneider here, is interpreted as "'a deliberate 
policy of prolonging the dependence of the young unemployed on their 
families'" (7); the political implication being that government institutions 
might have been seeking to avoid having to be accountable for providing for 
these youths, and were intent on shifting the responsibility to their respective 
families instead. This narrative characterises the youths as unwanted children, 
due to what is assumed to be their inherent financial liability. As a result, they 
end up being tossed from one parental institution to another. The critical 
stakes of this development are framed here, in no uncertain terms: 
… in the context of whether families should be expected to bear 
the additional costs of their young people, and whether young 
people are or should be disempowered by this increase in their 
dependence. (18) 
 
This theme is also observed in "Space, Work and the 'New Urban 
Economies'" (Ball et al), which is based on research material gathered from 
1995 to 1999, surveying a selection of youth from inner-London schools. The 
label of "new urban economics", as introduced in the title, is particularly 
evocative and provocative, given its allusion to the parallel Internet-driven 
                                                
24 Harris, Neville. "Social Security and the Transition to Adulthood". Journal of Social Policy 17.4 (1988): 501-23. 
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New Economy that by the time of this article must have been observed in full 
effect across both the US and the UK. In contrast, however, the coinage here 
actually refers instead to various "economies founded on the exploitation of 
'fashion and music' as commodities in an economy of youth" (281). This new 
urban economy is characterised by "the performance of the worker and the 
skills of presentation", noted here as corresponding to the concept of 
"aesthetic labour" in Warhurst et al25. This thus appears to be a predominantly 
consistent extrapolation of the previously-established trajectory of youth 
culture as a stylistic phenomenon based on consumerist participation, as 
noted earlier in this chapter, for: 
[w]e might think of these young people as "new style workers", 
working upon themselves and for others in the fetishisation of 
image and the marketing of experience. There is a peculiar 
fusion of identity-work involved here, a self-imaging process. … 
They have their own internal hierarchies and structures. 
Modelling, DJ-ing and hair styling each offer some potential for 
a "glossy future" or they may equally well produce low-wage, 
serial, sub-employment. (282-3) 
 
The basic structures of leisure consumption have now been 
reconfigured to offer a parasitic mode of economic production at the same 
time. This effectively creates a kind of experiential doubling, in that the 
subculturalesque, subterranean experience of leisure -- as style, spectacle and 
satisfaction of desires -- might now simultaneously function as a surrogate for 
the formal structures of business-parental culture. The benefits of engaging in 
this emergent mode of employment, as shared by a survey informant named 
Michael, is expressed in terms of both enjoying a heightened sense of 
independence as well as greater opportunities to surround oneself with the 
trappings of leisure culture: "'You get to meet a lot more people … You can 
                                                
25 Warhurst, Chris, Dennis Nickson, Anne Witz, and A.M. Cullen. "Aesthetic Labour in Interactive Service Work: 
Some Case Study Evidence from the 'New' Glasgow". Services Industries Journal 20.3 (2000): 1-18. 
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stay out all night, all weekend, go to parties, I can choose my own clothes.'" 
(285)  
In the short term at least, this does appear to suggest a logical 
solution to the canonical dilemma of chronic youth dependency, as 
emphasised throughout the scholarly discourse. However, there is an 
intriguing circularity that we might observe here: the youths aspire to enter 
into and dominate an industry that is specifically devoted to youth-oriented 
leisure consumption; in turn, their financial rewards thus allow them to 
consume yet more leisure. This basically describes a fast-growing moratorium 
class that is bent on constructing its own fantasy landscape of youth-oriented 
urban jobs: 
Essentially, our point is that London, and other global cities are 
characterised by a plethora of service/style outlets; from fast 
food bars, cafes and restaurants, cyber-cafes, haircutters, 
fashion retailers, clothes manufacturers to specialist 
music/night time venues. These are staffed by young people and 
target young people. They offer new kinds of employment but 
entail new kinds of risk and new kinds of discrimination. (283) 
 
Nonetheless, the new urban economies with their "new kinds of 
risks" exist as highly attractive and diversionary alternatives to employment in 
what we might identify as the mainstream, adult-oriented economy. Female 
informant Rachel, for instance, is at this point simultaneously weighing on the 
one hand an offer of a staid, managerial position of Assistant Manager of 
Customer Services at a supermarket, and on the other hand the more 
glamorous prospect of entering into the fashion modelling circuit and 
embarking on all the exotic adventures that it could entail (295). For her, the 
hedonistic, creative aspirations of youth might thus be prolonged just a bit 
further into early adulthood, and even beyond; with the attendant risks, of 
course. In a similar vein, "The Road to Fame and Fortune" (Bourke) examines 
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how the discourse of professional football exemplifies a site of youth fantasy, 
where fame and fortune are the happy fruits of a glorified and glamorous 
career as a sports celebrity. This perspective, though, is problematised by the 
underlying rhetoric of career choice as applied in the institutionalised 
discourse of careers guidance, which implicate a range of underlying 
ideological assumptions about "how people make career choices, adjust to 
their choices, and work relative to other life roles" (379). In particular, the 
work of Maranda and Comeau26 is cited, which lays outs: 
… the various theories that have developed regarding career -- 
status attainment theory, human capital theory, segmentation 
theory, regulation theory, etc. Such theories, in their view, 
provide insights when viewed from the perspective of 
understanding the complex relations between individuals and 
context. (379) 
 
These theories, in essence, attempt to offer viable, coherent and 
practical meta-narrative structures that might convincingly unify the 
trajectories of school, work and the transitional period, as experienced by the 
youths. Bourke observes that Watts27 considers career guidance -- which 
might essentially be perceived as the pre-emptive insertion of the business-
parental discourse into the youth sanctuary of school -- to play but a "marginal 
role" in school programmes, and this is a situation that should be rectified. 
Furthermore: 
[Watts] notes that if individuals are to take responsibility for 
their career development, career guidance is critical in three 
respects: (a) helping individuals clarify and articulate their aims, 
(b) ensuring that their decisions are informed in relation to the 
needs to the labour market, and (c) empowering them in their 
negotiations with employers and other purchasers of their 
services. (381) 
 
                                                
26 Maranda, Marie-France, and Yvan Comeau. "Some Contributions on the Sociology to the Understanding of 
Career". The Future of Career. Eds. A Collin and R. Young. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000. 
27 Watts, A. G.. "The New Career and Public Policy". The Future of Career. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2000. 
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As genuinely concerned about the well-being of young 
individuals as this proposal appears, the representation here remains 
nonetheless rooted in the assumption that for the most part, youths might 
tend to be ignorant, naive and lacking in any enthusiasm or deep 
understanding as to how to begin formulating their own career plans28. As 
such, they seem more than likely to be exploited by employers in the open 
market. Within this institutionalised narrative, career guidance thus bears a 
key responsibility in priming youths towards greater self-awareness, for the 
purpose of more fully integrating them into the financially-motivated world of 
industrial relations. 
 
Education and employment.   The research papers in Youth & 
Policy generally reconstruct and analyse narratives that thematise various 
physical, psychological and political threats to the well-being of urban youth, 
and hence establish a basis for both theoretical as well as practical 
intervention in terms of responding to these unethical or undesirable 
conditions. As such, the research texts here might also be seen to approach 
youth culture research as a discourse that queries the assumed effectiveness 
and competence of the existing government and professional welfare 
institutions. 
The theme of youth well-being dominates the research 
narratives, particularly through the many articles that address the relationship 
between psychological and physical well-being, and the determinant role 
played by various economic, social and welfare policies; eg, "Young Women 
and Community Safety" (Pearce and Stanko); "Teenage Motherhood, Decision 
                                                
28 This might be critically reconsidered in relation to the examination of emergent modes of business and financial 
literacy, as offered in the previous chapter. 
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Making and the Transition to Adulthood" (Tabberrer); "Towards Home and 
School Inclusion for Young D/deaf People: Ways Forward" (Skelton and 
Valentine). 
The canonical theme of deviant youth is also represented here -- 
for example, "Problematic Substance Use and the Young Homeless: 
Implications for Health and Well-being" (Wincup and Bayliss); "Conducting 
Play: Youth, Violence and Governmentality within UK Football" (Giulianotti) -
- and this is complemented with a call for the ethical and authentic 
representation of youth, eg: "'… Finding Your Own Voice … ": Social Action 
Groupwork with Young People Who Are Suicidal and Self-harming" (Green). 
The contents also represent a prevalent interest in the area of youth sexuality: 
Issue No. 75, Spring 2002 particularly focusses on representing the narrative 
of lesbian, gay and bisexual youths within context of the UK, and -- as 
expressed in the Editorial -- in establishing: 
the diversity of experience of young lesbian, gay and bisexual 
people in the UK, as well as tracking some common issues of 
visibility/invisibility, the "heteronormativity" of the school 
environment, the nature of family support and family pressure, 
and questions of transition which include issues of housing and 
homelessness, work and education. (Batsleer 1) 
 
This strives to update and enrich the dominant structural 
narrative of youth culture research -- as the discourse of subterranean, 
marginalised, exploited, and helpless youth -- through what might be seen as a 
strategy of foregrounding yet again the more urgent instances of 
contemporary youth culture in crisis. The individual articles in this issue 
collectively reinforce a meta-narrative of society firstly as an arena of conflict 
between the individual and the dominant institution -- "Understanding 
Homophobic Bullying in School" (Rivers and Duncan) ; "Young Gay Males 
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Experience of Coming Out in the Context of School" (Casey) -- and secondly as 
a site of discrimination and trauma -- "The Vulnerability and Marginalisation  
of Lesbian and Gay Youth" (Valentine, Skelton, and Butler). These narratives, 
though, remain largely based on the same canonical themes and character 
relations of youth culture research, in that they are concerned with 
highlighting sympathetic tales of deviance, exposing the politics of 
marginalisation, and arguing for the assertion of individual rights and well-
being.   
The structural conflict between youth and work is thematised 
through the analysis of a wave of unemployment in "Structured Chameleons: 
Matching the Environment" (Cartmel), an article in this journal. Echoing 
sentiments that are also found in the wider literature, Cartmel argues here 
that: 
[l]ong term unemployment has dire consequences for young 
people, with many facing severe difficulties entering the labour 
market, financial hardship and strained family relations. (19) 
 
In particular, Cartmel interprets the bleak state of youth 
unemployment as constituting a triple betrayal by the governing institutions: 
Employment opportunities for young people leaving school with 
few educational qualifications have diminished over the last 
twenty years, through structural changes that have drastically 
reduced the number of permanent labour market positions. 
Young people from disadvantaged backgrounds who have been 
failed by the education system have borne the brunt of industrial 
change, with large numbers facing the prospect of long term 
unemployment and movement from one training scheme to 
another. (31) 
 
The implicated ineptitude of the government is represented as 
firstly, failing to provide an education system that actually empowers young 
people in any real way; secondly, failing to control drastic changes in the 
structure of the national industry; and thirdly, blindly shuffling unemployed 
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young people through a succession of irrelevant skills training programmes. 
In addition, the conflict between young people and the industrial economy at 
large is thematised here as a failure in the government's initiatives, and 
reflects a lack of responsibility and competence in taming the rapidly 
restructuring economy enough to allow the young people to get on board. This 
is juxtaposed with a different scenario in "Customers, Consumers and 
Workers: Market Value and the Construction of Youth Identities" (Pye and 
Munchie), which seeks to reinterpret contemporary narratives of youth 
consumption particularly in the case of students between 16 and 18 years of 
age who exist within the socio-cultural setting of central England in the late 
1990s. These individuals are seen to face a reality in which "identity formation 
has increasingly come to take place within an uncertain context dominated by 
fluid notions of 'market value' in which young adults have been recast as 
consumers, workers and customers" (20). Indeed, this multi-dimensionary 
configuration is particularly proposed here as a more accurate representation 
of real youth experiences: 
As customers: as in their engagement with the education system. 
As workers: as in the part-time work in which they are engaged. 
As consumers: as in what they consume in their leisure. (20) 
 
Such a framework might essentially reflect a transformation in 
the dominant characterisation of schools as an institutionalised space that 
buffers youths from the harsh realities of adulthood. Firstly, educational 
institutions are now observed to court and address the youth in the mode of 
business customers, in that they offer educational services which are 
consumed and paid for either by students, their parents, or through various 
institutionalised subsidies, and this hence constitutes the institutions' 
essential source of revenue; secondly, these youths at the same time form a 
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ready pool of part-time labour, and have become an integral part of an 
established youth economy; and thirdly, that the interstices of school and 
part-time employment give the youths a new sense of independence and 
access to disposable finances, which are ultimately channeled into the general 
consumption of more leisure products and services. The condition of 
straddling these modes of identity -- simultaneously student and employee -- 
is perceived as "emancipatory", since "[t]hey can engage in full-time 
education, [and] have a part-time job, which provides them with a disposable 
income and have a social life" (27). This decision to straddle both structures -- 
to have one's cake and eat it too -- is arrived at through maximising the extent 
to which school "provides a 'safe' context into which young adults can move … 
[i]t provides a sense of security … " (22), and realising that "[w]hile there is no 
short-term reward for being in education, it does offer a sense of 
empowerment" (21). 
It is also established here that the particular youths participating 
in this study were not in need of money in order to contribute to their 
respective family incomes, but were rather seeking the means to afford their 
own "non-essential items"; including hanging out at nightclubs, purchasing 
designer fashion clothes, smoking, and other unspecified modes of 
consumption that are necessary for one to be held in high peer regard. (25) In 
particular, the case study described in the article emphasises how these modes 
of ostentatious leisure consumption are typically financed by "work[ing] very 
long hours at a local fast-food outlet" (26). Unlike the delinquent working 
class youths encountered in the earlier scholarship, the narrative here reflects 
a general appreciation of school-life as a period of privilege. Nonetheless, the 
reality of inadequate employment after leaving school is conveyed in 
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combative and competitive terms, thus betraying a sense of both "tension" and 
"uncertainty", in the words of a 17 year old female interviewed: 
"I don't think that it was emphasised enough that everyone is 
fighting for the same thing, and without good results you don’t 
stand a chance." (32) 
 
Thus, the quasi-utopian schooling period is recognised to be 
necessarily transient, because the institutional concessions and suspension of 
adult responsibilities that characterise this period "cannot alone provide the 
sustainable narrative that young people require" (33), and breaks down once 
they are pushed to seek their own destinies in the adult world. In the case of 
many who finally graduate, or somehow hasten the end of their course of 
study, a sense of disappointment often sets in as "they experience[d] being a 
low paid part-time worker with few prospects" (30). Pye and Munchie stop 
short of extrapolating what radically alternative configurations might emerge 
beyond this period of their life as students, but conclude that: 
[t]he processes of participation in education and engagement in 
paid work are now tied together, and it is around this that hybrid 
identities are forming. It is involvement in part-time work that 
provides the necessary capital to engage in 'the social' while it is 
participation in education that provides the context that holds 
the narrative together. (33) 
 
At the end of the day, as this narrative suggests, those who are 
able to maximise their personal objectives even while wholly invested in the 
status quo, will be "the group that are remaining in full-time education and 
having to manage the strains of consumer, worker and customer" (33). This 
scholarly narrative thus establishes the ability to multi-task -- shuttling 
between, even reconciling, subterranean and formal values -- as a prerequisite 
of competently participating in youth culture, and even society on the whole. 
This indeed promises to be hard and daunting work, even as it foreshadows 
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the experiences of the dot.com youth entrepreneurs, and also indicates a site 
of intense socio-political negotiation. Stacey and Mignot's "The Discourse of 
the Careers Guidance Interview: From Public Policy to Private Practice" 
addresses concerns similar to Bourke's narrative of professional football 
hopefuls, and argues that:  
[t]he positioning of 'career' at the interface between the citizen 
and the state and of the individual and society, means that 
career guidance is inevitably a political activity. (25) 
 
The discourse of work, as it is thus predetermined and offered to 
the youths, is presented as an act of political induction to encourage and 
influence the availability of youth labour, in support of the dominant 
business-parental agenda. In this light, Stacey and Mignot argue, "[t]he 
careers guidance interview is therefore regarded as a discursive act that both 
inhabits and is inhabited by the multiple discourses of its community" (26). In 
distinct contrast to the argument that new urban economies effectively extend 
the domain of youth well into adulthood, through the configuration of service 
jobs targeted at subculture consumers, the narrative in Stacey and Mignot 
contends instead that school serves as a preparatory conduit to serve up 
industrial labour at the end of an assembly line-esque education system. The 
journal article particularly identifies the government's efforts in "Helping 
Businesses to Win" -- as initiated by the Conservative Government in the UK 
during the mid-1990s (26) -- to be the main reason behind the restructuring 
of mass education to support "the discourse of 'careers guidance as an 
economic lubricant'." (27) This article is particularly illuminating in how it 
represents the responses gathered during the surveyed careers guidance 
interviews, and interprets these as largely non-committal, vague, distracted, 
conflicted, and strikingly daunted by the consideration of post-school 
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prospects (30-4). The careers guidance interviews are further interpreted as 
sites of conversion and coercion, particularly in the way Stacey and Mignot 
relate how each specific interview: 
… is focused on higher education despite evidence that this is not 
where the client's interest lies. There may be many reasons for 
this but the move does not reflect the clients apparent concerns 
about academic potential, stress ('knuckling down', 'extra work', 
'coming back after school') and career decision-making 
('hopefully I'll know, I'll know at the end of it, what I want to do 
really') articulated by the client at the beginning of the interview 
and reiterated throughout. (35) 
 
The youths are characterised here as being unsure, uninterested, 
and uninvested in actively imagining their own potential career path; at the 
same time, working life is conceptualised as some vague inevitability that 
ultimately cannot be escaped. And, as has been suggested across the readings 
in general, this could be the result of an underlying anxiety about the possibly 
bleak potential of actually attaining any sort of employment. 
Taken as a whole, these research narratives express a collective 
sense of ambivalence towards the concept of youth labour, whether overtly or 
more subtly. In certain quarters, the idea of youth employment is often viewed 
suspiciously as a euphemism for the exploitation of child labour by profit-
desperate business corporations. "Child Employment: Filling the Research 
Gaps" (McKrechnie and Hobbs), for one, is an article that employs the term 
"child employment" throughout even though its concerns do extend into the 
domain of youth and young adulthood, as exemplified by the scattered list of 
types of relevant employment contexts considered: including babysitting, 
homeworking, agriculture and domestic chores (21); "shopwork", largely as 
salesgirls engaged in face-to face interaction with customers (22); market 
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trading and door-to-door sales (25); and, interestingly, "child performers in 
the entertainment industry" (32). 
The discourse of youth employment here is marshalled towards 
the rhetoric of political activism, as evident in the series of recommended 
measures offered by the authors to raise the general awareness of child-
employment laws and instituting government mechanisms to regulate this; 
including, "Target employers", "License employers", "Child employment 
officers", "Target children's knowledge", "Target children's rights", "Enforcing 
the current system", "registering children who wish to work", as well as 
initiating "Community schemes". Even as these encourage the increased 
surveillance of businesses to ensure the children's well-being, the discourse 
essentially seeks to request more government intervention -- and, the creation 
of new enforcement-related jobs -- in order to regulate the participation of 
youths in such peripheral employment scenarios. As such, the proposed active 
policing of youth employment conditions is also quite entrepreneurial, in thus 
bringing about more job opportunities for adults on the whole.  
 
Narratives of transition. A more focussed engagement with 
transitionary concerns might be observed throughout the journal Youth & 
Society. Its compilation of papers covers how urban experiences shape the 
conception of socialised identity -- eg, "Forces of Patriachy: Adolescent 
Experiences of Sexuality and Conceptions of Relationships" (Roosmalen) and 
"Prelude and Postlude to the Self: Correlates of Achieved Identity" (Hoegh and 
Bourgeois); the demythification of youth rituals of consumption and 
delinquency -- eg, "Street Youths and Substance Use: The Role of Background, 
Street Lifestyle, and Economic Factors" (Baron) and "Differences Between 
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Gang Girls and Gang Boys: Results From a Multisite Survey" (Esbensen et al); 
and an assessment of various government and welfare institutions in relation 
to the overall well-being of the youths -- eg, "Youth Programmes as 
Alternative Spaces to Be: A Study of Neighbourhood Youth Programmes in 
Chicago's West Town" (Halpern et al) and "The Structure of the Juvenile 
Prison: Constructing the Inmate Father" (Nurse). 
Hansen and Jarvis, in "Adolescent Employment and 
Psychosocial Outcomes: A Comparison of Two Employment Contexts", in 
particular examines the sociology of young working youths between 14 and 18 
years of age (423). Citing established canonical literature on this aspect -- 
specifically, Bachman and Schulenberg29, Finch et al30, Fine et al31, Steinberg 
et al32 -- Hansen and Jarvis evaluate the critical dispute over whether there 
are any significant benefits to be gained by youths who attempt to juggle part-
time employment during their school years:  
Obtaining a job adds a new role to an adolescent's social status -- 
that of a worker -- which may be the only new primary role 
embraced during this time. … Other adolescent roles, such as 
son or daughter, may transform during this time; yet it is only 
the additional role of worker that is a unique phenomenon in the 
adolescent experience and is therefore worthy of study. (Hansen 
and Jarvis 417-8) 
 
This narrative of the working youth is positioned here as a 
social, moral and theoretical controversy: Bachman and Schulenberg's paper 
is titled "How Part-time Work Intensity Relates to Drug Use, Problem 
                                                
29 Bachman, Jerald G., and John E. Schulenberg. "How Part-time Work Intensity Relates to Drug Use, Problem 
Behaviour, Time Use, and Satisfaction Among High School Seniors: Are These Consequences or Merely Correlates?" 
Developmental Psychology 29(2) (1993): 220-35. 
30 Finch, Michael D., Jeylan T. Mortimer, and Seongryeol Ryu. "Transition into Part-time Work: Health Risks and 
Opportunities". Health Risk and Developmental Transitions During Adolescence. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994. 
31 Fine, Gary Alan, Jeylan T. Mortimer and Donald F. Roberts. "Leisure, Work and the Mass Media". At the 
Threshold: The Developing Adolescent. Eds. Shirley Feldman and Glen R. Elliot. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1990. 
32 Steinberg, Laurence, Suzanne Fegley, and Sanford M. Dornbusch. "Negative Impact of Part-time Work on 
Adolescent Adjustment: Evidence from a Longitudinal Study". Developmental Psychology 29.2 (1993): 171-80. 
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Behaviour, Time Use, and Satisfaction Among High School Seniors: Are These 
Consequences or Merely Correlates?" while Steinberg et al argue the "Negative 
Impact of Part-time Work on Adolescent Adjustment: Evidence from a 
Longitudinal Study". The evidence offered thus links part-time employment 
with potentially negative, even destructive, outcomes in the lives of the youth; 
this essentially builds towards the argument that extra-curricular employment 
leads to unhealthy levels of stress, which ultimately cause the youths in 
question to drop out of school, and even partake in various forms of 
delinquency and self-destructive behaviour. The latter aspect is identified here 
primarily as resorting to substance abuse, a habit that might soon lead to drug 
and alcohol dependency. The recommended countermeasure, as proposed by 
the researchers in this case, seems to be increased guidance and counselling 
within traditional parental and familial contexts. Based on prior expert 
findings, it is noted that the effects of "work stressors" can be "moderated" 
through the influence of parental support (Hansen and Jarvis 420); in 
summarising the general understanding of this field of research, this states: 
[t]he number of hours worked per week has frequently been 
associated with negative outcomes … Specifically, work intensity 
(particularly working more than 20 hours a week) has been 
negatively correlated with college plans, grade point average 
(GPA), and college prep curriculum among high school youth … 
Student workers, particularly those working more than 20 hours 
a week, generally spend less time on homework, miss classes 
more often, and have lower educational aspirations when 
compared with nonworkers. (420) 
 
This narrative essentially proves, with ample scientific evidence,  
the likely inevitability of working youths degenerating into delinquents 
following prolonged exposure to work-related stress. This is because exposure 
to "work stressors [such] as time pressure and performing dirty and/or heavy 
work" seems to result in the experience of severe "distress" (421); as well as 
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"role overload" and "interrole conflict" (421). The ultimate social cost of all 
this, again as established by prior research in this area, is that "[a]dolescent 
work stressors have been associated with increased alcohol, marijuana, 
cigarette, and cocaine use." (422) This degeneration is in direct relation to the 
intensity of part-time work undertaken: apparently adolescents working 20 or 
more hours a week reported higher levels of drug and alcohol use, compared 
to "nonworking adolescents" (422). This is because: 
[a]dolescent coping abilities may vary from adult coping abilities 
in important ways. Aspects of self, for example, problem-solving 
skills and interpersonal skills, may not be as fully developed in 
adolescents as in adults. (422) 
 
As such, a sympathetic sheltering of the youths is called for, in 
the form of legislating youth protectionism, in order to minimise their trauma 
of having to participate in the adult sphere before their mandated time. In 
particular, these: 
[t]ransitions can potentially be a time of increased vulnerability 
to negative outcomes and it would be beneficial to examine 
whether there are particular work contexts that make the 
transition from nonworker to worker more optimal for 
development. (434) 
 
Youth is thus characterised here as inherently averse to the 
harsh realities of the working world, of a morally and psychologically fragile 
disposition, and of limited resourcefulness; characteristics also mirrored in 
"Reconsidering the Relationship Between Student Employment and Academic 
Outcomes: A New Theory and Better Data" (Warren). The introductory 
abstract to the latter article very plainly states that "prior observers have 
consistently found a negative relationship between school performance and 
the intensity of high school students' employment", and qualifies this with the 
argument that "few observers have thought carefully enough about exactly 
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why student employment and schooling outcomes are related". Two pertinent 
questions that we might raise here, are: firstly, what specific modes of 
employment might be relevantly considered here, and secondly, what specific 
schooling outcomes are implicated. Even without more detailed information, 
the aforementioned observations are nonetheless not out of line with the 
broader findings elsewhere. 
Still, one important demographic development offered here, is 
the to-be-published observation by Warren and Cataldi33 that "[t]he trend in 
the 20th century was not toward schooling instead of paid employment, it was 
toward schooling in addition to paid employment" (367). The socio-political 
issue at stake is expressed as the conflict of interests in attempting to maintain 
part-time employment and obtain a diploma at the same time. Drawing upon 
various mid-eighties research, this succinctly summarises the conflicting 
perspectives on working youths as: 
[o]n the one hand … high school students' employment has come 
to be seen as a liability for them -- something to be concerned 
about and restricted. On the other hand … job-holding plays an 
important role in preparing young people for the adult labor 
force -- it teaches … responsibility, punctuality, time 
management and so forth. (Warren 367) 
 
Warren here elaborates firstly that the "typical jobs that high 
school students hold" remain in the hourly-wage domain of "fast-food worker, 
grocery store clerk, retail salesperson, etc" (367), all largely inglorious modes 
of cheap labour; and secondly, he considers that the part-time employment of 
youth does not merely pose a distraction and diversion of time and energy 
from academic duties, but also displaces "socialisation, television watching, 
delinquency, or other less academically beneficial activities" (370). Work is 
                                                
33 Warren, John Robert and Emily F. Cataldi. Trends in the Selectivity and Consequences of Adolescent Employment, 
1967-1997. Unpublished manuscript. University of Washington. 
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ultimately characterised as an experiential void in the life of the youths, an 
intrusive element that endangers their state of mental health, but nonetheless 
exerts a seductive pull. To this end, Warren introduces and assesses a 
"Primary Orientation" model for accounting for the differing degrees of 
inclination amongst the youths towards engaging in part-time employment: 
Students who are primarily oriented toward school do relatively 
well in school, regardless of how much they work; students who 
are primarily oriented toward employment do poorly in school 
because formal education is only of secondary importance. (371) 
 
The natural gravitation towards part-time work is thus a slippery 
slope that is motivated by a mix of disengagement and desire. In addition, 
discontinuing one's course of formal education is sometimes embraced as an 
valid and attractive option when the youths in question are particularly 
inclined towards the "opportunity or desire to work for pay" (372), as 
suggested through Eckstrom et al34 and Rumberger35. For these youths, such 
avenues present greater "satisfaction and fulfillment" than if they were to 
settle for the relatively limited payoffs that school-based activities offer. These 
options are thus presented as mutually exclusive, since: 
From this perspective, the association between employment and 
dropout may have little to do with the allocation of time or 
energy. For many students who are not doing well in school and 
who become less oriented toward academic pursuits, work 
becomes a more important and more satisfying endeavor. As 
students' work commitment increases -- and as school 
performance suffers -- the motivation to drop out grows. (372)  
 
The better that youths perform at work, the more likely they will 
feel encouraged to shun the relatively mundane "academic pursuits". By the 
end of this research article, the indicative issue proposed is that "[t]he focus of 
                                                
34 Eckstrom, Ruth. Margaret Goertz, Judith Pollack, and Donald A. Rock. "Who Drops Out of High School and Why? 
Findings from a National Study". School Dropout: Patterns and Policies. Ed. G. Natriello. New York: Teachers College 
Press, 1987. 
35 Rumberger, Russell W.. "The Influence of Family Background on Education, Earnings, and Wealth". Social Forces, 
61.3 (1983): 755-73. 
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concern here should not be on whether working a lot, per se, has undesirable 
consequences for a student's school performance -- it should be on that 
student's attitudes toward and level of commitment to school" (389). Given 
the general perception that because "high school students who work 
intensively at paid jobs tend not to do as well in school, are more likely to drop 
out, and are less likely to go on to college," Warren suggests "[t]his fact in and 
of itself may be reason enough to amend and/or better enforce child labour 
laws." (390) Even as school is viewed as preparatory grounds for adult, 
working life, the early encroachment of work experiences into the narrative of 
school, is thus constructed as a negative, subversive, and corrupting force.  
 
Work as perversion of youth.  Published in the US, the Journal of 
Youth and Adolescence is largely concerned with profiling, identifying, and 
explicating various problematic modes of youth identity. These are accessed 
through foregrounding certain developmental and formative issues that are 
seen to reflect or result from fundamental struggles between mainstream and 
deviant values. The cultural data, in particular, establishes the overall 
discourse here as highly context-specific; ie, the ethnographic fieldwork and 
socio-cultural observations are channeled towards challenging, proposing, 
and refining particular "action-problem-policy solution" frameworks. The 
primary domain of interest is the underlying web of socio-political relations: 
how particularly defined segments of the youth population construct their 
own frameworks of identity and relate to the wider social order, whether 
within their peer groups, family and communal units, or across politically-
constituted institutions. These are often addressed through investigating 
issues pertaining to the physical and psychological well-being of these youths, 
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and hence implicating the political, social and economic obligations of the 
government and welfare institutions. 
A survey of the papers offered in a selection of recent issues 
quite readily illustrates this observation: "Social Coping Among Gifted High 
School Students and its Relationship to Self Concept" (Swiateck) and 
"Satisfaction with Life Among Adolescents from Immigrant families in 
Portugal" (Neto) from the February 2001 issue; "Parent-Child Relations and 
Adolescent Self-Image Following Divorce: A 10 Year Study" (Dunlop et al) and 
"The Role of Language, Parents, and Peers in Ethnic Identity Among 
Adolescents in Immigrant families" (Phinney et al) from the April 2001 issue; 
"African American and White Adolescents' Strategies for Managing Cultural 
Diversity in Predominantly White High Schools" (Hamm and Coleman) and 
"Identity Development and Attachment to Parents in College Students" 
(Samoulis et al); "Sense of Community and Positive Adult Beliefs Towards 
Adolescents and Youth Policy in Urban Neighbourhoods and Small Cities" 
(Zeldin) and "Adolescent Problem Behaviour and Depressed Mood: Risk and 
Protection Within and Across Social Contexts" (Beam et al) in the October 
2002 issue; "Relationship of the Family Environment to Children's 
Involvement in Bully/Victim Problems at School" (Stevens et al) and 
"Sociocultural Variations in the Body Image Perceptions of Urban Adolescent 
Females" (Abrams and Stormer) from the December 2002 issue. 
Even as these article titles convey an essence of the respective 
research projects and reports that they each represent, they also distill the 
institutionalised labels that frame how particular youths are to be limited, 
licensed and/or rehabilitated within what is seen to be a welfare-oriented 
interventionist approach. In other words, the particular narrative structuring 
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of youth here, as delinquent and dependent, is also framed as a site of socio-
political engagement and even activism. Reynolds et al, for instance, is 
concerned with the physical and psychological vulnerability of youth, and 
argues for the humanitarian duty of shielding them from particularly stressful 
experiences -- or, more precisely, "provid[ing] opportunities for interventions 
designed to prevent ongoing emotional and behavioral problems in urban 
youth exposed to stress" (511). Loosely speaking, this proposal reinforces 
earlier research that reinterprets the experience of stress as a negative, socially 
disruptive factor that effectively provokes the youths to manifest 
psychologically dysfunctional and socially destructive tendencies. In this case, 
these outcomes might then be observed in the form of various medical 
conditions. As such, the necessary response here is to call for an increase in 
political and clinical interventionary measures, in order to alleviate the 
circumstances of these youths and enhance their overall social well-being; or, 
highlight "the need for shifts in public policy to eliminate poverty and reduce 
exposure to severe and chronic stress for urban youth" (510), even as the 
specific means and initiatives for "eliminat[ing] poverty" and "reduc[ing] 
exposure to severe and chronic stress" might not always be obvious.  
The scope of youth demographic under scrutiny focusses on 
"chronic stressors associated with poverty and [the] disadvantaged" as 
"experienced by low-income youth of colour" (500). The authority of the 
professional methodology here is established on the basis of a "well-
established, valid, and reliable measure of stress, developed on predominantly 
middle-class White adolescents" called the Urban Adolescent Life Experiences 
Scale, or UALES (504). In particular, this text argues that general poverty-
related conditions in the United States of America -- or, "exposure to aversive 
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environmental experiences" -- are responsible for "heightened rates of 
internalising symptoms … of helplessness and hopelessness" (501), and hence 
the symptoms of withdrawal and "Anxious-Depressed" syndrome that result 
from the negative socio-cultural conditions identified here. Examples of these 
outcomes include headaches, aches or pains, and feeling sick/nausea, all 
experienced without known medical cause (505). In addition, as much as the 
negative symptoms indicate the internalisation of socio-economic 
frustrations, these are also often accompanied by externalised behavioral 
patterns of "Delinquent and Aggressive Behaviour" (505). To this end, the 
predetermined broad areas of "chronic stressors" -- in other words, the 
indicative danger signs -- faced by the youths might be categorised into four 
broad causal categories: school, family/community, peer, and personal; the 
specific examples offered under each range from emotional grief (a friend's 
death, ending a romantic relationship, friend is jailed) to forms of comfort 
deprivation -- poor quality of facilities at school, "transportation problems" 
(505) and so on.  
In essence, this substantiates with most comprehensive data the 
argument that overt anxieties about economic status create stressful and 
detrimental experiences for certain urban adolescents, which in turn can lead 
to delinquency and self-destructive behaviour; as such, it is the duty of public 
policy makers to address the circumstances of poverty or financial 
deprivation, since this distress is detrimental to the well-being of the urban 
youth. Even without the demands of having to negotiate both school and part-
time employment, the state of basic economic dependency and increasingly 
compromised access to essential lifestyle amenities faced by this segment of 
youths provide enough cause for deep psychological trauma. In all, these 
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conclusions serve to support the general assumption that urban youths are 





This chapter has unravelled certain specific modes of narrative 
representation within a cross-section of research texts with regard to the 
relationship between youth and business or work culture. These critical 
research projects surveyed here have been largely involved in dramatising 
youth culture within the broad thematic genres of social relations, 
delinquency, leisure consumption, physical and psychological well-being, 
employment, and welfare policies. More particularly, the embedded narratives 
collectively reinforce a collocative web that explicitly frames the experiences of 
youths as narratives of resistance against the various institutions that seek to 
impose or enforce on them the agenda of engaging in productive work. In this 
light, youth culture continues to be largely represented in terms of its 
structural opposition to business culture, and the symbolic struggle between 
the polarised values has been distilled into a mythic "us" versus "them" 
discursive pattern across both popular culture as well as the scholarly 
literature. 
According to the textual evidence examined in this chapter, this 
discourse might be seen to be structured according to certain broad sets of 
oppositions that ultimately reinforce the 'subterranean versus formal values' 
thematic tension: 
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Firstly, oppositions that foreground differences in biological age: 
namely, young versus old, adolescence versus adult, junior versus senior, new 
versus old, initiate versus veteran, worker versus boss; 
Secondly, oppositions that foreground differences in cultural 
roles: namely, student versus teacher, criminal versus law-enforcing, 
consumer versus producer, improvised versus institutionalised, targets of 
surveillance versus agents of surveillance; oppressed versus dominant; 
And thirdly, oppositions that foreground differences in modes of 
economic participation: namely, buying versus selling, paying versus being 
paid, spending versus earning a profit, leisure versus career, marginalised 
versus dominant, exploited versus exploiting, stylistic/spectacular versus 
economic/political, night versus day, weekend versus weekday, pawn versus 
power, dependent versus independent. 
It is thus that the normalised discursive profile of youth is 
established and reproduced throughout the scholarly literature, based on a 
deeply entrenched assumption of limited aptitude -- and possibly a natural 
disinclination -- on the part of youths to engage in significant modes of 
capitalist production. According to these texts, then, the entrepreneurial 
instinct must necessarily be contrary to their nature, both in terms of 
ideological disposition as well as affective inclination. This is not out of line 
with Steinberg's observation that there is a "tendency of Western societies, US 
society in particular, to view youth as economically useless." (xv) 
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CHAPTER FOUR: NARRATIVES OF ENTREPRENEURIAL YOUTH 
 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
While the dramatic boom-and-bust cycle of the dot.com era 
might not have completely altered the shape of youth culture, this chapter 
explores the possibility that some fundamental assumptions about youth 
culture have indeed been displaced within the narratives of the New Economy. 
This might not be observed just in terms of an emergent visual style, a 
consumption ritual, or some spectacular reconfiguration in the texture of 
popular culture. Indeed, what might have transpired since then is that certain 
themes of financial literacy and entrepreneurial competence have come to 
constitute an integral aspect of popular youth discourse, and this in turn 
might be seen to impact the manner in which youth-related notions of work, 
entrepreneurship, and even pedagogy might be brought into play. 
To better appreciate the basis and extent of this development in 
youth culture, this chapter analyses a cross-section of popular media 
narratives focussing on entrepreneurial youths during the dot.com era, to 
examine how the phenomenon has come to be formulated as part of popular 
discourse. As is often highlighted within the discipline, this mode of 
interrogation in itself remains fundamental to the study of youth and popular 
culture, as: 
Popular culture is a site where the construction of everyday life 
may be examined. The point of doing this is not only academic -- 
that is, an attempt to understand a process or practice -- it is 
also political, to examine the power relations that constitute this 
form of everyday life and thus to reveal the configurations of 
interests its construction serves. (Turner 5) 
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To this end, this chapter seeks to explore how the 
characterisation of entrepreneurial youth here might also pose a contradiction 
to certain common assumptions about youth roles as highlighted in the 
previous chapter, particularly as delinquent, workshy and/or exploited 
characters.  
 
II. YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS COMING-OF-AGE. 
As explored in Chapter Three, the scholarly literature's 
representation of youth reflects a broad sense of a discursive chasm between 
youth culture and business culture. This is more often than not identified in 
terms of political and socio-economic struggles. Furthermore, this narrative 
model tends to interpret the transition from youth to workforce as 
necessitating a symbolic compromise or relinquishment of a young person's 
sense of identity and values, and as such participation in business culture is 
implicitly framed as detrimental to young people at some deep level of 
experience. In this light, it might be both interesting and illuminating to 
consider today's plethora of biographical or business history texts highlighting 
the activities and accomplishments of specific youth individuals who are seen 
to epitomise the entrepreneurial youth ethic to some extent or other. This 
phenomenon does not refer just to a handful of rare prodigies who had 
managed to capitalise on their own technological talents for personal profit, 
but rather to a wider trend of young people increasingly initiating 
entrepreneurial ventures and reaping the fruits of their actions. Certain 
specific entrepreneurial youth figures -- such as those to be encountered in 
this chapter -- have even come to serve as business role models to inspire a 
wider community of young people nursing similar aspirations. As such, they 
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function in the capacity of media icons that personify the cultural values of 
youth entrepreneurship.  
In attempting to examine this dimension, I have focussed on 
three particular instances of youth entrepreneurship that have received 
prominent media coverage: firstly, Marc Andreessen of Netscape 
Communications; secondly, Jerry Yang and David Filo of Yahoo!; and thirdly, 
Shawn Fanning of Napster. Their narratives have, for better or worse, come to 
permeate popular consciousness, and might reveal the discursive forces that 
are commonly brought to bear upon the characterisation of youth 
entrepreneurs. What is particularly striking is how, for these youths, 
entrepreneurial engagement is often expressed as a multidisciplinary 
competence that rests on one's ability to successfully navigate, and interact 
with, the discourse and cultural landscape of business management.  
 
a. Marc Andreessen of Netscape. 
The success story of Netscape Communications Corporation, as 
a pioneering player in the Internet industry, is often identified as the founding 
narrative of dot.com youth entrepreneurship. In particular, this episode in 
business history and popular culture is commonly constructed around the 
narrative of Marc Andreessen as a software student-turned-business 
entrepreneur. In a retrospective feature on the dot.com era, The New York 
Times' Century of Business (Norris and Bockelmann) particularly endorsed 
Andreessen's legacy as:  
… the 26-year-old co-founder of Netscape who led a team of 
young programmers from the supercomputing center at the 




This brief description of Andreessen's professional history very 
economically characterises him as being a successful business leader -- in 
having capably recruited and managed a team of his own peers -- as well as an 
entrepreneurial strategist, in his ability to bring about the dramatic 
transformation from being a student in the University of Illinois at one 
moment, to a credible co-founder of a software company in Silicon Valley not 
long after, and in record time too. To some extent, this narrative would appear 
to signal a surreal, or even tragic twist to the character of youth. As suggested 
in Chapter Three, research narratives have more commonly characterised the 
young as being fundamentally anxious and reluctant about having to leave 
behind the comfortable concessions that accompany their student status, and 
largely apprehensive about having to take on managerial duties in the labour 
market. Youths are further assumed to be helpless against the forces of 
corporate exploitation that permeate the working world, with one of their 
main frustrations being that potential employers would demand they 
renounce their own unique expressions of subcultural style in exchange for 
vague promises of career advancement. As such, at every turn the prospects of 
work and career advancement are also summarily represented as being 
detrimental to the individual's integrity, and the potential monetary pay-offs 
are implicitly positioned within the narratives as a pragmatic but slippery 
mode of commercial compromise and, ultimately, even moral or ethical 
corruption. 
In this light, Andreessen's workaholic passion might be seen to 
constitute a problematic contradiction to this interpretative framework. We 
might consider, for one thing, the possibility that the Andreessen narrative 
illustrates a case of a youth sellout, betraying his structurally defined position 
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in the subterranean discourse of style and spectacle for the opportunity to 
reap a wealthy dividend in the ranks of technology-driven capitalism. 
Alternatively, Andreessen might also be interpreted as a subversive hero, in 
his ability to penetrate and compromise the cathedrals of capitalism in such 
speedy, almost frivolous style. At the same time, Andreessen might yet again 
be reframed as a capitalist pawn, to have unwittingly had his programming 
talents co-opted and exploited by the overarching capitalist forces.  
In effect, these interpretive possibilities to one extent or other 
are positioned to problematise the possibility that youth entrepreneurship 
might or should be represented as a positive trait. In contrast to such 
hypothetical attempts to reframe the narrative, though, Andreessen's 
entrepreneurial career seems to have provoked less cultural antagonism in 
popular discourse. An article in Wired magazine as far back as October 1994 
(Wolf) featured Andreessen as a hesitant, modest spokesperson for Mosaic 
Communications Corporation, a business entity that was effectively the 
immediate predecessor of Netscape. The thrust of this article focussed 
squarely throughout on assessing the credibility of Mosaic's proposed 
business model, its assumed growth potential, as well as the foreseeable 
impact that the company's proprietary software might have in transforming 
Internet technology and eventually the business landscape on the whole. What 
is significant here, is that there is markedly little incredulity expressed about 
how the young Andreessen -- then 23 years old -- had already managed to 
develop the innovative core software structure and establish a reputation for 
himself as a business spokesperson, even during his time as a student. 
More interestingly, the fruitful outcome of his passionate coding 
and obsessive devotion to product development is expressed here as the direct 
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result of "form[ing] a partnership with SGI founder Jim Clarke" after 
unsuccessful stints at the NCSA and an unspecified "small software company": 
"At the NCSA," Andreessen explains, "the deputy director 
suggested that we should start a company, but we didn’t know 
how. We had no clue. How do you start something like that? 
How do you raise the money? Well, I came out here and met 
Jim, and all of a sudden the answers starting [sic] falling into 
place."(150) 
 
This quote serves to foreground a range of entrepreneurial 
values at stake: firstly, the relationship between Andreessen and his first 
significant investor, Jim Clark the veteran founder of Silicon Graphics, serves 
to establish the importance of mentor relationships in the development of 
youth entrepreneurs. This synergistic relationship is often characterised as the 
marriage of entrepreneurial zeal, as demonstrated by Andreessen, and 
experiential capital, as might be represented through Clark's seniority. It also 
contrasts sharply with the narratives of youth culture research, as examined in 
Chapter Three, in which there is a marked lack of episodes dramatising the 
possibility of youths developing positive communication channels with 
business mentors. Here, the axis of interpersonal relations between 
Andreessen and Clark is seen as being more nourishing than negative or 
exploitative, and we can also observe this theme echoed by many other youth 
entrepreneurs profiled in the popular media. 
Even in this same media account of Andreessen in the early, pre-
dot.com days, we are given the sense that the concept of the entrepreneurial 
youth had already evolved into a wider cultural phenomenon. To this end, the 
account illustrates how Mosaic secured its pioneering batch of development 
engineers -- essentially Andreessen's former schoolmates and co-workers at 
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NCSA, who had also contributed to refining the graphical web browser 
prototype -- as its crucial talent pool: 
"We originally were going to fly them out to California 
individually over a period of several weeks," Andreessen 
explains, "but Jim and I said, Wait a second, it does not make 
much sense to leave them available to be picked up by other 
companies. So we flew out to Illinois at the spur of the moment." 
(150) 
 
This anecdote foregrounds the existence and availability of a 
ready community of similar entrepreneurially-inclined youth, who were 
literate enough in the nuances of business development processes to 
understand and appreciate the rare opportunity before them. It also 
acknowledges their collective appreciation for strategic team building and 
talent management. In addition, this further characterises Andreessen's 
competence as an organisational strategist and leader, in being able to 
forecast the condition of talent scarcity that his startup company might 
potentially face, and also take appropriate steps to pre-empt the possibility 
that his competitors might seek to cannibalise his precious resources in the 
possible future. In short, pithy as this account is, it illustrates that strategising 
and negotiating business risks might well be within the capabilities of such 
entrepreneurial youths. 
These very inferences might be seen to be affirmed again some 
years later in another Wired magazine August 2000 cover story. The magazine 
cover here is decorated with a digitally modified portrait of a smiling 
Andreessen, and it is tagged with the coverlines: 
Meet Marc Andreessen 
He's 29 and leading the red-hot Valley startup Loudcloud 
This kid could really go places  
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The cover feature on this occasion was motivated by the 
newsworthy founding of Loudcloud, Andreessen's new company assembled to 
provide web-hosting services based on an original proprietary technology that 
he, again, helped to develop. This accomplishment is lauded in the 
enthusiastic subheading to the feature story inside, which reads: 
Marc Andreessen and his dream team at Loudcloud are building 
the Web's next power play: custom-designed, infinitely scalable 
sites that blast off a virtual assembly line. (Sheff 186) 
 
As in the case of the coverlines, there seems to be little 
ambiguity here about how Andreessen's accomplishments as a youth business 
icon might be interpreted within this mode of popular discourse. The 
emphasis is firstly on his prominent, almost larger-than-life status as a youth 
business leader and secondly on his seemingly innate flair for entrepreneurial 
vision and business innovation. Netscape's significance within Andreessen's 
career is yet again succinctly established in the opening paragraph as: 
[t]he company he founded with Jim Clark in the spring of 1994, 
the company that made him the Internet generation's poster boy 
and its first fresh-faced IPO multimillionaire, … (Sheff 188) 
 
This mode of characterisation reaffirms the status of Netscape 
within the popular discourse as an entity that validated the characterisation of 
youth entrepreneurship as a viable and sustainable cultural phenomenon. In 
addition, the quote is also structured to reproduce the mentoring relationship 
as a vital condition of this narrative of success, a theme which Andreessen 
seems extensively keen to discuss; this time around, as this magazine feature 
unveils about Andreessen's post-Netscape venture: 
The man he wanted at his side, more than any other, was his 
close friend Ben Horowitz, a popular Netscape and AOL 
manager. The 34-year-old Horowitz is thoughtful, methodical, 
and even-tempered (especially compared with the mercurial and 
occasionally morose Andreessen). … Andreessen says he never 
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considered anyone else for Loudcloud CEO, not even himself. 
(Sheff 189) 
 
Andreessen here is represented as demonstrating a propensity 
for tactfully balancing personal friendship on the one hand, and the objective 
recognition of relative talents and strengths on the other; we might also note 
that both sets of qualities are quite rarely if ever associated with the 
conventional representation of youth, and particularly in the body of texts 
examined in Chapter Three. The appointment of Horowitz as Loudcloud CEO 
is not interpreted here as a symbolic challenge to Andreessen's own status in 
the organisational hierarchy of Loudcloud, but rather a necessary decision to 
optimise Loudcloud's chances of success. Andreessen is thus characterised as 
being critically aware of his own personal limitations, as well as generous 
enough to appreciate the talents of his friends and co-workers. He is also 
portrayed as being objective enough to subordinate his own symbolic power in 
order to establish stronger team dynamics for the broader benefit of the 
Loudcloud team. 
As much as the reputations of Netscape and Loudcloud are 
founded on how both companies proved disruptive to general business 
conventions in innovative ways, the dominant legacy of Andreessen as a 
teenage student-turned-corporate leader -- as represented in these business 
narratives, at least -- is devoid of expressions of adolescent debauchery and 
petty anti-establishment antagonism. Instead, Andreessen's values 
theoretically locate him outside the preferred themes of youth culture 
research, thus effectively marginalising the likes of him, since:  
[h]is teachers and classmates remember Andreessen as a good 
student who like computer science and math, as well as English 
and History. (Sheff 191)  
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We might expect that such glowing testimonials of Andreessen's 
character might tend to attract detractors who seek to problematise his 
business accomplishments, or professional and personal motives. These 
negative responses in fact serve to represent one aspect of the socio-cultural 
obstacles that young entrepreneurs in general might need to overcome. In 
Andreessen's case, it has been observed that: 
[a]s the Net's first Rich Kid, he bore the weight of the media's 
need to create stars, and suffered the backlash that inevitably 
follows in the quest for a different story line -- a backlash that 
was heightened, perhaps, by the fear and jealousy of aging baby 
boomers. Almost as soon as Time had literally crowned 
Andreessen, the efforts to debunk him started: He hadn't really 
had the idea for Mosaic; he'd stolen credit from other 
programmers, he was a fraud. The accolades for his Netscape 
achievement were thrown into question, then Netscape itself was 
gone. His first professional experience hadn’t been a simple 
success, but a success-disaster. (Sheff 193) 
 
As seen here, the media characterisation of Marc Andreessen, 
youth entrepreneur extraordinaire, focusses upon both his resilience in the 
face of adversity, as well as his ability to rise above a wave of cynical media 
retrospection. Even as the representational processes of the mass media 
served to first inflate and then later subvert Andreessen's mythic status as a 
cultural hero, they also offered him a vital platform to make his personal voice 
heard, and to articulate the creative vision he had for his own business 
ventures. What these observations indicate, at least, is that the 
characterisation of youth entrepreneurs remains a site of contention within 
which interpretations of business history and the limits of personal 
accomplishments might be both inscribed and challenged. Nonetheless, the 
legacy of this mythic youth narrative is based on a concept of youth that is less 
about vulnerability and immaturity, and more about how: 
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Marc Andreessen showed the Valley just how golden the future 
could be, and in the process became the inspiration of every 
ambitious, techno-savvy kid in America. (197) 
 
Such narratives of Andreessen might thus provide a powerful 
discursive resource for like-minded teenagers to imagine and express their 
own entrepreneurial futures.  
 
b. Jerry Yang and David Filo of Yahoo!.  
As Andreessen's contemporaries, the founding duo of Jerry Yang 
and David Filo over at the Internet directory service company Yahoo! similarly 
received widespread media attention on account of their own entrepreneurial 
achievements, whilst still enrolled as graduate students at Stanford. According 
to the preface to Inside Yahoo!: Reinvention and the Road Ahead (Angel), the 
two started Yahoo! to give themselves some creative distraction from the 
mounting and mind-numbing demands of their school work:  
"Faced with the prospect of showing up every day at a small desk 
and laboriously manufacturing a lengthy document with 
hundreds of footnotes, the human spirit seems to gravitate 
toward other distractions." That's how Jerry Yang and David 
Filo explain the origins of the "distraction" from finishing their 
electrical engineering Ph.D.s that turned into a $130 billion 
company at its height and a wildly popular Web directory right 
from the start. (Angel v) 
 
The apparent inevitability of this outcome is of particular 
interest, in that the duo could have opted instead to seek solace in an 
underground nightclub instead, or vent their frustrations through some other 
unhealthy or anti-social vices. Instead, what they did was to substitute one 
form of work for which they felt a diminishing inclination, with another form 
of work for which they felt an emotional and creative attachment. It helped 
immensely that the kind of labour that was required to bring their 
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entrepreneurial idea to life could be performed equally well in the comfort of 
their own student quarters or in the school laboratories in which they spent 
most of their research time. The immediate criteria of success rested on the 
condition that they were technologically as well as entrepreneurially literate in 
the required areas, enough to get started at least. As such: 
 [t]he hobby that would become Yahoo! coalesced in spring 
1994. Just months away from completing their dissertations in 
computer-assisted design, with their Ph.D. adviser conveniently 
off on sabbatical for the year, Jerry Yang and David Filo were 
obsessively compiling a list of their favourite Web sites, among 
them such choice samples as Brian's Lava Lamp, Nerf: Foam 
Weapons Arsenal, and Quadralay's Armidillo Home Page. Soon 
they were spending almost all their time on the index -- up to 40 
hours a week -- and very little on their dissertations. (Angel 6) 
 
Nonetheless, in addition to the productive coalescence of youth 
hobby culture and infant Internet technology we see here, the duo's 
entrepreneurial vision is also expressed with a playful literary and linguistic 
bent. In a 1999 television interview, Yang apparently explained how they came 
to settle on their unlikely company moniker: 
"In Gulliver's Travels, [Yahoo!] means somebody who is rude, a 
subhuman species who were rude and uncivilised. That's us." In 
another sign of the self-deprecating humor friends and cohorts 
say is typical of Yang and Filo, they decided to make Yahoo! an 
acronym for Yet Another Hierarchical Officious Oracle. (Angel 
10) 
 
In the characteristic spirit of the dot.com era, such candid if 
slightly juvenile humour came to be interpreted as an indication of marketing 
charisma and originality. There is also a notably counter-culture tone to the 
popular myth surrounding its growth, which serves to signal a discursive 
transgression in that: 
[l]ooking back on the Internet mania, one company stands out: 
Yahoo!. It's as potent a symbol as any of the late 1990s 
phenomenon that swept popular culture, the stock market, the 
entrepreneurial set, and the economy at large. This is the story 
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of two procrastinating graduate students who turned what was a 
part-time project into a major media company … (Angel 3) 
 
In this light, popular media accounts have come to emphasise 
how the pair initially proved extremely determined to stick to their counter-
culture inclinations and demonstrate an anti-corporate stance, by eschewing 
early opportunities to generate a certain amount of immediate cashflow for all 
their hard work. To this end, the early incarnation of Yahoo! seemed to 
resemble a hobbyist venture firmly rooted in a strong sense of idealism: 
In fact, Yang wasn't even sure he wanted to make a business out 
of it, according to Dave Zinman, founder of Focalink, one of the 
first online-ad servers, who heard Yang speak to his Stanford 
MBA class in 1994. At the time, Zinman was in the process of 
writing a business plan on the assumption that sites would make 
money selling ads. Zinman says, "I wanted to know, 'Are you 
going to place advertising on the site?' He said, 'No, we don't 
want to commercialise Yahoo!. We want to keep it a grass-roots 
site.'" (Angel 14) 
 
Once this aspect of the Yahoo! narrative was established, it 
served to underscore every move the duo made as a company. When in time to 
come the pressures of managing, and funding, this rapidly-expanding 
operation inevitably forced the duo to consider some practical avenues for 
raising much-needed capital, they still sought what they believed to be 
potentially the least corrupt growth path, which would still keep them 
relatively free from demands to consistently demonstrate an optimistic level of 
profitability before they felt comfortable to do so: 
"We finally decided … on V[enture] C[apitalist] funding over 
corporate funding because we wanted to be an independent 
voice, and I think going with a corporate sponsorship deal would 
have tainted the site," Yang explained to Red Herring. "We had 
an ideal start as part of educational institution, being a non-
commercial, free service. We though VC money would buy us 
time for the environment to work itself out and for our business 
model to get clearer. (Angel 18-9) 
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Yang's statement here briefly conceptualises the business 
development journey in terms of navigating a multitude of complexities, each 
implicating different configurations of capital sources, corporate structures 
and operational models. There are various distinctions to be made, options to 
consider, and strategies to craft. Indeed, what is foregrounded through his 
commentary is how these entrepreneurs had identified different ways of 
reading and representing business opportunities, and how this awareness 
might be seen to reflect their own degree of financial literacy.  
It is difficult, if not impossible, to reduce the source of their 
entrepreneurial competence wholly to cultural context, particularly privileged 
upbringing or even a personal fixation on wealth accumulation. Where 
Andreessen had earned a reputation as a recluse and actively discouraged 
interviewers from prying into his personal life, the duo of Yang and Filo have 
been more forthcoming with insights into their personal lives. And, while 
there is hardly anything that might be interpreted as outstandingly luxurious 
about their childhood, their adolescent experiences might be seen to 
foreshadow their later entrepreneurial adventure in some ways. It is obvious 
that both founders enjoyed numerous opportunities for cultural exposure and 
intellectual stimulation. According to the author, "at the age of eight, the 
outgoing Yang, Yahoo!'s goodwill ambassador-to-be, had emigrated from 
Taiwan with his mother, a widowed English professor, and younger brother," 
(Angel 8) while Filo " … was growing up in a commune in Moss Bluff, 
Louisiana, sharing a garden and kitchen with six other families and learning 
to pitch in." (Angel 8) These experiences in adapting to new cultural contexts, 
and having to improvise on a day-to-day basis, would have helped shape their 
communication and interpersonal skills from a young age, prepared them to 
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handle chaos and change, and trained them for the task of communicating 
with, and managing, their many investors, partners and fellow Yahoo!s. At the 
same time, given how wildly dissimilar as they were in both background and 
personality, their mutual respect and ability to co-operate in their 
entrepreneurial endeavor remained puzzling to onlookers. As Angel points out 
here, "[d]espite their mutual appreciation for sumo wrestling, the pairing of 
Yang, then 25, and Filo, 27, was hardly intuitive." (7) According to accounts, 
the duo's enthusiastic commitment to their shared ideal was not only sincere 
and infectious, it proved perhaps the most essential resource they could have 
mustered, as pioneers in the dot.com economy. As an early business associate 
remembered: 
"I was expecting a couple of bright college kids who were 
Internet junkies," says [Philip] Monego, now CEO of San Mateo-
based Voquette Media Service, which creates and delivers rich 
media for corporate customers. "What I discovered were two of 
the brightest, most visionary people I'd ever met at any age, who 
were committed to an ideal, which was to make the Internet 
more usable for everyone. Jerry, in particular, had a vision for 
how the Internet could change our lives, He was extraordinary in 
his ability to grasp the size of the Internet and how it could be 
complete. None of us got that large in our vision." (Angel 23-4) 
 
This sense of idealism seemed to translate into a sort of 
entrepreneurial aura that distinguished both the duo as well as their cause, as 
it is generally affirmed that "many who crossed paths with Yang and Filo in 
the early stages agree it was this sense of mission -- not a hunger for success 
or money -- that drove them and their disciples." (Angel 24) And, just as it has 
been indicated in narratives about Andreessen, this duo's sensitivity towards 
how others might receive their cause, and their communicative competence in 
inspiring voluntary contributions from others along the way, were likewise 
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crucial factors contributing to their success. Based on her observations here, 
Angel acknowledges that:  
The ability to inspire others to contribute to your cause for little 
or no personal gain is a hallmark of successful entrepreneurs, 
and one Yang and Filo had in spades. (26) 
 
Still, we might also expect that it would take more than abstract 
idealism and personal charisma for them to weather economic downturns and 
persevere in the face of adversity, given that they were operating in an era 
where the wider business world remained largely clueless about precisely how 
to make any money at all from online media. What is thus powerfully implied 
here is that their eventual success must in fact have stemmed from the 
relentless manner in which they singularly channelled their interests, abilities 
and ambitions towards fulfilling their entrepreneurial dreams. Within this 
narrative at least, it is this fixation that helped propel them into, and across, 
uncharted waters: 
Now Yang and Filo had solved one problem, but like other 
Internet entrepreneurs of the time, they still had no idea how to 
cash in on their creation. "We all knew the Internet was going to 
change things," says Larry Augustin, a classmate of theirs at 
Stanford and the founder of VA Linux, which makes computers 
that runs on the operating system Linux and set a record in 1999 
for the biggest first-day gain ever, 708 percent, for in initial 
public offering (IPO). "We'd all been using the Internet for 10 
years, and it was nothing special to us. Nobody outside of this 
academic community was able to access it or understand it. 
Then the browser made it easy for people to use. We could see 
the user base growing at a huge rate, but none of us knew how 
we'd end up having businesses or making money." (Angel 13) 
 
We might see that this very desire to connect with their faceless 
peers over this new electronic medium called the Internet, and their wish to 
dominate the margins where "[n]obody outside of this academic community 
was able to access it or understand it", paid off in time, most particularly in 
terms of financial profitability. The discourse of marginalisation in this sense 
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implicates not merely a kind of power structure or cultural distinction, but 
also serves to associate the periphery with opportunities for entrepreneurial 
development, instead of merely characterising the marginalised elements as 
being vulnerable to capitalist exploitation and political domination. As in 
Andreessen's case, the common ground in these youth narratives thus far 
remains the ability to express an entrepreneurial vision, invest oneself in hard 
work and collaborate with like-minded partners, adults and youths alike, in 
the business sphere. As observed here, "[t]hrough the years, Yahoo! had 
remained in many ways like its original start-up self, full of gold-rush swagger 
and go-it-alone mentality." (Angel 228) Which, in this particular instance, 
might also be seen to candidly sum up the spirit and character of youth 
entrepreneurship. 
 
c. Shawn Fanning of Napster.    
Popular media narratives often characterise Shawn Fanning as 
the iconic antithesis of Marc Andreessen. Fanning is the teenager who 
notoriously unleashed the controversial Napster file-swapping software which 
was used by wired youths to exchange without legal authorisation digital 
copies of audio files containing recordings of pop and rock tunes. If Marc 
Andreessen provided the business world with a role model for youth 
entrepreneurship that they could endorse, Napster software creator Shawn 
Fanning came to symbolise pretty much the very opposite. In fact, the popular 
myth of Shawn Fanning and his Napster network more readily mirrors the 
themes of cultural subversion and ideological opposition to the dominant 
modes of capitalist production. In particular, this is established through 
foregrounding within these narratives certain youth stereotypes associated 
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with the consumption of popular music, largely through the stylistic spectacles 
of street culture which these youths appropriate to articulate their dissenting 
voices. As such, it is more or less fitting that media portraits often capture 
Fanning either sporting a trendy buzzcut hairstyle, or under a seasoned 
baseball cap, in the manner of numerous alternative musicians in the nu-
metal genre. In contrast, the likes of Andreessen, Yang and Filo are often 
pictured as comparatively inoffensive, even bookwormish geeks.  
As a piece of software, it would seem that Napster was indeed 
innovative and useful enough to very quickly secure its own community of 
users. It was no less culturally vital than the Yahoo! portal, or the Netscape 
browser. Perhaps the first significant instance of peer-to-peer technology that 
popularised a whole new mode of network computing, Napster was embraced 
by the consumers of youth culture because it enabled the unbridled 
reproduction, distribution and consumption of pop music in the MP3 digital 
format. It also established a new community platform, in that once connected 
to the Internet, users could then freely search each other's music collections 
and exchange any number of desired songs from anywhere around the world, 
thanks to the search engine and file sharing protocol Fanning had co-
engineered. In no time, though, the Napster community came to be dubbed a 
renegade movement, and Shawn Fanning labelled a menace to the copyright-
driven entertainment industry, because this grassroots model essentially 
enables teenage consumers to freely indulge in their obsession with pop 
music, at no cost to them, and with little significant compromise to the audio 
quality. This ultimately proved disruptive to the commercial distribution and 
sales channels of the mass entertainment conglomerates. Represented by the 
Recording Industry Association of America, this media institution engaged 
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Napster and Fanning in a long drawn-out court battle over the issue of 
copyright violation as facilitated by their unauthorised digital distribution 
network. As a result of this, Fanning's entrepreneurial efforts came to be 
represented in the popular media as a grave misadventure, in a manner that 
parallels more conventional vignettes of youth culture where the defiant youth 
underdog seeks to articulate some form of symbolic dissent by openly 
challenging or subverting an overbearing industrial corporation. 
This narrative is significant in how it dramatises the possibility 
that youth entrepreneurs might challenge, and even momentarily impede, the 
broader power relations that shape popular culture. As explained in an update 
on the legislation of technology in the US that appeared in eCompany Now 
magazine in December 2000:  
… the case has the potential to determine the future of 
intellectual property on the Internet. Peer-to-peer file sharing, 
or P2P, is on its way to becoming as revolutionary a 
development as the birth of the web. With P2P, any file on any 
computer connected to the Internet could potentially be 
exchangeable. (Raul 69) 
 
The magazine extract identifies a significantly radical 
development in our understanding of how popular culture is ritualistically 
consumed. It also interprets the lawsuit proceedings against Napster as 
mainstream society's attempt to negotiate with, and ultimately control, 
popular culture's newly emergent digital dimension. Just as the Internet has 
provided us with digital modes of information exchange -- such as email, 
Internet relay chat, and various forms of electronic publishing -- that proved 
disruptive to the cultural as well commercial monopolies of old economy 
institutions, P2P in this case is highlighted here for its potential to enable the 
free exchange of not just digital communication but entire digitised properties 
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associated with the consumption of popular culture as well, such as music, 
movies, software utilities, and so on. This would thus seem to result in a 
monumental socio-cultural as well as political disruption in that it potentially 
renders entire chains of material production -- from content development to 
product packaging to mass distribution to consumer servicing -- redundant as 
a result.  
As such, the damage that this poses is framed not merely in 
terms of exactly how the profit potential of the mass entertainment 
conglomerates might be compromised, but also how P2P's potential for 
facilitating unauthorised direct transactions will eliminate intermediary 
points of transaction throughout the economy, and thus necessitate an 
extensive restructuring of the whole industrial milieu. The inevitable result, as 
implied here, is a loss of job opportunities for old economy workers who still 
make their living on the industrial assembly lines trotting out and passing 
around material goods. It is within this context that Shawn Fanning and 
Napster, along with its rabid community of youth users, thus lurk in the media 
discourse as a threat to old economy labour and the traditional way of life, in 
whatever form we might imagine that to take. In this light -- and in contrast to 
Andreessen's case -- Fanning's entrepreneurial venture is represented as being 
insidiously transgressive and destructive; indeed, this dimension of political 
antagonism might also explain why the Napster narrative has also proved 
more readily resonant with the popular discourse of counter-culture youth, 
than Andreessen's or the Yahoo! founders' own stories.  
In this respect, this dramatisation of dot.com youth's delinquent 
strain serves to problematise the integrity of youth entrepreneurship. It more 
directly aligns the phenomenon of technologically-savvy P2P developers with 
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the discourse of computer hackers and purveyors of electronic disorder, as 
examined in Chapter Two. This might be seen to be the narrative framework 
that informs the published piece of investigative journalism titled All the 
Rave: The Rise and Fall of Shawn Fanning's Napster, by Joseph Menn, which 
reconstructs a coherent and convincing narrative that foregrounds how 
Fanning had in fact been manipulated all the while by a greed-motivated uncle 
with a checkered history as a failed businessman. This biographical dimension 
in fact redeems Shawn Fanning-the-criminal-entrepreneur by recasting him 
to a large extent as Shawn Fanning-the-exploited-youth:   
[F]or all of the surface coverage in the media, an astonishing 
amount of information was never made public. More 
importantly, there was the unseen role of the man who 
incorporated Napster and essentially controlled it through its 
crucial first year, before the professionals took over. That man is 
not the enigmatic Shawn Fanning, the Time and Fortune 
magazine cover boy and the world's best-known hacker, whose 
message of free music eventually attracted as many as 70 million 
registered users. That man is Shawn's uncle John Fanning, who 
kept 70 percent of Napster's stock at its inception. John Fanning 
was a struggling but ambitious businessman with bad debts, a 
habit of mixing personal and company matters, and a 
confrontational style that brought him multiple lawsuits and a 
police record. By design, Shawn Fanning was pushed forward as 
the young spokesman for the computer-powered movement. But 
his uncle represents what Napster became. … And it is somehow 
fitting that the rapid development of this weapon for allowing 
consumers to take control away from the entertainment-
industry giants also illustrates so dramatically the power that a 
few individual entrepreneurs can wield in a post-Internet 
society, for good or ill. (Menn 1-2) 
 
There are a few key points that we might take note of, which 
implicate a range of issues at stake here. Firstly, embedded in this extract is a 
profile of the Napster user community, which is characterised by its penchant 
for consuming the material products of youth culture, its ritualistic modes of 
content acquisition, and its tendency to invest in and attach symbolic 
significance to personal archives of pop music. This, in short, identifies the 
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politics of leisure consumption at stake, and even to some extent interprets 
the larger Napster crackdown as an attempt to police a deviant subculture of 
pop music pirates. As significant tokens of youth culture, the digital copies of 
pop songs that are exchanged in the emergent online rituals of youth culture 
might thus yet again be discursively located within the canonical matrices of 
pop culture criticism, as they contribute to the phenomenon of resistance 
through conspicuous consumption. 
The anti-establishment agenda of the Napster user community is 
particularly emphasised in how the extract highlights the conditions of 
marginality, anonymity, peer influence and anti-corporate sentiments as 
factors that characterise this community. Even as the heated Napster saga is 
essentially framed as being about "the rapid development of this weapon for 
allowing consumers to take control away from the entertainment-industry 
giants", it evokes the classic youth culture rhetoric of how leisure consumption 
might serve as a vital site of a cultural revolution that is essentially anti-
capitalist in its ideological motivation. Furthermore, the antagonism between 
the youth users and their prosecutors who represent the entertainment 
business quite readily dramatises the themes of profit motivation and media 
exploitation. In a now-familiar way, this is structured here as a cultural 
opposition that pits youths against business institutions. The situation can be 
generally read as a temporary coup for the anti-establishment youth, in that 
digital file sharing has essentially disrupted the course of capitalism by both 
subverting its channels of industrial distribution as well as problematising its 
economic viability and profit potential. In particular, the condition of scarcity, 
which has largely served to legitimise market pricing, is apparently shown in 
this instance to be irrelevant to the digital economy, since the massive base of 
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Napster users can now successfully redistribute large quantities of digital 
music files without limit. In response, though, this perspective came to be 
discursively challenged and even obscured through the industry's strategy of 
counter-framing P2P file sharing as acts of blatant piracy, and as a result this 
served to characterise Napster users as deviant, subterranean characters. The 
existence of this techno-savvy P2P subculture is thus represented as 
detrimental to both copyright laws as well as the entertainment companies' 
definition of fair trade. The whole Napster movement here is by extension 
rendered inhospitable to the conditions of productive entrepreneurship as 
pursued by the likes of Andreessen and the Yahoo! duo. 
Shawn Fanning himself has been particularly characterised 
within this mode of discourse as a powerful icon of energetic rebellion and 
idealism, in a mode similar perhaps to the role of screen idols like James Dean 
and pop music heroes like Kurt Cobain. Fanning is credited in his subversive 
accomplishments as a cultural and technological hacker, and a kind of mythic 
prodigy-cum-revolutionary as well. This mode of heroism, simultaneously 
uplifted and undermined, serves to convey a vision of digital dystopia, and 
expresses a disillusionment with industrial capitalism and adult society not 
out of sync with the canonical narratives observed within the texts of youth 
culture research in the previous chapter. For these reasons, as much as Shawn 
Fanning has been sometimes represented in the media as one of the more vital 
icons of dot.com youth entrepreneurship, his narrative in fact seems to be 
founded on circumstances and conditions that by and large contradict or even 
subvert the characterisation of entrepreneurial youth as positive and 
productive figures. Unlike the entrepreneurial narratives of Marc Andreessen 
and the Yahoo! duo, which present them as innovatively challenging and 
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complementing the market through their competitive products and services, 
Napster's primary offering is seen to facilitate the illegitimate duplication of 
music beyond the contestable limits of fair use. Even while the basic Napster 
technology remains exemplary of ingenious software development, it fails to 
qualify fully as an entrepreneurial narrative because it more significantly 
ended up spawning a parasitic counter-culture of digital freeloaders. We 
might also note that the malignant uncle in this narrative functions as an 
antithesis of Andreessen's business mentors. At the very least, given the 
underlying values here, this might represent a narrative of entrepreneurial 
youth gone wrong.36 
 
III. ENTREPRENEURIAL YOUTH AND MORAL PANICS. 
The general idea that minors in society might successfully 
subvert the dominant industrial hierarchy by assuming business leadership 
roles has in itself been broadly addressed as a moral panic in the media. Here, 
I examine how certain representations of youth entrepreneurship are 
structured to dramatise and even exaggerate a rupture in the social fabric, to 
thus frame the phenomenon as symptomatic of cultural decadence or even 
outright anarchy. 
 
a. Semiotic Breakdown. 
The March 2001 issue of Fast Company magazine carried a half-
page section titled "Cruel World", which essentially sought to update readers 
on the emergent demographic trends as picked up by a New York-based e-
services firm identified as Siegelgate (Kirschenbaum 80). The few lines of 
                                                
36 After a long legal tangle with the recording industry, Napster was finally acquired by Roxio Inc and reinvented as 
an online store in late 2003, this time selling legal music downloads directly from the site. 
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editorial text here are illustrated with three graphic samples from the firm's 
recent portfolio of talent recruitment advertisements. The most prominent of 
the lot features a portrait of what is immediately recognisable as a punked-out 
youth: complete with cropped spiky hair dyed a light rust red, multiple ear 
piercings accessorised with a safety pin, a pierced lower lip, pierced nose 
weighted down with a chunky ring, and a tattoo running around the side of his 
neck. A partially-shaved left eyebrow, to accentuate the whole angsty image, 
completed the look. The lower edge of the close-up photograph reveals that he 
sports a heavy dog chain around his neck as an ironic gesture of jewellery, and 
that he is clad in a black t-shirt.  
The youth is scowling, lips pursed, and glaring right into the 
camera. His affected antagonism is so intense, one can almost expect him to 
blurt out a string of expletives just for the indignity of having his photograph 
snapped. He is by all indications made up to represent the last candidate 
anyone in their right mind would consider for a respectable job vacancy, 
unless perhaps there is a shady dimension to the task. Across the middle of his 
face, though, a perplexing question has been overlaid in a light and friendly 
shade of blue: 
Is the kid with the nipple ring 
really the company's only salvation? 
 
This is Siegelgate's wry commentary on the unlikely wave of 
youth entrepreneurs and creative workers that came to media prominence 
during the dot.com era. It also serves to acknowledge the resulting sense of 
incredulity and outrage as expressed by countless conservative adults all over 
the world. Such an illustration of a "kid with the nipple ring" would be more 
commonly found in representations of subculture elements, particularly 
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related to the marginalised youth communities that organise themselves 
around the consumption of alternative popular music. As a popular text, there 
is little ambiguity here that the character is meant to represent an anti-social 
strain in youth culture. To therefore suggest that this youth might have 
anything crucial to contribute to the critical success of a business corporation 
would in many contexts come across as a mad idea.  
For readers of Fast Company, though, the Siegelgate-designed 
image and its accompanying copy bears double significance: on one level it 
reflects the cultural climate during the exuberant heydays of the New 
Economy era, when it seemed that entrepreneurial teenagers and young 
adults -- often barely out of puberty and possessing little more maturity than 
the typical delinquent skateboarder cliques or amateur grunge band members 
out of Seattle -- were popping up all throughout the business landscape in the 
capacity of business founders, Chief Executive Officers, and other senior 
management roles. On another level, though, it is also a visual text that gently 
mocks the ranks of clueless, confused Old Economy middle managers caught 
in dismay, as they struggled to come to terms with how these novices could 
actually assume such corporate credentials and command such hefty 
compensation packages practically overnight, without first having to endure 
the time-honoured tradition of self-denial, boot-licking and slogging one's way 
up the corporate hierarchy. The Organisation Men, so to speak, were under 
attack from the entrepreneurial youth. 
This text thus constitutes a richly-layered media snapshot of the 
topsy-turvy dot.com era. It suggests an energetic youth-driven economy in 
which the youth, contrary to conventional assumptions, were not merely 
gullible consumers, targets of exploitative marketing and advertising 
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campaigns, but were rather also able to occupy new roles as innovative movers 
and shakers of the business world; however temporarily or illusionary, 
though, that might have turned out to be. One broad response to this has been 
posed in terms of a moral outrage against the turn in business culture. This, at 
least, is the rhetorical premise that is put forward in a September 2000 
edition of Wired magazine, titled "Brattitude Adjustment" (St. John 132+). 
The feature here focusses on the high profile within the industry enjoyed by 
the duo of Jeff Dachis and Craig Kanarick, a stylishly dressed pair also 
notoriously prone to creating spectacles of arrogance and excess as part of 
their idiosyncratic style of business management. The headline, "Brattitude 
Adjustment", is an original and witty coinage that plays on the phrase 
"attitude adjustment", a common euphemism for the process by which an 
institutionalised authority figure might put cocky and brash recruits in their 
place, often through a humbling dose of humiliation and extra duties. This 
instrument -- and potential abuse -- of power and authority is also typically 
encountered in any institutionalised context where young people might be 
systematically inducted into the rigid ranks of an existing hierarchy: such as in 
sports training, in the military, or even in school. What the headline here 
cheekily suggests, however, is how for a change society at large might have to 
come to terms with the idea of brats calling the shots. 
The opening portraits of the two are styled in support of this 
provocative message. Dachis sports short but ruffled hair and a casual stubble, 
proudly demonstrating his lack of inclination to trim or sculpt his facial hair 
into a more presentable, groomed appearance. Kanarick's screaming pink 
working shirt -- perhaps one of the most inappropriate colours for a corporate 
business wardrobe -- has its collar flaps sticking out sideways over his jacket. 
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His hair is much longer than his business partner's and thus even more 
artfully ruffled, and he poses with eyes closed and hands cradling the sides of 
his face: an exaggerated, self-conscious posture that is almost never associated 
with credible business spokespersons. The overarching message is constructed 
here in painstaking detail: the last thing on the duo's minds is to resemble the 
average candidate for any sort of corporate management role. The pithy 
caption identifies them as an intriguing if juvenile hybrid entity: ""JeffnCraig": 
Razorfish founders Dachis (left) and Kanarick", while the subheading is 
constructed as a narrative cliffhanger, to arouse a sense of dramatic suspense: 
Razorfish made a name and a mint dealing digital edge to 
corporate America. Now comes the hard part: Can the "it" boys 
of Web integration deliver IT? (St. John 132) 
 
This piece of copywriting very economically merges the hip lingo 
of the popular media -- in calling attention to how the pair had found their 
fortune "dealing digital edge" -- with the contemporary discourse of business 
development, namely in referencing the "Web integration" services sector. The 
subheading also puns on the dual meanings of the string of letters "i" and "t": 
firstly, the phrase "it boys" is more broadly used in the popular media to 
identify or bestow upon certain individuals the status of being culturally 
significant at that particular point in time, such as in the case of leading 
actors, musicians, or any other creative talents who might be enjoying their 
proverbial fifteen minutes of fame. The same string is also an abbreviation for 
"information technology", a crucial dimension of the emergent New Economy 
in which various youth fortunes have been derived. As such, popular iconicity 
and technological entrepreneurship become discursively fused here. 
This juxtaposition of popular and business discourse types, 
passed off as a glib question, characterises the semi-saucy tone with which the 
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popular media sometimes employs in addressing the dot.com set. The witty 
intermingling of discourse values here also mirrors the flashy showmanship 
and penchant for spectacles that these two entrepreneurs have come to be 
known for. The article proper begins by repeating what it introduces as 
essentially communal myths within the industry: 
Jeff Dachis and Craig Kanarick were supposed to be unflappable. 
There were … stories. 
 
Once, for example, Kanarick showed up with blue hair, a blue 
suit, and an orange shirt to speak to a gathering of executives 
about digital integration. Some square asked him if he wore the 
getup when he pitched to corporate clients. 
 
"Sure," Kanarick said. 
 
"Well, how do you get them to take you seriously?" the square 
asked. 
 
"I open my mouth," Kanarick told him. (St. John 132) 
 
This embedded anecdote dramatises the structure of values that 
is necessary to interpreting this text. It recreates a scenario that is familiar in 
popular entertainment and highly powerful in affective appeal, which the 
general readership might also readily recognise: Kanarick's punchline would 
easily trigger a chuckle or two at how this smart alec of a youth underdog had 
been able to befuddle some stuffy and clueless authority figure. In line with 
this mode of representation, for one thing, the characterisation of Kanarick 
here is defined through his physical appearance, which reflects a conspicuous 
if idiosyncratic indulgence in maverick fashion: notably, "blue hair", "blue 
suit" and "orange shirt". Furthermore, the socio-cultural status of Kanarick as 
a hip visionary is contrasted with the business executive in attendance, who is 
reduced for rhetorical purposes to the anonymous, marginalised role of mere 
"square".  
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The Old Economy structure of hierarchical power is personified 
here by this "square", who unwittingly questions if Kanarick has actually ever 
been penalised by his esteemed "corporate clients" for his brazen and 
irreverent refusal to conform to a conservative dress code. Kanarick's reply, 
even as it might be read to be an attempt to arrogantly offend the average 
business executive, is dramatically reframed here as a victory of youth "style" 
over the values of corporate "squares". This, thus, evokes the generic conflict 
between formal and subterranean values as explored in Chapter Three, and 
vividly dramatises an inversion of power relations at stake. The legacy of this 
entrepreneurial pair is further developed with an account of how they 
appeared on an episode of the television news program 60 Minutes, that 
specifically focussed on "Silicon Alley and the wave of young Internet 
gazillionaires it had produced" (St. John 134). In justifying the attention on 
them, it is revealed that the two Razorfish founders were each worth US$250 
million, based on the market value of the stocks they owned in the overall 
network of companies that had been acquired as part of Razorfish's aggressive 
expansion campaign. Again, though, it appears here almost obligatory for the 
television interviewer to attempt undermining their credibility without much 
hesitation or small talk: 
The segment began innocuously enough -- "They call themselves 
'the dotcom kids.' They're cool, they're hip … and their motto is 
Don't invest in anyone over thirty." (St. John 134) 
 
Interviewed by a "silver-haired CBS correspondent Bob Simon, 
perfectly coifed and wearing a suit of Al Green earth tones" (134), this scenario 
is particularly orchestrated to dramatise the collective indignation that the 
more conservative adult viewership might feel towards such smug youth 
entrepreneurs. The antagonism towards youth entrepreneurs -- and, 
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apparently in this case, wildly successful ones, too -- is conveyed through 
foregrounding a sense of scepticism about the digital revolution -- as indicated 
by the dismissive phrase "the dotcom kids" -- as well as casting doubts on the 
credibility and sanity of capitalists and petty investors in general who had 
made waves of frenzied investments in such youth ventures, the latter 
sometimes with barely anything more than an e-receipt for a domain 
registration to their name. This propensity is also represented here as a kind 
of a blinded gold-rush herd mentality that had become mindlessly prejudicial 
against "anyone over thirty".  
Thus represented as simultaneously subversive and enviable, the 
apparent affirmation of the Razorfish founders as "cool", and "hip" -- 
adjectives, we might note, gleefully employed here for the fact that they are 
not particularly meaningful when recounting business accomplishments -- 
reflects a discursive strategy to frame the Razorfish founders within the 
discourse of deviant youth counter-culture. Simon's use of language seeks to 
establish the dot.com youths as yet another manifestation of this old anti-
establishment movement, and effectively characterises the dot.com 
millionaires as being motivated by the same underdog instinct to rebel against 
and subvert the mainstream system; an agenda that must surely be seen as 
painfully cliched and even futile, rather than economically innovative. As 
such, this mode of address aims to prove reassuring to its audience of Old 
Economy conservatives, who might themselves feel marginalised or perplexed 
by the surge of interest in youth entrepreneurs. 
While Jeff Dachis and Craig Kanarick were both already 33 years 
old by the time of this interview, hardly teenagers themselves, the account of 
their success still remained more conveniently addressed within the discourse 
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of youth. In this narrative account, it is less the absolute age of the two 
entrepreneurs that is seen as significant, but rather how the pair aligned 
themselves with the rhetoric of decadence and irreverence as a strategy to 
challenge, and destabilise, elements of the more conservative and reactionary 
business culture. Their entrepreneurial satisfaction is conveyed in rather 
frivolous terms, as an experience of wide-eyed bliss in being able to live out 
their most fantastic dreams. One particular quote highlighted in this media 
text reveals the pair's gleeful joy at attaining celebrity status: 
"We talked about being in the moment, like, 'God, look what's 
happening! We're creating the future; we're becoming 
cybercelebrities. Do you feel it?'" (St. John 144) 
 
As in the case of the Yahoo! duo introduced above, this might 
perhaps affirm that the discourse of entrepreneurial youth is not structured 
solely on the driving motivation to accumulate personal wealth; rather, the 
emphasis is on a youthful drive for self-actualisation, self-reliance, peer 
collaboration, and the commitment to pursuing one's own aspirations. 
Nonetheless, for various reasons considered here, it remained inevitable that 
the notion of youth entrepreneurship might still lend itself to being more 




b. Revolutionary Rhetoric. 
The media narratives also suggest that it is not just the veneer of 
business culture that has been breached by youth entrepreneurship, but the 
power structures of youth management also stand to be destabilised. The 
March 2000 edition of Wired magazine carried an autobiographical feature, 
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titled "Hey, I Just Work Here", as contributed by Harvard undergraduate 
student Geoff Cook, on his experiences as youth entrepreneur and business 
founder (230-3). As part of a double-page opening spread, the first left-hand 
page of this feature presents an eye-catching portrait of the entrepreneurial 
youth at home in his hostel accommodation. This photograph depicts a young, 
clean-cut college student -- bespectacled and dressed in neat, nondescript 
white shirt and khaki slacks -- posing with a Sonica Stratocaster guitar in the 
middle of a dormitory room. The paraphernalia in the room is at once iconic 
and stereotypical of youth culture, and would not be out of place in any 
number of college dormitory rooms all around the world: a sofa is draped with 
a rug bearing the recognisable likeness of Jim Morrison, the late lead singer of 
sixties psychedelic rock band The Doors; the room walls at the back are 
adorned with a film poster for The Godfather, featuring Marlon Brando in a 
sulky side profile, as well as a portrait of the late rock guitarist Jimi Hendrix 
contemplatively puffing on a cigarette; and the available table and sitting 
spaces are cluttered with assorted books, magazines, half-consumed snacks 
and bottled drinks, and an open laptop. There is even a string of Christmas 
lights lining the walls and window, perhaps a gesture to liven up the place with 
some suggestion of a hip, party-friendly atmosphere. 
This image indeed largely conforms to the average reader's 
expectations of a typical dormitory room, and its material contents reflect the 
likely pursuits and hobby interests of a male college student. However, this 
superficial appearance is subverted by various subtle details in this visual text. 
Firstly, the half-concealed magazine on the side-table is not a popular music, 
fashion or entertainment publication, but rather an edition of the industry 
technology investment magazine Red Herring, as would be immediately 
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recognisable to any reader familiar with the standard business and finance 
journals that circulate on the commercial newsstands. Secondly, the website 
displayed on the desktop computer monitor -- strategically angled so it can be 
seen without any reflective glare -- is that of the CollegeGate student services 
portal, at this time a promising business venture that provides "application 
essay editing services to college and graduate-school applicants", as explained 
in the second paragraph of the autobiographical account (Cook 231).  
A tiny caption in the upper right-hand corner confirms the 
photo's subject as: "The author, in his Eliot House dorm room/HQ". Opposite 
this is the article headline in collegiate fonts, reading: "Hey, I Just Work 
Here", and a slim column bearing the introductory paragraphs to Cook's 
autobiographical narrative. But the element intended to raise the most 
controversy, though, is the subheading that announces in upper case: 
HARVARD UNDERGRAD GEOFF COOK WANTS THE 
DIPLOMA. AS LONG AS IT DOESN'T INTERFERE WITH HIS 
NET STARTUP. (Cook 230) 
 
While this set-up serves to establish Geoff Cook as a young 
individual with an ambitious streak -- and not in a shy way -- the entire 
feature also suggests that his entrepreneurial yearnings reflect a wider 
phenomenon throughout US colleges in general, as other entrepreneurially-
inclined students similarly strive to reconfigure the resources of youth culture 
to articulate their own ambitions. Cook essentially takes this opportunity to 
lament an institutional failure in the state of pedagogy and youth 
management, as he claims he had experienced in the university he is enrolled 
at. This is expressed as a conflict of interest between, on the one hand, how he 
feels compelled to develop his own entrepreneurial competence on campus, 
and on the other hand, the stifling limits on this as imposed by the 
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institutional authorities. The irreconcilable antagonism that results implicates 
a number of inter-related issues: he is constantly struggling between firstly, 
having to fulfill his diploma requirements and developing new business 
opportunities for his own Internet startup; secondly, negotiating between the 
values of school and work; and thirdly, between conforming to the discursive 
definition of appropriate learning as framed by the institution, and developing 
his own repertoire of skills through having grown and managed his own small 
business.  
While Cook's aspirations are expressed in relatively audacious 
terms, they convey very little of the naïve charm that hyper-idealistic, escapist 
youth pronouncements are typically prone to. Instead, his arguments are 
rooted in the contemporary discourse of business criticism. This is highlighted 
in the three pull quotes that punctuate this brief article at intervals, which 
serve to emphasise his main points of contention: 
[Pull Quote One] 
MAKING A LOT OF MONEY REDUCES MY PATIENCE WITH 
PROFESSORS WHO ARE SNIDE WHEN I ASK WHEN 
LECTURE VIDEOS WILL BE AVAILABLE ON THE WEB." 
(232) 
 
[Pull Quote Two] 
"I WILL BE A FAILURE IF I AM NOT A MILLIONAIRE BY AGE 
24." (232) 
 
[Pull Quote Three] 
"HARVARD OFFERS UNDERGRADS NO COURSES ON 
HTML, ECOMMERCE STRATEGY, OR 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP." (233) 
 
While the first pull quote might seem to implicate the 
stereotypical youth habits of truancy and skipping classes, it more crucially 
references a vastly different set of values. The caustic tone Cook employs here 
is essentially to drive home his opinion that it is the ethical responsibility of 
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his professors to be of productive service to him, in a manner that is relevant 
to his needs as a fees-paying youth entrepreneur. Whereas the conventional 
role of youth customers might be more typically represented as a relatively 
passive position -- being ceaselessly marketed at and exploited by profiteering 
capitalist businesses -- Cook here proposes that his status as a student-
customer is in fact a basic condition of entrepreneurial empowerment. It is 
thus that he feels dissatisfied with Harvard, his education services provider, 
for failing to cater to his fellow undergraduates' urgent demands for "courses 
on HTML, ecommerce strategy, or entrepreneurship". In the article proper, 
Cook goes on to paint an image of campus culture as a vital entrepreneurial 
hotbed, and point out how the conditions of being a college student might 
prove exceedingly conducive to pursuing the entrepreneurial path.  
In contrast, again, with how much of the research literature on 
youth culture often represents youth as chronically disempowered, the second 
pull quote from Cook serves to champion the themes of youth self-reliance 
and self-determination, as well as the confidence and commitment with which 
Cook has managed to chart his own path. As he later declares: 
I eat and breathe business, with my cell phone interrupting 
meals, nights out, and classes -- and I welcome the calls. Among 
the 50-plus people on the CyberEdit and CollegeGate payrolls 
are my mother, my best friend, my two roommates, and ex-
girlfriend, and various acquaintances I've met over the course of 
my college life. I find that I end up employing most of the people 
I know well. (232) 
 
This informal summary of his staffing strategy foregrounds at 
least two key points of interest, in illustrating Cook's sense of competence and 
resourcefulness as a business owner and, effectively, the boss of CyberEdit 
and CollegeGate. First of all, he appears to have established a complex 
network of relationships with those around him -- including his own family 
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members, peers and a former romantic interest -- such that they might be 
simultaneously located within, and thus benefit from, the improvised 
organisational roles that Cook has devised for them within the framework of 
his entrepreneurial venture. His entrepreneurial worldview, thus, is seen to 
have also recontextualised his personal relationships. Secondly, instead of the 
rigid, anonymous management hierarchy that characterise many corporations 
and business institutions, Cook here appears invested in an organic 
interpersonal network that is more akin to primitive cottage industries of old, 
where intimate personal relationships are preferred over the more abstract 
processes of organisational bureaucracy. For these reasons, it is thus little 
surprising that he boldly advocates that more, if not all, students respond to 
the call of entrepreneurship. By observing, too, that he "employ[s] most of the 
people [he] know[s] well", Cook might also be seen as being committed 
enough to put his personal credibility and close relationships at stake: 
although he had already secured the moral support of his family and close 
friends, it would prove wholly damaging to his social and personal life should 
he be found guilty of any form of management malpractice or employee 
deception. As such, this highlights how entrepreneurship has on the whole 
thickened and richly complicated his own immediate web of relationships. 
The third pull quote highlighted above essentially articulates 
Cook's -- and by extension, a segment of his peers' -- critique of the existing 
curriculum's relevance, and the faculty's uninspired and out-moded sense of 
pedagogy and student service in the Internet-driven entrepreneurial era. This 
is a syndrome he dubs a "misguided bureaucratic policy" (233), and his own 
counter-rhetoric bluntly advocates student activism in the name of youth 
entrepreneurship, to take up a more aggressive role in making educational 
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institutions work harder and provide a more relevant service in exchange for 
the tuition fees that they collect: 
I see a clear need for change by institutions that seem ignorant 
about the new economy, and I hope high school students will 
increasingly vote with their tuition dollars to attend universities 
that will help them pursue their dreams. Until then, college 
entrepreneurs will have to be driven a little harder to succeed 
and assume they will receive no deliberate assistance from their 
schools.  
 
But don't drop out. As I have discovered, college campuses are 
excellent places to find employees and, depending on your 
major, can be a low-stress environment, ideally suited to 
working hours on end toward the achievement of one goal: an 
IPO. (233) 
 
This is structured to characterise Cook as an underdog locked in 
symbolic combat with the college he is enrolled at, and foregrounds his view 
that the latter employs the rhetoric of academia to oppress him. His 
characterisation of himself is essentially based on a firm conviction that he 
should not be hindered in his efforts to manage his own business, provide jobs 
for those close to him, and improvise what he argues to be a more relevant 
and empowering education for himself and his cohort. Cook finally locates his 
own story within what is constructed as a broader, inevitable development in 
youth culture, one in which the role of entrepreneurial youth in the New 
Economy is seen as part of a new world order. He concludes with the stated 
aspiration that: 
[w]hen I graduate … I hope that within a few years I can also 
return to campus as a speaker: I'll try to convince other students 
to do as I did. With any luck it's advice they'll no longer need. 
(233) 
 
His grand dream here is indeed for a thriving community of 
student entrepreneurs cut from the same cloth as himself. His imagined 
return to campus, even in the near future, would hopefully be in the capacity 
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of a brave pioneer, visionary, and entrepreneurial predecessor, who fought the 
good fight to elevate the status of youth from disempowered consumers of 
campus services to empowered business innovators. In the meantime, though, 
as his own passionately-spun narrative tells it, he will just have to persevere in 
the face of academic oppression, and take strength and pride in the 
controversy he generated as an entrepreneurial agitator and capitalist 
underdog within the system. 
 
c. Juvenile Capitalism. 
Even as the media showed how the dot.com youths' 
entrepreneurial misadventures reached bloated proportions, another 
dimension of the moral panic emerged, this time focussing on painting a 
picture of widespread capitalist decadence. Similar to Cook's story above, the 
November 14, 2000 edition of Business2.0 magazine carries the following 
coverlines for its main feature section inside, in a squarish font style 
commonly associated with college sports jerseys: 
DORM ROOM ECONOMY 
Guess Who's Creating  
The Smartest New Business Models? 
 
This article headline -- "Dorm Room Economy" -- is particularly 
evocative, as a label that aptly conveys the essence of entrepreneurial youth 
culture: namely that it is comprised of students, and it is dependent on the 
communication, computing and conferencing infrastructure associated with 
student accommodation and campus amenities. The rather novel insinuation 
here -- which is quickly confirmed upon inspecting pages 196 to 212 -- is that 
student communities across the US were at that point in time responsible for 
producing the most innovative and revolutionary strategies and frameworks 
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for conducting business in the New Economy. The startling aspect of this 
claim is less that a select group of youths might indeed be capable of teaching 
the business sector a thing or two about navigating the New Economy, than 
that the emergent hotbed of economic innovation remains largely located 
within the campus setting. The distinctively youthful phenomenon is thus now 
also being geographically concentrated. This mode of representation paints a 
landscape in which the likes of Cook (as encountered in the preceding section) 
have indeed grown from occupying isolated pockets of entrepreneurial 
empowerment to comprising an overwhelming youth movement. 
Immediately following this, the feature article titled "Plug in, 
Start Up, Drop in" (Lehmann-Haupt) opens with a caricature of a dormitory 
scene (204). A flea infested student room is littered with leftover pizza, 
crushed cola cans, spilled crackers and other food crumbs; amidst this 
unhygienic mess, one student sits at a computer with a laser printer on one 
side and a huge wall chart labelled "Biz Plan" on the other, with a speech 
bubble above his head reading: "Hey Pete … Looks like we got the 300 grand 
seed money!" as he looks up from the email he has just been reading. The 
room-mate Pete is meanwhile busy in the foreground, wielding a skateboard 
in one hand and clutching a mobile phone in another. With an unmistakable 
smile on his face, Pete calls back in comic nonchalance: "Wow, cool! Be back 
in a sec. I'm gonna get some more pizza." 
This graphic illustration provides an effective visualisaton of the 
key elements associated with youth entrepreneurship: namely, a casual 
campus lifestyle, dormitory-based community networks, and the electronic 
communication infrastructure that also doubles as business resources for 
budding ventures. This representation of youth is particularly intriguing in 
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how it juxtaposes the standard material culture associated with the messy 
leisure-consumption patterns of youth -- the aforementioned junk food, an 
unmade bed, a racing bicycle, dart board, and a concert poster on the wall for 
the apparently fictitious but nonetheless convincingly-named band Skull 
Puppets featuring a screaming punk rock guitarist -- with the surreal ease of 
access to modest fortunes with which to toy with, and perhaps even validate, a 
whim of a business fantasy. At the same time, this also serves to position 
youth entrepreneurship as a parody of the more formal corporate culture, and 
thus to some extent undermine its status in business discourse. 
The "300 grand seed money" here indicates a sizeable advance 
of US$300,000 which some unnamed venture capitalist has approved for the 
pair to pursue their business idea; a sum that might already represent 
anything from three to six times the likely annual salary of an average working 
adult in the magazine's readership. And, as if to further drive home the 
message, the subheading below this cartoon explicitly highlights youth 
entrepreneurship as a subversive, yet significantly impactful phenomenon: 
A new breed of college student is forsaking sleep, dates, and 
sometimes class to launch their own startups. Are they arrogant 
dream seekers or the new campus revolutionaries? (Lehmann-
Haupt 204) 
 
The opening report in this article foregrounds the effortless, 
offhanded manner with which some youth entrepreneurs spew their business 
ideas and just as easily secure generous financial support even without any 
viable evidence of relevant experience, management acumen or financial 
integrity. The introductory paragraphs take on a voyeuristic tone as they 
unfold the intimate details of an entrepreneurial development on campus: 
One night last December, programmer Eric Werness had a great 
idea. As he sat relaxing at his computer, engaged in his favourite 
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pastime -- crunching code -- he tuned in to National Public 
Radio online. The show set him thinking about an application 
that could automatically search out and bundle his favourite 
radio programs and then deliver them to his MP3 player. 
Suddenly, he was more eager than relaxed. 
 
A few days later, he mentioned the idea to Peter Venech, a friend 
who had recently landed $1 million to start a new venture 
incubator. Venech loved the idea and offered Werness $250,000 
in seed money to create the software. A few days after that, he 
swayed Ravi Paidipaty, an up-and-coming entrepreneur, into 
becoming the venture's CEO. BroadcastBuilder was born. 
 
As far as Internet startups go, the history of BroadcastBuilder 
sounds fairly typical. The difference, however, is that none of the 
players is old enough to buy beer. (206) 
 
As the article goes on to elaborate, the three young men 
specifically identified in this extract were effectively students at Yale, and in 
the process of sealing their business arrangements while working out of their 
student accommodation quarters. What is to be particularly noted is the level 
of business literacy and management competence that they are credited with 
in speedily cobbling together such an entrepreneurial start-up; as opposed to 
being coerced into, and satisfying themselves with, low-wage labour 
conditions working the late shift in a fast-food outlet in order to afford some 
extra disposable income, so to speak. Their behaviour in this brief extract 
reflects at least some savvy appreciation of investment mechanics, including 
financing, growth structure, management frameworks, talent recruitment and 
a qualitative sensitivity towards market differentiation and brand presence. 
These youths are not wholly caught up in the consumption of leisure, but also 
actively seek fulfillment through work. If anything, they appear to be 
manifestations of youth workaholics, a phenomenon particularly interpreted 
as a potentially anarchic threat to the pre-existing cultural and ethical fabric:  
There is a new undergraduate economic ecosystem emerging, 
where rather than dropping out of school to create their 
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enterprises, many student entrepreneurs are opting to stay in 
school. Instead of going pro, so to speak, they're using their 
student and alumni connections to find and incubate new ideas, 
hire employees, and raise money -- while carrying full course 
loads. … More than 30 years after young people rallied around 
Timothy Leary's mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out," students 
want to "drop in" to launch their own startups. (206) 
 
Where the mythic stereotype of a youth entrepreneur used to be 
that of a school drop-out made good -- popular icons like Bill Gates and 
Michael Dell come immediately to mind -- the rising trend in the dot.com era 
appears instead to be for youths to straddle both student life and business 
venture simultaneously. As Cook explained earlier, the cultural geography of 
college life offers itself as a rich resource to fuel business startups. And, the 
workaholic tendency is here positioned as an antithesis to the subterranean, 
hedonistic values associated with youth culture; instead of dropping out of 
school, these youths are enthusiastic about remaining within easy access of 
the "undergraduate economic ecosystem". It is not just the rare revolutionary 
pushing the boundaries, as Cook might have seemed to make himself out to be 
in the previous section, but rather an entire landscape of adolescent capitalists 
jumping on the bandwagon as easily and conveniently as they might have 
bought into a fashion trend. 
For one thing, this new mode of exploiting campus privileges 
proves a critical -- as well as practical -- problem for the academic institution. 
A highlighted quote in this article, attributed to Harvard dean Harry Lewis, 
asserts that: "A student whose main activity on campus is running a business 
is missing the basic reason for being here." (208) The conflict, as expressed in 
this remark, is that such business management activities are seen to be 
contrary, even detrimental, to the broad learning agenda that such institutions 
are prepared to offer. The exact parameters of this "basic reason for being 
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here" are only hinted at by the writer here, but nonetheless they can be 
inferred from the contextual arguments as basically serving a kind of cultural 
and intellectual induction into the old industrial economy. This is further 
reflected in the following extract, which also seeks to illustrate the conflict of 
values that characterises this dorm room economy: 
According to these "drop in" students, however, the controversy 
is the result of academic hysteria about commercialisation being 
the cool, new extracurricular activity. Others believe they are 
pioneers pushing for a new kind of education, one which does 
not turn up its nose at commercialism; indeed, one that raises 
business innovation to the same level of more traditional 
intellectual pursuits. … "It used to be that school was an 
incubation period when you were on a path to building a career," 
[sophomore David] Pozen says. "But these students are breaking 
that code and diving head first into the market. By staying in 
school and passing, they're redefining the role Yale students play 
in the community." (208-10) 
 
The first perspective expressed here represents the protest 
articulated by entrepreneurial students, against what they identify as an 
unjust and uncalled-for "academic hysteria about commercialisation". To their 
chagrin, the entrepreneurial ethos has been rhetorically marginalised as a 
trendy engagement that remains markedly below the status of "more 
traditional intellectual pursuits", and the entrepreneurial "drop in" youths are 
thus defined in this narrative as being engaged in an ideological conflict with 
certain elitist, anti-commercial intellectuals. In this light, the expressed 
agenda of these youths is presented as a kind of idealistic revolution against 
academic disdain, to elevate their quest for "business innovation" to a status 
worthy of academic respect. What this would ultimately entail, we might 
expect, is institutional recognition of financial literacy and entrepreneurial 
competence as being culturally and intellectually crucial to their 
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undergraduate experience at least, if not throughout the broader context of 
general education. 
The second perspective, on the other hand, foregrounds the 
socio-cultural hierarchy that might conventionally operate to suppress, or 
marginalise, the possibilities of youth entrepreneurship. The university's 
instruments of youth management, as identified in terms of how this has 
imposed limits on the scope of their student activities, are seen to enforce a 
wider cultural discourse that essentially undermines the idea that youths 
might function as qualified participants within the structure of the business 
world, and also confines their social role to the lower ranks of industrial 
employment. This broad cultural convention is indeed directly challenged by 
the notion of entrepreneurial youth, as indicated by the expression "[b]ut 
these students are breaking that code and diving head first into the market". 
The dramatic conflict here is that of youths rejecting the established pecking 
order and instead taking the opportunity to enter into the business sphere 
even in their capacity as matriculated students. Rather than subject 
themselves to the expectation that they would have to obediently serve a 
symbolic apprenticeship as a junior worker in the cultural and chronological 
scheme of things, these youths are seen seeking to carve out new positions of 
advantage within this industrial panopticon through their budding 
entrepreneurial ventures. 
This cultural and ideological rift is further emphasised with a 
report of proceedings at a panel discussion on "identity in the Internet Age", 
during a particular Internet and Society Conference (208). The conflict is 
reconstructed here as a heated showdown between student entrepreneur 
Geoff Cook, founder of the CollegeGate.com portal which offers essay editing 
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services (as introduced in an earlier section above), and senior lecturer Juliet 
Schor: when Cook proudly professes that his company had attained revenue 
earnings of US$40,000 in his sophomore year, which to his credit improved 
during his senior year to a monthly revenue figure of US$60,000, his faculty 
counterpart is portrayed in this article as reacting in a most scathingly 
scornful manner: 
'You're not experiencing college as it should be," blasted Schor, 
who teaches a class in consumer society. "You’re using the 
Harvard brand for your own commercial gain," to which Cook 
replied simply that the university wasn't doing enough for him. 
(208) 
 
This discursive strategy of interpreting student entrepreneurship 
as a betrayal of certain academic ideals, appears to be a constant and 
characteristic theme in many media narratives. In this case, Schor is claiming 
that the Harvard brand represents certain non-commercial ideals which have 
been compromised, even exploited, by Cook. In response, student 
entrepreneurs tend to justify their actions by highlighting their growing 
apprehension that general job prospects after graduation remain increasingly 
unstable and unreliable, as well as to reiterate their refusal to conform to 
certain anti-capitalist sensibilities. As confessed by one student in this report: 
"I feel like I'm less stressed out about grades to get into grad 
school or get a good job because I've created my own job," says 
Joshua Newman, who raised $10 million for Silicon Ivy 
Ventures, an undergraduate venture fund. "If I were spending all 
my training for a sport or working for the Yale Political Union 
because I was preparing to be a senator, I don’t think it would be 
an issue. Professors are uneasy about this extracurricular 
activity because money is exchanging hands. They see it as too 
crass to mix with liberal arts." (210) 
 
Joshua Newman, as quoted above here, is seen to interpret the 
entrepreneurial ethic as a commitment to creating the conditions of his own 
employment, rather than relying on the vague outcomes and dubious rewards 
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that supposedly await him and his peers at the end of the educational process. 
There is also a conflict of values here, in how he identifies the negativity that 
certain professors express against explicit money-making, as a form of 
snobbery and prejudice. This youth is at least more optimistic about being 
able to solve his own problems, as compared to the fears and anxieties 
expressed in youth welfare interviews, as encountered in Chapter Three, 
which sometimes appear to characterise young people as remaining 
psychologically traumatised by the uncertainty of job opportunities, and 
fearful of being exploited by business corporations once they leave the school's 
protective shelter. In this context, the phenomenon of youth entrepreneurship 
is nonetheless still framed as an unnatural, even surreal, configuration of 
subculture norms. Implicit in this narrative, too, is the expectation of a kind of 
cyclical reversal in time to come, to reinstate the conservative sense of order: 
Still, many university professors, administrators, and financial 
experts question these student activities, especially as venture 
capital dries up and experience is again becoming the most-
valued commodity. "There is an exaggerated sense of 
opportunity right now and the market is highly volatile," says 
economist Robert Shiller, author of Irrational Exuberance, a 
book on today's stock market. He believes that starting an 
Internet company in college is now more about fad than real 
opportunity. He says a lot of these startups are being driven by 
media hype about dot-com millionaires, who have become many 
students' new heroes, the era's rock stars. 
 
So it remains to be seen whether this new breed of "drop in" 
students -- and their backers -- are agents of change, forcing an 
evolution in education, or merely arrogant and over-driven 
dream seekers who are sacrificing vital learning time. (207-8) 
 
In this case, the efforts of the entrepreneurial youths are in a 
sense derided as mere mimicry and empty posturing -- "more about a fad" -- 
and this is associated with the same juvenile tendency in youth culture that is 
prone to mindlessly idolising and superficially aping popular celebrities. The 
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primary difference this time around, is that the pantheon of youth idols now 
come in the guise of "dot-com millionaires". There is without doubt a 
pronounced scepticism articulated here as to whether entrepreneurial 
engagement is any viable substitute for old-fashioned academia. Nonetheless, 
the entrepreneurial youth movement is also grudgingly acknowledged as 
potentially inspiring an "evolution in education". The crucial stakes, as we 
might make out, might ultimately need to be framed in terms of real learning 
outcomes; however those might come to be defined or contested. At the very 
least, though, this will entail assessing whether literacy in business-building 
skills might prove just as relevant to the youth, as compared to the "vital 
learning time" devoted to traditional academia. Even as this is being worked 
out, we might observe a discursive tension between the institutions that 
advocate the moderation of students' economic activities on the one hand, and 
those who are keen on encouraging the emergent entrepreneurial sensibility 
that characterises the dot.com era, on the other. 
There is still much scepticism to be observed here, though, about 
the future viability of youth entrepreneurship. This is addressed elsewhere in 
the same article, with the claim that successful 19-year-old entrepreneurs 
remain a minority: 
While there is always the argument for learning from 
experience, many financial observers say that very few of these 
college business plans have real promise. "Napster aside, the 
majority of successful Internet businesses were not started by 
19-year-olds," says Dana Serman, a vice president of equity 
research for investment bank Lazard Freres. "In school, it is 
difficult for them to get perspective and do their homework on 
the nature of these industries. I think getting as much exposure 
to the world at large through internships and jobs with 
experienced business people is really essential." (208) 
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In this case, homework and entrepreneurship are seen to 
symbolise opposites sets of values respectively, instead of being potentially 
mutually supportive opportunities for learning. The interviewee here also 
argues for some formal instruments to manage entrepreneurial energies, 
through the advocacy of "internships" and "jobs with experienced business 
people". The rhetoric behind these recommendations, then, aims to reaffirm 
the subordinate status of youth as a culturally, economically and perhaps even 
pedagogically desirable condition. Still, a broader crisis at stake here is that 
the wave of youth entrepreneurship might also impact on the very commercial 
conditions that enable universities to function, and professors to earn their 
living. To this end, some professors are even moved to suggest that student 
entrepreneurship might be the lesser of two potential evils, the other being 
that students might choose to drop out of school altogether because they 
prefer to pursue entrepreneurial options on their own: 
"We're moving into a new era," laments Dr. Chet Gardner, who 
is vice president of Economic Development for the University of 
Illinois. "Funding student ideas will benefit the university and 
help attract and retain the kind of faculty and students who 
might otherwise go to a school that is more friendly to 
entrepreneurs." (212) 
 
The particular use of the verb "lament" highlights that the 
spokesperson here feels a sense of frustration, in having to consider an 
unwilling compromise. The effort to accommodate and even grudgingly 
encourage student entrepreneurship on campus is offered as a logical 
response, at the very least, to prevent students from taking their businesses to 
more entrepreneur-friendly institutions. Nonetheless, the very possibility of 
such a compromise is also seen as a move that jeopardises the academic 
institution's traditional sense of integrity: in order to maintain student 
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enrollment levels professors would need to demonstrate the same kind of 
entrepreneurial competence they might previously have sought to discourage 
their students from pursuing. To some degree, this discursive contradiction 
might thus be seen to underscore the expressed anxiety about youth 
entrepreneurship.  
One practical solution has emerged: containing the youths' 
entrepreneurial zeal within academic exercises. This is addressed through the 
channel of business plan competitions, which also serve as an institutional 
platform for legitimising entrepreneurial youth talent. The composition and 
analysis of a business plan typically demands both a sense of financial literacy, 
as well as a formal appreciation for the effective orchestration of competitive 
product and services offerings, value chain management, cashflow strategies, 
and investment returns, as they unfold over time. The competition process 
also serves to translate entrepreneurial ideas into more traditionally-
appreciated modes of academic participation and performance, as the format 
of submission and evaluation primarily entails conventional reports and 
supporting appendices. This has proved popular enough that the November 
14, 2000 edition of Business2.0 featured a section on this phenomenon, titled 
"Class Acts" (Wallace 196-203). The subheading announces: 
Business-plan contests around the country are turning into 
capitalist beauty pageants. Three stand apart from the 
competition. (197) 
 
The three candidates highlighted here are thus identified as 
being leaders of the entrepreneurial pack. At the same time, though, the 
deprecating characterisation of business-plan contests as "capitalist beauty 
pageants" also serves to undermine the credibility of the whole situation. 
While this, on the one hand, indicates that a significant cohort of young 
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students might already possess an awareness of and appreciation for themes 
related to management theories and business structure, it also frames the 
phenomenon as a kind of superficial and decadent vanity parade. Nonetheless, 
the media accounts do seem to reflect the views of academic figures who 
might opt to see the discourse of youth entrepreneurship in a more positive 
light. This difference hinges on interpreting the conflict between business and 
academic interests as a potentially synergistic encounter instead, between 
youth entrepreneur and institutional mentor: 
"We're creating the climate and the opportunity to put these 
ideas to work right away," says Mark Fraga, director of the 
entrepreneurial studies program at The Wharton School of the 
University of Pennsylvania, whose competition this year drew 
more than 200 startup teams. "If you're working on your own 
business plan, we provide deadlines and mentoring help so that 
even if it doesn’t go well they have at least gained the 
experience." (197) 
 
This brief quote foregrounds the instructional value in 
supporting students in the development of their entrepreneurial literacy, even 
if the proposed ventures might not ultimately result in viable commercial 
spin-offs. This perspective essentially suggests at least that the structure of the 
entrepreneurial startup process might prove in itself to constitute a valid and 
valuable pedagogical framework suited to the needs of contemporary students 
who might be inclined towards developing some degree of business and 
organisational literacy. It is also significant to note that the student candidates 
featured here represent interest areas and cultural agendas that lie outside the 
conventional domain of youth interests. The three highlighted business plan 
favourites are a trio of MBA graduates with an online clearing house for 
insurance policies (198); a trio of MIT students, judging from the full-page 
photograph likely to be in their late-teens and very early twenties, who 
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proposed an open computing platform for "massively parallel" user networks 
(200); and a team of twentysomething Stanford University engineers with a 
wireless applications solution for handheld computing devices (202). As 
established in the same Business2.0 introduction: 
… their attitude represents a shift in the traditional power 
dynamic. Confident of their close connections to new 
technological ideas, they are no longer asking what they can do 
for the old network. Instead, they are forming a network of their 
own -- one that isn’t based on geography, or school, but on a 
common interest in building new businesses. Their venue of 
choice: business plan competitions. Last spring, the Yale 
Entrepreneurial Society sponsored its first business plan 
competition in which it offered $50,000 in seed financing to the 
winner. Only one of the teams was comprised entirely of Yale 
students. Mostly, the businesses included students from many 
colleges who connected through this new informal student 
entrepreneur network. (Lahmann-Haupt 210) 
 
Entrepreneurial-minded youths are credited here as being 
motivated enough to improvise their own community connections in response 
to the lack of appropriate support from their colleges, and as a result place 
significantly less value on being appended to legacy networks of the old 
economy. They are thus passionately collaborative yet competitive in the 
pursuit of their own business missions. In short, this dramatises the emergent 
discourse of entrepreneurial, pro-active youth as a transformation in the 
fundamental characterisation of youth. The idea of a "new informal student 
entrepreneur network" to some degree mirrors those underlying the various 
subculture narratives and other youth culture configurations examined in 
Chapter Three, even if the ideological motivation might be different. 
Ultimately, this could perhaps crucially signal a new turn in the discourse of 




IV. VALUING ENTREPRENEURIAL YOUTH. 
Within the broad narratives of the dot.com era, 
entrepreneurially-inclined youths have also been viewed as crucial engines of 
growth in the capitalist economy. This section considers two avenues of 
thought on how such youth talents might be seen as a productive and 
culturally-desirable resource, as have emerged in the popular media. 
 
a. Youth as Workhorse.    
One key text that illuminates the phenomenon of 
entrepreneurial youth in this respect is The Rise of the Creative Class 
(Florida), which contextualises the cultural transformations generally 
associated with the New Economy within a wider historical narrative of 
industrial production. In particular, this text focusses on how the cultural 
geography of newly-emerging creative industries might be decoded to better 
appreciate the novel configurations of talents and resources that contribute to 
growing and sustaining innovative and competitive business communities in 
the New Economy. And, unlike the more sensational media accounts of youth 
entrepreneurs gone amok, this text by comparison is framed as a relatively 
credible and authoritative source: at the time of publication -- as documented 
in the author's profile on the back flap -- Florida held the distinguished 
academic position of H. John Heinz III Professor of Regional Economic 
Development, at the Heinz School of Public Policy and Management, Carnegie 
Mellon University.  
The presentation of research findings here takes the form of an 
ethnographic exploration: as also described on the book's front-flap, this text 
"weaves story-telling with a massive body of research" in order to establish 
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and decode the ethos and demographics that define the emergent creative 
class in the US. Florida argues that the members of this class are already in 
effect cultural leaders who determine the future of workplaces, companies, 
and cities in the US, and possibly the rest of the world in time to come. Woven 
through this research, thus, is what might function as the equivalent of a sub-
plot on the roles and expectations of youths in this new working order: 
Furthermore, one group that has been neglected by most 
communities, at least until recently, is young people. Young 
workers have typically been thought of as transients who 
contribute little to a city's bottom line. But in the Creative Age, 
they matter for two reasons. First, they are workhorses: They are 
able to work longer and harder, and are more prone to take 
risks, precisely because they are young and childless. In rapidly 
changing industries, it's often the recent graduates who have the 
most up-to-date skills. This is why so many leading companies 
from Microsoft to Goldman Sachs and McKinsey aggressively 
target them in their recruiting strategies. 
 
Second, people are staying single longer. As we have already 
seen, the average age of marriage for both men and women has 
risen some five years over the past generation. (Florida 294-5) 
 
The blunt characterisation of youths as "workhorses" here, 
comes across as both unapologetic and even complimentary. Rather than 
justifying exploitative labour, this in fact valourises the condition of youth as a 
competitive advantage in the labour market, in that young people have a 
naturally-endowed edge in the form of better physical health and stamina. 
This is further established as a vital national resource, in that the recruitment 
of youths here -- with the appropriate creative talents, of course -- is 
rationalised as a way of facilitating higher and faster returns on business 
investments, since these young workers are not yet burdened by various 
physical and social limitations that might otherwise compromise their 
productivity.  
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In striking ways, these propositions contrast with the narratives 
of youth as encountered in Chapter Three, which generally present the 
employment of youths as limited to various entry level, non-critical positions. 
Florida acknowledges this difference here, in indicating that "[y]oung workers 
have typically been thought of as transients who contribute little to a city's 
bottom line". Rather than passively seeing it as a socially-mandated rite of 
passage, or a moratorium period to experiment with youth subcultures, 
Florida's observation is that many youths in schools today are indeed not 
disinclined to picking up "the most up-to-date skills" to better their 
employment prospects, nor are they always ignorant or sceptical of workplace 
opportunities and corporate agendas. To this end, Florida proposes that the 
presence of young people throughout the creative industries today reflects a 
growing eagerness to develop "front-loaded careers". This accounts for the 
increasingly active role of youths in business culture by rationalising that 
physical investment in work is most profitably maintained at an inverse 
relation to age, in order to compensate for decreasing physical endurance and 
an increasing attachment to creature comforts as one gets older. Thus: 
[i]n most Creative Class occupations, people manage their 
careers by "front-loading" -- working excruciatingly long and 
hard at the onset of their professional lives in the hope that it 
will pay off in greater income, marketability and mobility later. 
(Florida 154) 
 
Florida characterises his young interviewees as being highly 
valued and even passionately courted by potential employers, on account of 
their potential contribution to economic production. The path of pursuing a 
"professional life" is here presented as a move towards more attractive 
employment possibilities, and this thus locates youths within positive and 
profitable narratives of career fulfillment. Florida's emphasis on -- and 
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enthusiasm for -- the resource of youth talent is evident in his repeated use of 
the vivid "workhorse" metaphor. A separate section of his book further 
elaborates that: 
[y]oung recent graduates are the workhorses of the Creative 
Economy. Often they have the most up-to-date skills in fields 
like computing, or consulting or turbo-finance, and being young 
and unattached they are able to work ridiculous hours. Rather 
than being groomed slowly for advancement, they are thrown 
quickly to the front lines to see what they can do. And the young 
people set to it with a vengeance. They do so partly because they 
relish the challenge but also because, in a fluid market, this is 
the time to make your mark. You are hot now. If you want to be 
hot later -- if you want to be calling the shots rather than waiting 
for calls, and have people bidding for you rather than screening 
your resume -- you need to be on the star track. Whereas if you 
acquire a reputation as just another hacker, you may spend the 
rest of your days on the hack track. (Florida 155) 
 
This could explain why corporate recruiters have come to 
interpret this urgency to transcend the "hack track", so to speak, as a vital 
indication of talent and potential. In a similar manner, the feature article 
"Capturing Eardrums", which appeared in the May 2000 edition of Wired 
magazine (McNichol 246-53), fleshes out a profile of youth entrepreneur-
activists who resort to guerrilla recruitment strategies in order to access and 
recruit such potentially "star track" candidates on campus. The opening 
paragraphs of this text are structured like a gripping suspense novel, following 
the CEO of Tellme Networks, Mike McCue, on a crucial mission in the late 
hours of the night. The very first two sentences effectively dramatise the 
underlying agenda: 
Mike McCue has figured out the secret to attracting star 
employees to his Silicon Valley startup: free pizza. 
 
Free pizza at midnight, to be precise, pizza that McCue -- 
respected Netscape veteran and now CEO of Tellme Networks -- 
will personally deliver to the Stanford computer lab, hoping to 
cajole a handful of top students into quitting school and joining 
his startup. (McNichol 246) 
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As in the case of Florida's commentary, the characterisation of 
potential youth employees in this piece of reportage is also established in 
highly positive, complimentary terms: they are no less than future "star 
employees", the cream of "top students", and most certainly considered prized 
catches to be eloquently seduced away from their laboratory tinkering. In the 
middle of the night here, in this Stanford campus, there is a significantly 
desirable breed of students who are in fact not above putting in extra hours in 
school, or rejecting any invitations to dance club rave parties, all the better to 
obsess over their own engineering projects. This trait is essential to 
maintaining the lifeblood of the entrepreneurial youth community, since: 
… Tellme isn't interested in any student engineers who think 
they have something better to do than sit in front of their 
computers at midnight. 
 
"We're basically looking for people without lives," McCue says, 
laughing." (248) 
 
Even as these youths have taken the initiative to forsake the 
same leisure pursuits that their peers engage in, they are here represented as 
being both maniacally motivated, results-oriented individuals, as well as 
pitiable anti-social nerds who are aware that their workaholic bent in fact 
renders them marginalised by the social circuit. Although the main thrust of 
the feature remains focussed on the relatively novel telephone-based, voice-
activated information portal that Tellme Networks was seeking to take to 
market, as well as assessing the various real-world implementation challenges 
that it would have to negotiate in order to successfully fulfill its customer 
promises, the dramatic core of this narrative seems to be that the likely 
success of Tellme Networks remains entirely dependent on the aggressive, 
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unconventional talent recruitment strategies that are essential to keeping the 
projects well-staffed with the appropriate undergraduate youth talents.  
From the senior management team right down to the most 
junior of prospective employees, the key commonality is that every single 
significant character encountered within this narrative validates the 
characterisation of youth as a strategic and valuable business resource. While 
McCue himself is 32 years old at the time of publication, his credentials as a 
youth business innovator is established here by referencing his prior 
connection with the pioneering dot.com startup Netscape, as a sometime peer 
of the iconic Marc Andreessen. Riding with him on this recruitment raid are 
production director "22-year-old Web whiz Angus Davis, a fellow Netscapee"; 
and Tellme cofounder Hadi Partovi, having at 27 years of age already made a 
name in the industry as an "erstwhile leader in Microsoft's Internet Explorer 
team" (246). Rather than reference the vocabulary of corporate hierarchy in 
explaining their working relationships, these youths prefer to represent their 
team dynamics in terms of complementary personalities and professional 
strengths: 
"I'm not like Angus or Mike, who break away from the crowd to 
do something entirely new," says Partovi. "I'm more the type to 
take the thing I'm doing and just do it better than anybody else." 
(251) 
 
This candid statement, as much as it might have been conceived 
as a pre-meditated plug to enhance Partovi's own public image, differs 
distinctively from the typical youth's self-image as encountered in Chapter 
Three, particularly in the case of those relating to the discourse of career 
development. Where the narratives of youth culture research portray youth as 
wary of industrial relations, being victimised by the exercise of power in the 
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workplace, and lacking the ability to engage in a particular career or 
professional field on their own terms, Partovi's comments here might be seen 
to characterise him as highly capable of critical self-reflection, consciously 
aware of his personal temperament and its place within the team dynamics, 
and being able to articulate and appreciate the differences between his own 
talents and that of his collaborators, as well as potential market competitors. 
These are perhaps the qualities necessary for being a successful career front-
loader. The underlying mode of characterisation in this entrepreneurial 
discourse thus encourages a sense of youth identity that is personally 
responsible for the self's own career success, as well as for seeking and 
establishing viable collaborative structures amongst one's peers in order to 
accomplish professional goals related to this. There is markedly less of an 
appeal to public sympathy or political concessions, or even institutional 
indulgence for the aimless dalliances of youth. Returning to Florida's 
language: these workhorses also strive to control the reins. 
 
b. Campus as Frontier of Criticism. 
The business practice of raiding college grounds actually appears 
to have been established long before Tellme's CEO started harvesting 
promising talents off campuses. In one account, according to journalist and 
cultural critic Naomi Klein in No Logo, it was the growth of the US college 
sports industry that made students a lot more aware of the discourse of 
commercialisation and the rhetoric of talent-hawking. This semi-academic 
institutional convention quickly became inseparable from the corporate 
agenda behind it, as: 
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… in more recent history, commercialism had already become a 
major part of campus life before brands even arrived. For 
instance, US college sports is a big business in its own right with 
sales of merchandise generating $2.75 billion in 1997, a higher 
figure than the merchandising sales of the National Basketball 
Association, Major League Baseball and the National Hockey 
League. (Klein 96)  
 
While Klein's main point is to highlight the worrying 
pervasiveness of corporate discourse in schools, and how there has thus far 
been little attention drawn to the ethical and cultural ramifications of this 
phenomenon, what is also implicit within this argument is how schools and 
classrooms themselves are perhaps the last standing frontier of critical 
scrutiny and engagement. More crucially, though, this corporate 
encroachment even threatens to overwhelm the discourse of education 
through the level of curriculum design, as companies vie to insert their own 
business histories and market narratives into the pedagogical process:  
Of course the companies crashing the school gate have nothing 
against education. Students should by all means learn, they say, 
but why don't they read about our company, write about our 
brand, research their own brand preferences or come up with a 
drawing for our next ad campaign? Teaching students and 
building brand awareness, these corporations seem to believe, 
can be two aspects of the same project. (Klein 89) 
 
This might particularly account for the development of youth 
entrepreneurship within these circles, as McCarthy proposes in response, in 
an article titled "Thinking About the Cultural Studies of Education in a Time 
of Recession: Learning to Labor and the Work of Aesthetics in Modern Life": 
As the author of No Logo (2000) Naomi Klein insisted, it is the 
aesthetics of entrepreneurial identities and labels, logos and 
brands, that has displaced the manufacture of products as the 
heart and soul of what makes post-Fordist capitalism tick. 
(McCarthy 157-8) 
 
The inevitable result is apparently that "[a]ll of this has placed a 
special interpretive strain and test of relevance on the analytical powers of 
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neo-Marxist scholarship in education." (McCarthy 159) As companies and 
corporations compete for the attention of these youths on campus, their 
insidious marketing discourse threatens to seduce the student body towards a 
state of smug consumerist apathy. This in turn feeds back into the classroom, 
where: 
[m]ost professors speak of the slow encroachment of the mall 
mentality, arguing that the more campuses act and look like 
malls, the more students behave like consumers. They tell 
stories of students filling out their course-evaluation forms with 
all the smug self-righteousness of a tourist responding to a 
customer-satisfaction form at a large hotel chain. "Most of all I 
dislike the attitude of calm consumer expertise that pervades the 
responses. I'm disturbed by the serene belief that my function -- 
and more important, Freud's, or Shakespeare's, or Blake's -- is to 
divert, entertain, and interest," writes University of Virginia 
professor Mark Edmunson in Harper's magazine. A professor of 
Toronto's York University, where there is a full-fledged mall on 
campus, tells me that his students slip into class slurping grande 
lattes, chat in the back and slip out. They're cruising, shopping, 
disengaged. (Klein 98) 
 
The use of the verb "shopping" here serves to associate student 
disinterest with the posturing lethargy of leisure consumption and shopping 
mall culture. On the other hand, though, this scenario might simultaneously 
be seen to characterise the professors in question as likewise "cruising" and 
"disengaged" with the emergent cultural changes that their students have been 
busy adapting to. In this case, the students caught in the headlights here -- 
"slip[ing] into class slurping grande lattes" -- also seem to correspond in 
description to that of the youth entrepreneurs characterised in the texts 
examined earlier in this chapter. Instead of blanking out at the back, we might 
imagine that they are instead preoccupied with mulling over their 
entrepreneurial possibilities, or are lost in critical self-evaluation of their own 
management performance of late. We might thus more critically interpret this 
stand-off as a failure in communication: the students at the back might be 
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marginalised by the lecturer's pedagogic and professional idealism, so to 
speak, just as the lecturer might possibly misread the students' so-called "mall 
mentality". This breakdown might to some degree also be seen to reflect a 
separate observation by During, who discussed how the mechanics of 
practising and teaching cultural studies are closely dependent on the fact that 
"generational differences between students and teachers loom large". (63) 
This conflict in decoding the signifiers is thus possibly symptomatic of a larger 
shift in cultural structures. It also directly problematises the status of cultural 
studies, as is succinctly pointed out in McCarthy: 
This shifting terrain of identity and affiliation has overtaken 
neo-Marxist scholarship in education. Categories and metaphors 
that had been relied on in the past to unscramble social relations 
and dynamics now seem challenged by the new circumstances of 
contemporary education, work, and leisure. (159) 
 
To this end, McCarthy sees the discourse of youth 
entrepreneurship as providing a kind of aesthetic structure to the youths' 
experiences as students; a perspective that also conveniently happens to be 
shared by the administration: 
The new consumer is the new citizen, whose aesthetics of 
existence are now ever more deeply imbricated in a 
universalisation of the entrepreneurial spirit and the 
propagation of the redemptive neoliberal value of choice. 
Nowhere do we see this cultural morphing of capital and the 
citizen more than in schooling. Students now approach their 
school and university curricula as the savvy consumer shopping 
for courses. And courses are weighted by educational 
administrations on the basis on their "drawing power" -- the 
numbers of enrollees per class. (McCarthy 160) 
 
However, in labelling the youths as "new consumers", this 
interpretive framework seems to imply that such student-citizens might not be 
informed or empowered by the "entrepreneurial spirit" in any significant way. 
Campus routines might change, curricula patterns might be modified, but in 
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this case at least, the entrepreneurial mindset merely brings a greater degree 
of "savvy consumer shopping". Attempts to contextualise this development 
have looked to interrogating its historical, geographical and cultural 
dimensions. Klein, for one, finds it helpful to locate this within the broad 
political history of the US, and argues that the cultural geography of campuses 
is in fact specifically structured to reiterate an ideologically-defined division of 
specialisations and subjects : 
Until the mid-nineties, the growing corporate influence in 
education and research seemed to be taking place exclusively in 
the engineering departments, management schools and science 
labs. Campus radicals had always been prone to dismiss these 
faculties as hopelessly compromised right-wing bastions: who 
cared what was happening on that side of campus, so long as the 
more traditionally progressive fields (literature, cultural studies, 
political science, history and fine arts) were left alone? And as 
long as professors and students in the arts and humanities 
remained indifferent to this radical shift in campus culture and 
priorities, they were free to pursue other interests -- and there 
were many on offer. (Klein 104)  
 
In this light, the status of cultural studies, among other subjects, 
is problematised here through the intriguing oxymoron "traditionally 
progressive". In the end, it is perhaps this conceptual contradiction that has 
resulted in the marginalisation of entrepreneurial narratives within the field, 
since: 
[m]uch of the limitation of contemporary neo-Marxist 
discourses in addressing the dynamic movement of cultural and 
economic capital today has to do with a tendency toward a 
residual structuralist realism that both reifies and privileges 
notions of an authentic working class, a territorially bounded 
nation-state and an economy understood in terms of the 
language of commodity production and accumulation. 
(McCarthy 160) 
 
Thus, as might be also inferred from the examination of 
entrepreneurial youth narratives here, it would seem that the exploration of 
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an entrepreneurial dimension within cultural studies might come to place an 
entire established tradition of cultural and critical criticism at stake.  
 
V. CONCLUSION. 
Collectively, these narratives might be seen to signal a change in 
popular consciousness that is at odds with a number of institutionalised 
assumptions about youth and youth culture. And, as suggested at the 
beginning of this chapter, some fundamental transformations stand to be 
considered, not just in the theorisation of youth culture but also in the 
understanding of how youth experiences are being structured in the New 
Economy. It is perhaps for these reasons that the kid-with-a-nipple-ring Fast 
Company feature on the growing role of youth talents -- as addressed earlier 
in this chapter -- might have felt it justified to propose that: "Sure, the 
economy is changing -- but our collective psychology is changing even more" 
(Kirschenbaum 80). What this attempts to suggest is that for some, at least, 
the reign of dot.com youth entrepreneurs might have been short-lived, but 
their impact on social conventions and cultural narratives has been a lot more 
significant. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: ENTREPRENEURIAL TALES AND THEORY 
 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
This chapter addresses four broad areas of discussion: firstly, it 
considers how certain elements of youth culture associated with the dot.com 
boom might be seen to complicate older and more conventional modes of 
representing youths in some interesting ways; secondly, it looks into the 
possibilities and limits of addressing these emergent youth texts and contexts 
through the resources of cultural studies, as established in Chapter Three; 
thirdly, it further explores the discursive implications when values of 
entrepreneurship are dramatised as being in direct conflict with certain 
institutions of authority, at least within the media narratives of 
entrepreneurial youths; and finally it considers how all this might impact the 
theorisation of youth culture in the period after the dot.com boom. Such an 
approach remains wholly central to the broad agenda of the discipline: the 
preface to Hebdige's Subcultures, by Terence Hawkes, for instance, highlights 
the need to constantly update "the assumptions and presuppositions that 
support the literary disciplines in their conventional form," on the basis that 
"[m]odes and categories inherited from the past no longer seem to fit the 
reality experienced by a new generation." (vii) In the process, we might come 
to realise the extent to which a number of the boundaries and conventions 
conceptualised in response to the challenges of the past might be productively 
reconsidered, all the better to account for and negotiate with the emergent 
cultural circumstances associated with the New Economy, and re-centre our 
attention on the presence and functions of youth narratives within 
contemporary teaching and learning contexts. 
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II. REPRESENTING YOUTH IN THE NEW ECONOMY. 
This section considers the discursive conventions of youth 
representation, both in media narratives as well as within the discourse of 
cultural studies. This is in order to further illuminate the structural 
characteristics of youth narratives as they might exist within the research 
texts, particularly in relation to the theme of youth entrepreneurship, and also 
to consider the extent to which we might productively address the 
appreciation of youth entrepreneurship through the theoretical discourse. In 
relation to this, we might even consider the challenges that could arise in 
attempting to frame theoretical or pedagogical responses to these 
entrepreneurial developments. As unconventional as some of the following 
observations might seem at first, they remain inspired by a central mode of 
critical intervention within the practice of cultural studies, that foregrounds 
how such projects might be primarily constituted to: 
observ[e] the use of objects and artifacts and the conjunctions of 
discourses and being "surprised" about their new articulations, 
not in textual forms but as they are worked on, used, shaken and 
stirred for purpose in living ways through practices on the 
profane grounds of history. Intersections, reversals, unexpected 
combinations, repositioning within unlikely contexts, 
inappropriate exaggerations in inappropriate contexts, reversals 
in polarity, monitoring others for affects of enacting particular 
discourses and their recombinations and reordering in that light 
-- all these practice-based workings of discourses are the stuff of 
ethnography and can yield contents, meanings, ideas of 
difference just hanging in the air that exploit the always slipping, 
never properly to be known relations between signifier and 
signified. (Willis "Twenty-five" 176) 
 
Indeed, this dissertation's attempt to introduce youth 
entrepreneurship as a research theme within this dimension of cultural 
studies might thus serve as a means to access such "workings of discourses", 
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in order to engage with the rhetorical limits of the theoretical discourse as it 
seeks to respond to the articulation of what appears to be a novel domain of 
youth identity and experience. 
 
a. New Youth Narratives. 
The scholarly texts on youth culture encountered in Chapter 
Three might be seen to reflect certain underlying cultural and ideological 
assumptions that drove each respective period of research. As such, the 
construction of youth narratives within this broad discourse might be noted to 
serve first and foremost as a record of scholarly performances located within 
specific cultural -- and ideological -- contexts, rather than as a reflection of 
empirical reality. In fact, this sort of meta-textual awareness has been 
emphasised as a key aspect of the discipline, reminding us that we are 
constantly having to deal with scholarship as a form of complexly mediated 
records. Jones, for instance, highlights how Raymond Williams had argued 
that textual processes in general actually constitute and crucially reveal their 
own respective "selective tradition[s]":  
"We need to distinguish three levels of culture, even in its most 
general definition. There is the lived culture of a particular time 
and place, only fully accessible to those living in that time and 
place. There is the recorded culture, of every kind, from art to 
the most everyday facts: the culture of a period. There is also, as 
the factor connecting lived culture and period cultures, the 
culture of the selective tradition. … Theoretically, a period is 
recorded; in practice, this record is absorbed into a selective 
tradition, and both are different from the culture as lived." 
(Jones 21) 
 
As such, we might also understand that the discourse of cultural 
studies is thus characterised by how its own selective criteria is applied to 
capturing and representing youth experiences, in a manner that is coherent 
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with its broad underlying conventions at the point of encounter. As a result, 
we might note that the strategies of representing and interpreting youth texts 
within this discipline are often expressed in terms of an urgent intellectual or 
socio-political intervention to acknowledge and even discursively redeem 
certain neglected or maginalised elements of society. Furthermore, this 
activity is not seen to be a separate venture from attempting to interrogate the 
overarching social and political structures at that point in time, since a 
significant aspect of youth culture research emphasises how: 
[w]e need typologies of (typical) youth careers in education and 
the labour market, housing and family relationships, politics, 
vis-à-vis the justice and state welfare systems, and in leisure and 
consumption. We also need typologies of childhood starting 
points and adult destinations. These are indispensable. (Roberts 
22-3) 
 
These typologies, as implicated here, are thus inherently 
structured through, and simultaneously limited by, the textual strategies of 
selection and rejection, and are constituted as responses to specific contexts 
and conditions. The largely lacking representation of entrepreneurial youth 
within the conventional canon, as a result, might be seen to reflect the nature 
of this very selective strategy within the professional context, with regard to 
acknowledging this predominantly capitalist phenomenon. This perspective 
that filters and orders the presentation of youth narratives within the 
discipline might be broadly identified as a "gaze", in the sense that: 
[o]ur gaze (the way we look, the direction we look, the 
perspective we take in looking) is thus formed by the intents and 
expectations of the cultural artifacts that surround us on a daily 
basis as we got to school, to work, to meet our friends, to shop, 
to the movies, to museums, to catch the train or subway or bus, 
to drive or ride, and so on. (Villaverde 569) 
 
With this in mind, the proliferation of popular media narratives 
about dot.com youth entrepreneurs at the onset of the New Economy might 
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seem to problematise some of these selective criteria that have been in place 
for most of the discipline's history. To some degree, this challenge might be 
effectively formulated as a conflict of story-telling conventions or paradigms, 
in terms previously suggested by Cassidy: 
To borrow an ugly phrase from the social sciences, the Internet 
represented a new paradigm for human development. 
Paradigms are stories (not necessarily true stories) that help 
people to organise their thoughts. (27) 
 
To a considerable extent, the shape of these narratives of 
entrepreneurial youth remains indicative of fundamental shifts in 
assumptions about the socio-economic and material landscape as the result of 
how significant developments in the areas of technology, education, business 
practices, and youth networks have converged to enable young people to 
engage in setting up and running their own businesses with relative ease and 
noticeable success. As considered in Chapter Two, this overall condition is 
often identified as being a general distinguishing feature of the New Economy. 
In a broad historical sense, we can also quite readily compare this trend with 
some earlier formulations on the rise of youth culture, which have observed 
that:  
[s]pecifically, we can cite the relative increase in the spending 
power of working-class youth, the creation of a market designed 
to absorb the resulting surplus, and changes in the education 
system consequent upon the 1944 Butler Act as factors 
contributing to the emergence after the War of a generational 
consciousness amongst the young. (Hebdige Subculture 74) 
 
This time around, though, the modes of access and practices of 
power that are available to the youths in general have materialised not just in 
the form of increased spending power, but also increased productive power, in 
being able to produce and provide significantly profitable economic goods and 
services while equipped with relatively common and widely-available 
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consumer electronic products. This is indeed a relatively novel form of youth 
surplus, which -- as suggested through various sources considered in Chapters 
2 and 4 -- dramatically characterised the dot.com boom. In addition, 
developments in education industries around the world have come to 
foreground yet another wave of "generational consciousness" amongst the 
youth in terms of a looming awareness that they might in fact wield significant 
symbolic power not merely as active and well-funded young consumers, but 
also as a new generation of viable capitalist competitors and business leaders 
in their own right. As a cultural phenomenon, this very sensibility might thus 
be further heightened and encouraged, and perhaps even exaggerated, 
through the various financial literacy programmes that are gaining popularity 
in urban centres around the world, one example being Robert Kiyosaki's Rich 
Dad, Poor Dad series of books, seminars and educational products. While not 
yet entirely ubiquitous across youth contexts around the world, these 
developments have already resulted in certain youth communities across 
India, China and other parts of Asia, for instance, increasingly adopting and 
expressing the same kinds of enterprising traits that characterise these 
narratives of dot.com youth entrepreneurs from the US and the UK. This 
theme, of a wider, even global post-boom entrepreneurial revolution, seems to 
have already attained a certain centrality in business studies texts which focus 
on global economic narratives. Sources such as Hawkins, for example, actually 
invite us to imagine the new climate as something surprising and altogether 
contrary to theoretical expectations thus far, in that: 
[f]rom the stalls of a Moroccan open market to the high-tech 
firms of California's Silicon Valley, entrepreneurship is 
transforming the globe in ways that many who study the world 
have yet to grasp. Perhaps they were expecting a different sort of 
revolution, one in which the chariot of development -- whether 
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socialist or capitalist -- would be drawn by the state. But … we 
are now witnessing the rise of an alternative development 
mechanism. (Hawkins vii)  
 
As such, in this light, we might expect these behavioral patterns 
to indicate certain key directions in how the representation of youth culture 
around the world might be seen to evolve in the near time to come. As has 
been noted, this emergent phenomenon to some extent challenges and 
contradicts a number of the original contexts and assumptions that have 
informed the underlying theoretical conventions of cultural studies thus far. 
Given the nature of the narratives explored in Chapter Four, there are enough 
dramatic episodes throughout the popular media literature on youth 
entrepreneurship to suggest that there might be more than just another form 
of subcultural expression at stake here. As it might appear, there now seems to 
be a rise in entrepreneurial culture and consciousness in many parts of the 
world, and this discourse is also connected to a growing emphasis on 
developing financial literacy across various levels of society, including the 
youths. In turn, as these narratives also dramatise, this situation has 
prompted a reconsideration in certain quarters of how contemporary 
pedagogical agendas are being framed and challenged. The impact of this 
might be seen to be considerable, given that one interesting outcome here, as 
considered in Chapter Four, is that a growing number of educational 
institutions might already be observed to respond to this development by 
proposing new ways in which they might also participate more fully in the 
dialogue on financial literacy and entrepreneurial sensibility, in order to 
remain pedagogically relevant in these areas.  
Representations of the broader business landscape appear to 
have changed as well, in that conditions have become increasingly favourable 
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towards the maintenance of small-scale youth-managed businesses, which 
might even be run on a part-time or hobbyist level with little apparent 
compromise to market competitiveness or efficiency of delivery. On the whole, 
where business culture might have appeared relatively alien to youths in 
general just a decade or two ago, it is now regarded as a more hospitable 
domain, and suitable for adolescent participation. According to the narratives 
as encountered in Chapter Four, where huge industrial mega-corporations 
might have previously wielded great control over the market, the culture of 
youth entrepreneurship has succeeded in carving out its own space, powered 
by little more than a few desktop computers, some customised open-source 
software, and a keen desire to provide simple products and services through 
the Internet. For some of the youths featured in these narratives, there is 
apparently a strong sense of participating in business-building as a casual or 
leisurely experience, even when it might involve multi-million dollar seed 
investments. In many cases, to these youths, the prospect of entrepreneurship 
seems to imply little more commitment or liability than, say, adopting a pet 
dog, starting a neighbourhood lawn-mowing service, or launching a self-
published school newsletter. And, as might be expected, such conditions have 
also spawned a cadre of youth business role models, whose symbolic function 
might be compared and contrasted with the subculture heroes and popular 
culture icons as encountered in more traditional narratives of youth culture.  
The fact that the phenomenon of youth entrepreneurs has also 
been represented in the conventional vocabulary of a media panic does 
complicate in some interesting ways how we might decode their socio-cultural 
status and significance. On the one hand, this mode of representation in the 
popular media in fact readily frames entrepreneurial youth culture in a 
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transgressive light, a discursive strategy that has been well-established within 
cultural studies, in that the dot.com youth entrepreneurs as a collective 
configuration might be seen to have breached the conventional youth-versus-
business opposition through their unbridled enthusiasm for establishing and 
managing their own businesses. As such, while they are very much invested in 
pursuing their own business profits within the structures of capitalism, they 
are also positioned as a threat to the dominant status quo and structures of 
social order that are broadly based on long-standing industrial relations. On 
the other hand, however, this scenario might also foreground a more 
problematic concern expressed in the area of cultural studies pedagogy, 
relating to how entrepreneurially-minded university students have become 
increasingly utilitarian in their negotiation of their educational experiences, 
and often tend to privilege vocational opportunities over what Parham 
characterises as the "theoretical and political concerns of cultural studies." 
(463) In this light, we might readily appreciate how these changes in the mode 
of youth representation might also be seen to provoke the possibility of an 
institutional panic. Furthermore, the lingering misgivings over the short-lived 
dot.com debacle on the whole perhaps also hint at a kind of moral judgment, 
in the sense that when market dynamics finally failed the dot.com youth 
entrepreneurs, and as the public's once-exuberant optimism quickly gave way 
to bitter cynicism, the dot.com narratives also came to be interpreted in the 
public consciousness as a kind of morality play, in which conservative middle- 
and working-class virtues were seen to have conclusively triumphed over the 
outbreak of entrepreneurial madness. By the end of the boom period, the 
economic and cultural mandate had been withdrawn from the dot.com crowd, 
so to speak, and this accounted for the market's drastic adjustment 
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downward. What these observations might suggest is that the narratives of 
youth entrepreneurship in themselves have been interpreted as a 
revolutionary, if troubling, development in youth culture, albeit in an uneasy 
configuration. Citing the work of Kirsten Drotner, a Dutch researcher whose 
publications include an examination of the cultural history of English 
children's periodicals, Springhall points out that "[t]he technical and cultural 
competence young people gain as spin-offs of media use pose a potential 
threat to existing power relations within society." (7) In this manner, we might 
also similarly consider basic entrepreneurial aptitude and financial fluency to 
be cultural by-products of the dot.com era, and this might in turn be seen to 
problematise certain youth-business discursive constructs not just within 
society in general, but also just as crucially within the texts of cultural studies. 
Furthermore, in revisiting the canonical scholarship in the post-boom era, we 
might now seek to identify more carefully how youth narratives and youth 
culture theories have been structured to illustrate and reinforce particular 
underlying assumptions and narrative trajectories with regard to the 
relationships between youths, business institutions, and the cultural 
possibilities of money-making. The differences in career and life trajectories 
that are represented in subculture narratives and entrepreneurial youth 
narratives respectively, for instance, in fact serve to define the youth-to-adult 
transition in terms of vastly divergent narrative vectors. Reading these 
archived texts for traces of entrepreneurship, and the discursive strategies 
employed by the scholarly discourse to negotiate this thematic element, might 
thus illuminate new ways of articulating how the world of youths might be 
represented, or constructed, or critiqued within the discipline. 
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Still, we might expect that such an outcome would remain 
tentative, and even speculative, until after a significant amount of further 
debates on the theoretical and disciplinary implications have been resolved. 
On the one hand, the popular media has continued to actively promote 
narratives of entrepreneurial youths, and thus increasingly normalised and 
popularised these cultural themes and modes of representation. As such, we 
might consider this newly-emergent entrepreneurial dimension of youth 
culture to be worthy of critical commentary and celebration in the same way 
that earlier rock, punk, rap, grunge and techno trends have often been 
critiqued and celebrated within the texts of the discipline. Just as 
interestingly, this whole situation might also be seen to parallel the similarly 
flourishing publishing and academic trade that has sprung up around cultural 
studies itself; as Milner and Browitt has observed, "cultural studies emerged 
as one of the more significant academic growth industries during the last 
quarter of the twentieth century, especially in its last decade." (1) In line with 
this, however, there are some long-standing theoretical assumptions to 
reconsider here, which in general might serve to problematise the possibility 
or viability of pursuing research in this direction. Krug, for instance, quite 
succinctly summarises a common view that: 
… the mass mediated world of contemporary 
telecommunications posits a world based neither on a perceived, 
primordial experience of the world nor on a philosophically 
derived understanding. There are implicit orderings in the 
world, but these come neither from nature nor from the divine, 
nor from the good and true, but these from engineering, system 
architecture, and marketing. The order that may be found in this 
world exists not for the moral improvement of the human but 
for the further extension of the system itself. Thus alternative 
interpretations, alternative meanings and orderings that might 
be creatively arrived at as an act of poiesis, are actively 
discouraged. (Krug 14) 
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This expressed framework structures the relationship between 
discursive systems and human agency in a manner that foregrounds how the 
mechanics of the underlying discursive "architecture" might simultaneously 
bring into effect certain institutional agendas, while at the same time masking 
their workings. This is particularly emphasised here in how the writer might 
seem to privilege the power of discourse dynamics (ie, "the further extension 
of the system itself") over the people's general agency to determine their own 
"alternative interpretations" within these structures on the whole. In taking 
this formulation on board, we might go on to question whether there are 
relevant grounds to propose that, very much similarly, this could likewise be 
seen to mirror the relationship between the discursive system of cultural 
studies and its audiences, at least in terms of how the discipline might or 
might not come to interpret entrepreneurial narratives as representing 
cultural experiences worthy of celebration. In the case of the latter, we might 
observe that During, for one, appears to consider the discourse of 
entrepreneurialism as being to some degree contrary, even detrimental, to the 
pursuit of traditional cultural studies, when he states that: 
[i]f entrepreneurialism has become the dominant cultural mode 
over the past twenty years or so, at least in the West (but not 
only -- think of Singapore), and has begun to incorporate culture 
studies into itself via the enterprise university, this does not 
mean that all other sense of culture have withered away. (During 
17) 
 
The discursive system in operation here seems to suggest that 
entrepreneurialism and enterprise culture might somehow be seen to 
compromise or negatively impact "all other sense of culture" through their rise 
in popularity and dominance. In this light, we might also question whether 
this mode of enterprise-entrepreneurialism, as practised by the universities 
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identified here, could be seen as being significantly different from that 
experienced by dot.com youths, or any other cluster or subculture of youths. 
Perhaps entrepreneurial culture might not be best addressed as one 
monolithic configuration within the discipline, but rather be seen as locating a 
complex, multi-layered network of diverse cultural values and contestations 
and contradictions, and thus to constitute a rich and multi-faceted thematic 
domain that might prove worthy of deeper commentary, and critical 
appreciation. Within the context of this particular dissertation, the 
possibilities in resolving an issue like this indeed rest on how one might 
choose to define and defend the distinctions and relationships, between the 
narratives of popular media on the one hand, and the narratives of scholarly 
criticism and pedagogy on the other. To this end, we might seriously 
reconsider Steinberg's views, that:  
[b]y undermining an appreciation of the diversity and 
complexity of youth, [certain] viewpoints have often equated 
difference with deficiency, and sociocultural construction with 
the natural. The complicated nature of youth, youth study, youth 
psychology, social work for youth, and adolescent and youth 
education demands more rigorous forms of analysis. (xiii) 
 
  This also very much serves to reiterate this dissertation's 
motivating premise, that even though various efforts over the past decades to 
study youth culture within cultural studies have not overtly demonstrated 
particular interests in unfolding or celebrating narratives of youth 
entrepreneurs, in whatever relevant forms, in the light of the relatively recent 
dot.com developments it is precisely in articulating the discursive stakes in 
this direction that we might contribute to establishing more "rigorous forms of 
analysis", and better understand the experiences of the dot.com youth 
entrepreneurs featured in Chapter Four. 
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b. Youth Culture Scholarship. 
The scholarly project of analysing youth culture, as examined in 
Chapter Three, broadly seeks to explicate the relationship between youth 
communities and the semiotic environments which serve as their cultural 
habitat. As raised in the preceding section, we might also bear in mind that 
there are various selective and interpretive conventions simultaneously in 
operation here that serve to foreground and reaffirm the institutionalised 
structures that shape the manner in which one might pursue research in this 
direction. To some degree, such scholarly conventions might be challenged 
when we attempt to apply them in explicating, and celebrating, the 
experiences and values of entrepreneurial youth, given the considerable extent 
to which they seem to establish a theoretical perspective that privileges 
interpreting the relationship between subcultures and capitalist activities as 
symbolically antagonistic. However, we might also take into account that this 
discursive opposition might not have stemmed entirely from an intention to 
reject or distance entrepreneurial culture. Instead, this seemed to have been 
more of a historical development, as an attempt to challenge a prior paradigm 
in scholarship that sought to maintain certain disciplinary distinctions about 
what might or might not constitute valid modes of literacy that are worthy of 
scholarly appreciation. In the beginning, it appears, this initiative was 
concerned with redeeming the cultural complexities of working class culture, 
in that: 
[f]or the Birmingham researchers, the application of the model 
of the code to working-class audience television reception and to 
subcultural practices was driven in part by a need to disprove 
dominant conceptions -- largely associated with functionalist 
sociology -- of a passive media audience, a politically quiescent 
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working class and "deviant youth". Thus evidence of 
semiological "resistance" demonstrated an active audience, a 
less than totally quiescent working class, and conduct by youth 
that was more socially significant than an easily dismissed 
"delinquency". (Jones 110-1) 
 
In this light, the attempt here to examine entrepreneurial youth 
experiences as part of cultural studies scholarship might be conceived as a 
similar initiative, in exploring the possibility that the youths might claim a 
more active -- as opposed to passive -- engagement with the structured 
experiences of modern capitalism precisely through the discursive resources 
of entrepreneurial culture. One immediate implication to consider is the 
manner in which these developments in entrepreneurial youth culture 
ultimately impact the interpretive framework, or frameworks, that might 
define the scholarship, as identified here, and how the latter might be applied 
to productively assess and articulate a set of responses in the light of this. To 
this end, the socialist rhetoric sometimes overtly referenced within the 
scholarship could seem to preclude the possibility that themes of capitalist 
entrepreneurship might be coherently accommodated in the first place. This 
assumption might be encountered with significant frequency in the primary 
scholarly literature, for example in the explicit argument that: 
[t]he problem of ideology is to give an account, within a 
materialist theory, of how social ideas arise. We need to 
understand what their role is in a particular social formation, so 
as to inform the struggle to change society and open the roads 
towards a socialist transformation of society. By ideology I mean 
the mental frameworks -- the languages, the concepts, 
categories, imagery of thought, and the systems of 
representation -- which different classes and social groups 
deploy in order to make sense of, define, figure out and render 
intelligible the way society works. (Hall "Problem" 26)  
 
This mode of scholarship quite unambiguously claims that there 
might ideally be a particular political dimension that remains fundamental to 
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the discipline, at least in certain geographical or national modes of practice, 
and it might appear to be a sentiment that has come to be reflected to some 
degree or other throughout most of the related literature. As a result, this 
discursive convention thus serves to raise certain methodological, ideological 
and professional stakes in terms of how cultural studies scholarship, for 
instance, with its own specific history, might formulate the study of 
entrepreneurial youth culture as a valid research undertaking. One key 
question to be considered in this case is with regard to how the role of the 
cultural studies scholar might be defined: how might two key aspects of the 
professional practice here -- the principled critique of capitalism and its 
effects on the one hand, and the enthusiastic and evidently entrepreneurial 
expansion of the discipline across universities in the UK, US, and throughout 
the rest of the world on the other -- come to be reconciled, if ever, and under 
what terms and necessary compromise or contradiction to its founding 
ideologies? Also, might it in any way come to benefit from further exploring 
and even celebrating its own entrepreneurial origins? To this end, we might 
expect that it is the very same theoretical resources of cultural studies which 
could prove the most pertinent in offering an insight into this situation, given 
that: 
… cultural studies provides the basis for understanding 
pedagogy as a form of cultural production rather than as the 
transmission of a particular skill, body of knowledge, or set of 
values. … As a form of cultural production, critical pedagogy 
becomes a critical referent for understanding how various 
practices in the circuit of power inscribe institutions, texts, and 
lived cultures in particular forms of social and moral regulation 
which presuppose particular visions of the past, present, and 
future. (Giroux 202) 
 
This, thus, outlines quite broadly a conceptual framework for 
proposing that the significant absence of entrepreneurial youth within the 
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research literature might in fact outline a mode of "power inscription" in 
effect, which in this case serves to prescribe certain "visions of the past, 
present, and future" states of the scholarship. This perspective might also go 
towards accounting for why the project of engaging with more conventional 
representations of youth subculture from a position within cultural studies 
has already been established most prolifically throughout the scholarship, 
while an attempt to accommodate emerging narratives of entrepreneurial 
youth culture within the discipline might continue to prove problematic, and 
in conflict with the assumed "forms of social and moral regulation" that 
structure the scholarly discourse, at least under certain assumed 
circumstances.  
Furthermore, in the context of a globalised economy, the Anglo-
American export of a scholarly discourse that might not illuminate or provide 
an account of its own entrepreneurial youth culture in these times might in 
fact ultimately end up serving to accentuate the conditions of economic and 
cultural disparity, given that the study of how other elements of Anglo-
American youth culture have been globalised through the export of media 
products has flourished over the past two decades, and there is already a wide 
body of scholarship that discusses the impact of UK punk music on youth 
culture in China, or how US hip hop has permeated street culture in Korea. 
There are myriad cultural, and political, implications that have been 
foregrounded as part of the debate in such areas, and in the same spirit we 
might briefly consider how these media narratives of dot.com entrepreneurial 
youth similarly represent just as significant a mode of cultural and intellectual 
export. The global impact of systems of narrative representation from the US, 
particularly, cannot be underestimated, given the influence it holds through 
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its political, economic as well as technological ties with the rest of the world. 
In discussing the "power and position" at stake, Campbell and Kean point out 
that: 
America is a powerful nation, with immense wealth, military 
strength and global influence, and this is how it likes to 
represent itself to the world. But how is this power achieved, by 
whom, for whom and at what cost to others? It is vital that such 
assumptions and representations are questioned since power 
exists in different ways throughout culture and can be seen in all 
practices that have meaning. In the creation of meaning and our 
relation to meaning, we are positioned, that is, we are 'hailed' or 
'buttonholed' (Barthes 1973: 124-5)37 into a position which 
includes (or excludes) us in the relationship. The effect of this is 
ideological, for it serves to orient people in social contexts 
towards accepting certain values as natural, obvious and self-
evident and embodying these ideologies to such an extent that 
they appear to resolve contradictions and represent values which 
do not necessarily cohere with their lived experiences. (14) 
 
In this sense, the discursive structures that might affect how 
youth narratives are constructed and interpreted, on the whole, broadly 
represent modes of cultural and ideological export, and we might expect that 
this observation would apply with equal force to both popular media as well as 
academic texts. Considering this, the narratives of entrepreneurial youths I 
have assembled here might be seen as contributing to yet another wave of 
cultural colonialism, in that the accounts of youth experiences ultimately serve 
to normalise certain dominant modes of Western capitalism within the 
particular community of media consumers around the world. At the same 
time, though, we might just as seriously consider the possibility that the 
export of cultural studies as a scholarly discipline also implicates its own 
characteristic set of youth narratives and modes of representation within the 
canonical literature. This might thus prompt us to more carefully reconsider 
                                                
37 Barthes, Roland. Mythologies, London: Paladin, 1976.  
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the possibilities in how we might address the fundamental theoretical 
assumption, that: 
[t]he category of youth seems inseparably tied, then, to the twin 
mechanism of rebellion and regulation. There are many ways, of 
course, in which the connection itself is a form of regulation, and 
so it is important to examine how this mechanism functions in 
the West, where youth culture has its modern, commercial 
origins, and in other parts of the world, where it has been 
exported to varying ends. (Ross 12) 
 
In this sense, I have in Chapter Four sought at length to explore 
and emphasise the extent to which the structures of agency and action that are 
illustrated through these tales of entrepreneurship might also reflect similar 
modes of symbolic resistance. At the same time, we might seek to be more 
critically aware of how any broad representations of youth culture that exclude 
or marginalise the possibilities of financial and entrepreneurial participation 
might also similarly serve as a "form of regulation", and perhaps constitute a 
discursive mechanism in the same sense here. At the most basic level, this 
serves to normalise certain conventions about how youth narratives might be 
formulated, critiqued and reaffirmed within various institutions and cultural 
contexts. This concern would prove central and coherent to the practice of 
cultural studies in the sense that the discipline largely seeks to foreground the 
communicative mechanics that affect how cultural representations "are 
produced, circulated and received in determinate social contexts, as well as in 
texts considered 'in their own right'". (Milner and Browitt 9) As such, my 
attempt here to address all these complexly interconnected issues in the light 
of dot.com youth narratives, goes towards engaging with, and extending, the 
same kinds of broad interests that have characterised various debates within 
the study of youth culture thus far. At this point, such an engagement with 
narratives of entrepreneurial youths will indeed provide an opportunity to 
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expand the ways in which the discipline understands youth culture, as well as 
spell out the thick implications of this encounter in terms of the critical and 
professional challenges at stake in the scholarship. At the same time, however, 
this could remain limited to a broad exercise in comparing and contrasting 
inter-textual structures, given the monumental difficulties in attempting to 
justify the extrapolation of theoretical precepts across established or 
institutionalised discursive boundaries. In fact, as has already been previously 
suggested: 
[t]hough such research is useful for comparing the differences in 
the experiences of young people, it is more difficult to 
interrogate theoretical models with such research. A key reason 
for the lack of theoretical development … is that it is problematic 
to make reliable comparisons between societies because of the 
many structural differences between societies in the research. 
(Cartmel "Onions and Apples" 86) 
 
Nonetheless, one conceivable prospect in the future might be 
that the broad suspicion of entrepreneurial motivations, as sometimes 
expressed in the literature, and as considered above, could eventually even 
come to be redefined in a more conciliatory manner that reflects a sense of 
sensitivity about the state of contemporary youth experiences in this area, and 
the growing interests in entrepreneurial modes of engagement around the 
world among young people. This more or less sums up the broad implication 
on scholarship that I have been working to establish through the examination 
of youth texts here.  
 
c. Youth Narratives and Education. 
In an autobiographical contribution that appeared in the 
October 2002 issue of "Fortune Small Business" magazine, entrepreneurial 
icon Michael Dell, who dropped out of college to start the company that 
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eventually grew into the Dell Computer multi-national corporation, 
highlighted the significant role that domestic narratives of business played in 
developing his own fluency in the discourse of finance, as well as encouraging 
him to think of entrepreneurship as a positive and attractive venture: 
My parents first sparked my interest in business. We lived in 
Houston. My mother was a financial advisor and my father an 
orthodontist. When I was a kid in the 1970s, we'd sit around the 
dinner table talking about inflation, the oil crisis -- that sort of 
thing. When I was a second-grader I started my first business, 
selling candy. (Dell 79)  
 
Dell's interest in business culture is presented here as stemming 
from his exposure to financial discourse through casual but regular 
discussions conducted during the family dinner at the end of each day. Dell's 
early initiation into entrepreneurship is thus constructed as a natural 
consequence, having been introduced to both an abundance of macro-
economic narratives (eg, "inflation, the oil crisis") as were topical in those 
times, as well as an assortment of interpretive strategies related to decoding 
the deeper structures of financial texts, thanks to his "financial advisor" 
mother. As such, he would have quickly developed an understanding of, and 
affinity for, the vocabulary and modes of interpretation related to the world of 
business. He would, in short, be more literate in these areas.  
As a working generalisation, we might expect that exposure to 
such business-friendly narratives on the whole might have also played a 
crucial part in informing the dot.com youth entrepreneurs' sense of self-
identity, encoding their personal values and sense of ethics, as well as framing 
their broad sense of relationship with the institutions of business. From a 
pedagogical perspective, this is particularly illuminating in drawing our 
attention to how a basic understanding of entrepreneurial processes might be 
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effectively encouraged -- or, even as likely, discouraged -- through the use of 
anecdotal narratives and informal learning opportunities as encountered in 
the cultural studies classroom. Even as Krug proposes that "[w]e define 
ourselves in the systems of aesthetics, fashion, wealth, desire, and sex as these 
are structured for us in advertising, entertainment, and mass production," 
(25) we might also call attention to the pedagogical dimension of cultural 
studies as yet another similarly crucial channel of communication through 
which students might be guided towards definitions about who they are and 
what they might be, and even whether they might come to expect any sort of 
entrepreneurial satisfaction or success in their lives. In this light, it is of 
particular relevance to this dissertation to foreground how the modes of 
framing and interpreting youth narratives within cultural studies might 
appear to reflect a pedagogical slant particularly structured to resisting, or 
even to some extent undermining, the dimensions of entrepreneurial 
competence and financial literacy in representations of youth culture. One 
aspect of this is what we might briefly identify as the interpretive framework 
that is activated as part of the disciplinary gaze. This extends beyond the level 
of narrative representation, as already considered above, into the overarching 
network of philosophical and ideological values that are simultaneously 
transmitted through the teaching and learning processes within the discipline. 
As discussed in Chapter Three, it has been established that addressing the 
pedagogical dimension in this manner is a vital aspect of the cultural studies 
approach, as it opens up a sense of critical sensitivity about how educational 
processes and objectives are themselves discursive constructs that serve to 
frame narrative elements within certain preconceived conventions. In this 
case, we might begin to approach this by returning to how the thematic 
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opposition between youth and business plays a key role throughout the texts 
of youth culture research, as examined in Chapter Three. Within the 
scholarship, accounts of youth experiences are often most powerfully 
dramatised as narratives of conflict, arising from social stratification, 
misgovernment, cultural exclusion, symbolic revolt, and so on; as perhaps 
most succinctly and extensively explored in Willis's Learning to Labour. Such 
modes of representation dominate the scholarly gaze in a very prominent way, 
as encapsulated in the observation that: 
[t]he most basic, obvious and explicit dimension of counter-
school culture is entrenched general and personalised 
opposition to "authority". (Willis Learning 11) 
 
The distinctive differences between youth and business cultures 
are seen to be constituted within this scholarly discourse by broadly clustering 
the institutions of youth and school on the one hand, and the opposing 
institutions of work and adult authority on the other. In this manner, a sense 
of social order is suggested in which the limitations of youth are necessarily 
assumed to preclude the experience of work, or the ability to partake in 
gainful employment. The youths' journey across this discursively-constructed 
boundary into adulthood and working life is thus construed in terms of both a 
biological as well as cultural inevitability. This structural arrangement might 
be seen to frame the institutionalised pathways of transition, from school to 
work, as validating a deeper socio-cultural discourse. At the same time, this 
movement also tends to be associated with a sense of dread and apprehension 
since, as Overman observes: 
Throughout much of history, work has been perceived as 
something to be endured at best, if not avoided altogether. The 
advantage of wealth or position included the opportunity to 
avoid hard work. Whenever possible, manual labour was 
delegated to servants, serfs, slaves and criminals. (62)  
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As such, we might appreciate how this historical perspective 
accounts for the connotations of slavery and degradation that often underlie 
narratives of youths in various modes of employment. Still, the narratives of 
dot.com youth entrepreneurs might be read as attempts to salvage this 
domain of work, in that at least within the narratives examined, dot.com 
entrepreneurship has among other things allowed these youths to develop 
what they identify to be productive and enriching relationships with their own 
close friends, family members and wider peer groups, as these other 
individuals came to be roped in to help manage and operate the dot.com 
businesses. These instances of being able to draw and build upon such 
networks and relationships in the pursuit of financial and entrepreneurial 
success, rather than having to sacrifice or compromise interpersonal ties with 
them, is in conflict with certain historical, cultural and theoretical 
assumptions about their behaviour, as identified in Chapter Three. The broad 
convention of identifying youth elements -- or sometimes, even the general 
working masses -- as being by default subjugated and oppressed characters 
having to enslave themselves to capitalist corporations has a rich and complex 
tradition, not just within cultural studies but also within business studies too, 
in which the dominant ethos of the industrial-era Organisation Man has come 
to be criticised and lamented since as far back as the mid-twentieth century. 
One way of approaching this, is through the context offered by Pink: 
In 1956, William H. Whyte Jr., an editor at Fortune, began a 
now legendary work of nonfiction38 with these two sentences: 
"This book is about the Organisation Man. If the term is vague, it 
is because I can think of no other way to describe the people I 
am talking about. … The Organisation Men often preached 
rugged individualism. But instead of living by it, they had 
                                                
38 William H. Whyte, Jr.. The Organisation Man. Garden City: Doubleday Anchor, 1956. 
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"lowered their sights to achieve a good job with adequate pay 
and proper pension and a nice house in a pleasant community 
populated with people as nearly like themselves as possible," 
Whyte wrote. … "When a young man says that to make a living 
these days you must do what somebody else wants you to do", 
Whyte wrote, "he states it not only as a fact of life that must be 
accepted but as an inherently good proposition." (12) 
 
Indeed, the stereotype of the Organisation Man remains a 
crucial concept in understanding the zeitgeist of the corporate era, as well as 
contextualising the cultural -- and to some degree pedagogical -- myth that 
behaviour based on hierarchical servitude was to be a natural expectation of 
young people. The extent of this discourse cannot be under-emphasised, given 
the degree to which it had been established that: 
… the Organisation Man was the passkey to understanding the 
American economy. Whether you were a manager, a housewife, 
a journalist, or a student, if you understood the Organisation 
Man -- his constellation of values, his form of employment, his 
place in the broader society -- you understood almost everything 
you needed to know about work in America at that time. (Pink 
13) 
 
As much as this encapsulated the "constellation of values" that 
structured "America at that time", the general change in conditions brought 
about in relation to the New Economy -- as addressed in Chapters Two and 
Four -- appear to suggest new possibilities for the youths to consider 
challenging, even usurping, these very power structures through 
entrepreneurship. Within the narrative conventions of the Old Economy, so to 
speak, while the working-class youths within the scholarly literature might 
sometimes seem all too overwhelmingly embroiled in self-deprecating and 
self-destructive modes of characterisation, their middle-class peers appear to 
have been subjected to a slightly more aspirational mode of socio-cultural 
conditioning. As Overman observes: 
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"Free-time" of middle-class children has been devoted to 
activities which their parents felt would prepare them for 
successful social adjustment: structured lessons in music, dance 
or participation in organised youth sports. (87) 
 
In this representation here, we might note how the youth 
activities have been structured in a kind of binary classification, with the 
domain of ""free time"" being associated with the pursuit of cultural capital, 
via "music, dance or … sports." It is this proud luxury -- of subscribing to such 
institutionally structured leisure experiences -- that remains fundamentally 
threatened in the narratives of the New Economy. As the dot.com narratives 
suggest, the assumption of a chronologically-defined division separating 
participation in school and work respectively is a cultural myth that might 
seem to be increasingly problematic. The emergent myth, then, is that in the 
post-dot.com entrepreneurial age, it is the middle class who might seem most 
prone to having their experiences of leisure activities disrupted, since: 
[i]t was this class which redefined the concept of "youth" as a 
time for preparation. Middle-class parents sacrificed the labour 
of their children in favour of prolonging their education. 
Schools, to a large extent, have reproduced middle-class 
ideology. Their curricula has emphasised career-oriented values 
such as individual achievement, rational calculation, forward 
planning, and deferment of immediate gratification for attaining 
long-term goals. (Overman 86) 
 
The dot.com entrepreneurs encountered in Chapter Four seem 
particularly passionate about challenging this very manner in which the 
optimisation of "career-oriented values" has come to be associated with the 
"deferment of immediate gratification for attaining long-term goals". Instead, 
given their easy access to a productive configuration of peer networks, 
business mentors and technology, these characters seem quite keen to defer 
making a commitment to the more apparently-obvious career-oriented 
decisions in the short run, and prefer to invest instead in securing immediate 
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experience where possible, by embarking on relatively short-term yet, in many 
cases, outrageously ambitious entrepreneurial ventures. On the whole, the 
narratives explored in Chapters Two and Four here suggest that it is through 
developing their literacy in business and financial discourse that some of the 
youths might potentially be able to outline their own alternative narratives to 
the Organisation Man paradigm. Perhaps to this end, Krug's observation of 
contemporary youth culture is that: 
Whereas people previously were positioned by the discursive 
formations primarily located within institutions that could 
define social reality, now the responsibility for positioning the 
self in discourse is shifting increasingly to the individual.  
(Krug 24) 
 
It seems thus that even as philosophical faith in overarching 
institutional structures gets increasingly compromised, the speedily-
transforming cultural landscape inherently encourages individuals to 
recognise themselves as the discursive anchor of everyday narratives. This 
challenge to the Organisation Man's "constellation of values" might be seen to 
affect pedagogical institutions in no small way. Just as youth 
entrepreneurship might be seen to challenge the economic order in society, 
the narratives of entrepreneurial youths examined in Chapter Four also 
dramatise instances in which youth entrepreneurs are characterised as being 
in conflict with educational institutions. In essence, the dot.com accounts are 
stories which reflect a conflict over the traditional structure of pedagogical 
narratives, and they suggest ways in which the theme of youth 
entrepreneurship might be seen to problematise certain sets of existing 
conventions in research methodology, critical ideology and contemporary 
pedagogy, among other dimensions. To this end, it would be relevant to 
highlight the manner in which a number of the scholarly narratives that have
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been actively examined here might also appear to serve as pedagogical models 
that normalise certain perceptions of, and attitudes towards, business culture, 
economic relationships and literacy in related skills. As raised earlier, the 
conventional interpretive framework within cultural studies might be 
inherently positioned to marginalise instances of individual entrepreneurial 
initiatives that are overtly configured to pursue a financial profit of any sort. 
This would not be a particularly surprising or provocative argument, due to 
the legacy of its intellectual tradition, since as Turner has spelled out: 
"[m]arxism has always seen the notion of individualism as a central 
supporting mythology for capitalism; the placement of the individual at the 
centre of history has thus been vigorously resisted." (20) As such, research 
efforts that operate within this mode might tend to marginalise the sort of 
narratives that characterise particular youths as inspired entrepreneurs, 
instead of seeking to articulate the possibilities of appreciating, even 
celebrating, such narratives or discursive structures. Still, given the extent of 
cultural changes associated with the New Economy, it would also prove 
productive to explore at length if and how the dimensions of financial and 
entrepreneurial competence might come to complement or contradict certain 
key concerns of the discipline in this area, about both being sensitive to the 
formative forces that structure youth experiences, as well as further 
illuminating how the politics of knowledge and power might continue to be 
structured and challenged within this sphere of engagement, with regard to 
accessing entrepreneurial knowledge and training. 
While there might have always been indications of an 
entrepreneurial spirit within the discipline, there has been a notable absence 
of interest in how students might be affected by, or benefit from, learning to 
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engage with issues of financial literacy and entrepreneurial competence 
through the scholarly resources of cultural studies. In possibly developing a 
dimension of critical dialogue that is more sensitive to these contemporary 
experiences, the discipline might provide students with a relevant mode of 
knowledge and discourse with which to more comprehensively and richly 
interpret and discuss the narratives of change within the global business and 
cultural landscape. In broad terms, this might also seek to remain sympathetic 
to the general principles that are often emphasised in dialogues on cultural 
studies pedagogy, that:  
… whenever power and knowledge come together, politics not 
only functions to position people differently with respect to the 
access of wealth and power, it also provides the conditions for 
the production and acquisition of learning; put another way, it 
offers people opportunities to take up and reflect on the 
conditions that shape themselves and their relationship with 
others. The pedagogical in this sense is about the production of 
meaning and the primacy of the ethical and the political as a 
fundamental part of the process. (Giroux 199) 
 
In this sense, we might consider that entrepreneurial 
experiences and exposure, at least in the case of the youth narratives 
examined here, might to some extent serve to locate meaningful interactions 
of power, knowledge, learning and ethical as well as political values. There are 
definitely numerous complications that might stem from addressing this 
aspect, and these scenarios have already been raised or thematised to some 
extent in the narratives of entrepreneurial youth as encountered in Chapter 
Four. Even as the youths, for instance, are increasingly aware that their 
relationship with education institutions is on one level structured in terms of 
business commitments -- through tuition fees, loans, bills, support services, 
sponsored scholarships, and so on -- how precisely might this directly or 
indirectly affect their reading of, and response to, the youth narratives in the 
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canonical texts circulated in cultural studies classrooms? In this context, what 
kinds of unconscious discursive effects might be generated by curriculum 
materials that not only foreground but also normalise on a wide scale various 
modes of symbolic resistance to capitalist motivations, to the exclusion of 
entrepreneurial themes? One issue particularly at stake in all this is how these 
cultural values associated with New Economy might come to affect what we 
understand to be the roles of cultural scholar, researcher, teacher and student 
in relation to youth culture; and how this understanding might shape or 
inform the underlying assumptions that frame these issues within cultural 
studies classrooms around the world. We might at least anticipate here that 
the growing phenomenon of youth entrepreneurship, and the growing 
emphasis around the world on the importance of financial literacy as part of a 
sound, well-rounded education, will indeed come to be reflected in how 
cultural studies is taught and learnt in a potentially extensive way. As Krug 
highlights: 
The missing literacy is not the ability to read but the mental 
competence to internalise cultural stories, images, and 
narratives as ideas and to examine them in a critical way. (27) 
 
At the least, we might expect that a more complex 
understanding of entrepreneurial themes and narratives, as partly 
encountered within these dot.com stories, will go a long way in contributing to 
our ability to better appreciate and engage with the emergent array of youth 
narratives both in these times and just as crucially in the years ahead. 
 
III. PROBLEMS IN THEORISING ENTREPRENEURIAL YOUTH 
Subcultures represent 'noise' (as opposed to sound): interference 
in the orderly sequence which leads from real events and 
phenomena to their representation in the media. We should 
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therefore not underestimate the signifying power of the 
spectacular subculture not only as a metaphor for potential 
anarchy 'out there' but as an actual mechanism of semantic 
disorder: a kind of temporary blockage in the system of 
representation. … As Stuart Hall (1974)39 has written: 
 
New … developments which are both dramatic and 
'meaningless' within the consensually validated norms, 
pose a challenge to the normative world. They render 
problematic not only how the … world is defined, but how 
it ought to be. They 'breach our expectancies' … . 
(Hebdige Subculture 90-1) 
 
This explication of how the discipline has been reading 
subcultural youth phenomena as manifestations of semiotic contestation is an 
extract from Dick Hebdige's Subculture: The Meaning of Style, first published 
in 1979 and since then regularly referenced either explicitly or implicitly in the 
majority of cultural studies literature on the critical analysis of youth 
narratives. Embedded in this, in turn, is a reference to certain related insights 
from a 1974 article by Stuart Hall; collectively, they identify a core interpretive 
position that has largely come to inform and even distinguish the broad 
theoretical framework in the field of youth culture research. This in many 
ways might be seen to be a vital point of origin, and in this section I hope to 
explore, however tentatively, certain critical implications that arise when we 
attempt to apply this very framework in the consideration of entrepreneurial 
youth narratives.  
As established since Hebdige -- and already explored at length in 
Chapter Three -- the primary conceptual model in theorising youth culture 
thus far has been to frame it as a fundamentally marginal, vulnerable and/or 
disruptive space in relation to various institutions of mainstream adult and/or 
business culture. Youth disorderliness here might thus be seen to indicate 
                                                
39 Hall, Stuart. "Deviancy, Politics and the Media". Deviance and Social Control. Eds. Paul Rock and Mary McIntosh. 
London: Tavistock, 1974. 
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evidence of deeper contradictions in the broader cultural discourse, and signal 
both a site as well as situation for critical intervention. This mode of reading 
youth culture as a metaphor for noise, and vice versa, might be broadly 
accessed by asking: What is the subculture phenomenon under scrutiny, and 
how is it different from the dominant parent culture? How has it been 
constituted? What characteristics does it reveal? What kinds of reactions does 
it invite? What other discursive features are revealed, through these reactions? 
Such an approach presupposes that the spaces of interaction necessarily locate 
contestations and negotiations of power relations between dominant and 
subordinate groups, that are at once profoundly complex in their 
particularities yet at the same time seemingly familiar to some degree 
especially when filtered through the theoretical code to foreground the basic 
structural forces and cultural assumptions that shape them. The project here 
is not to be so much about keeping score of this struggle in material terms, but 
rather to closely examine how repertoires of discursive strategies might be 
generated, imposed, rejected, recycled and re-interpreted, even as they are 
recursively reiterated, since the basic working assumption is that "generally 
for cultural studies, inherited or imposed subject positions can be resisted, 
although one's power to escape them may be limited." (During 46) The final 
results of such an analysis might be similar in some ways to the kind of critical 
work sometimes associated with Foucault, in that some of his projects 
examined discourse structures:  
… according to two axes: on the one hand, that of 
codification/prescription (how it forms an ensemble of rules, 
procedures, means to an end, and so on), and, on the other, that 
of true or false formulation (how it determines a domain of 




All cultures and discursive constructions, then, might be 
accordingly analysed within this practice as spaces within which dynamic 
interactions between noise and order, the false and the true, the unprescribed 
and the codified, are played out. The considerable impact this has within 
contemporary research even in the world today, can be observed in how the 
symbolic content and semiotic inventiveness of youth culture have come to be 
analysed and critiqued in disciplines ranging from literature to media studies, 
sociology, philosophy, visual studies, urban studies, and many more. Much of 
the work in these areas can be seen to draw or develop their tone of enquiry 
and interpretive methodology from the general field of subcultures study, 
which continues to retain a central influence on how youth formations are 
theorised and critiqued. At the same time, however, we might note that 
certain aspects of this tradition might not be so conveniently or convincingly 
applied in the analysis of entrepreneurial youth narratives, as established 
here. There is thus the possibility of a kind of discursive blockage to be 
negotiated in this encounter, particularly in terms of whether the 
phenomenon of dot.com youth entrepreneurs might be seen as a "new 
development" that has thus far been represented as relatively "meaningless" -- 
or at least distasteful in its unbridled pursuit of profitability -- within the 
"consensually validated norms" of cultural studies, in the terms that Hall has 
provided via Hebdige. (Hebdige Subculture 91) This section thus explores the 
extent to which a discussion of such concerns in this direction might reflect 
the critical sensibility articulated by Graham, who has proposed that: 
... if we are strongly objective about ourselves and our work … 
can we be sure that the desired objectivity of our research is not 
subtly undermined by our reliance on a language and a 
discourse that is not entirely of our own choosing and, arguably, 
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is a language and a discourse that represents the interests of 
particular social groups and not others? 
 
The answer, I think, is that we can’t be sure, so we have to check 
repeatedly and try to figure out what difference it makes. (401) 
 
a. Entrepreneurial Code. 
One key point repeatedly revisited throughout this dissertation 
so far is that an attempt to celebrate the values and themes of 
entrepreneurship within this scholarly discourse might to some extent reflect 
a challenge to the discursive order of the discipline, by introducing a 
Hebdigean "mechanism of semantic disorder" within its institutionalised 
space. But although there is a marked contrast in thematic content, narrative 
structures and modes of characterisation between the narratives of youths in 
the cultural studies texts and the assortment of popular media narratives 
about entrepreneurial youths respectively, this might not so easily imply that 
the conventions or theoretical assumptions of the discipline have been entirely 
contradicted. Broadly speaking, the theoretical code presents youth culture as 
a site within which antagonistic or contradictory cultural and political 
constructs are expressed as conflicts, or discursive noise. One highly 
problematic consequence of this framework is that a large body of the relevant 
scholarly literature, as considered in Chapter Three, has been devoted to 
actively reframing the complexities of subculture youth experiences as texts 
that articulate pleas of economic distress and vulnerability in response to what 
is framed as the unsympathetic demands of contemporary capitalism. In a 
1972 Working Paper at the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural 
Studies titled "Subcultural Conflict, Working-Class Community", Cohen 
argues the view that youth delinquency can be essentially understood as the 
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result of economic subordination, which inherently in turn regulates the 
politics of excommunication:  
Delinquency can be seen as a form of communication about a 
situation of contradiction in which the "delinquent" is trapped 
but whose complexity is excommunicated from his perceptions 
by virtue of the restricted linguistic code which working-class 
culture makes available to him. Such a code, despite its richness 
and concreteness of expression, does not allow the speaker to 
make verbally explicit the rules of relationship and implicit value 
systems which regulate interpersonal situations, since this 
operation involves the use of complex syntactical structures and 
a certain degree of conceptual abstraction not available through 
this code. This is especially critical when the situations are 
institutional ones, in which the rules of relationship are often 
contradictory, denied or disguised but nevertheless binding on 
the speaker. (Cohen 98) 
 
While this perspective is powerfully rooted in certain specific 
socio-cultural observations, in New Economy contexts the particular 
configuration here that broadly associates delinquent youths with economic 
subordination and discursive exclusion might be re-evaluated, to reflect how 
in the dot.com boom era youth entrepreneurs also came to be characterised as 
delinquents and cultural outsiders. Still, even as the youths might be more 
frequently or conventionally represented as delinquent elements within the 
institution, they might now just as likely be seen to express a commitment to 
making productive and profitable use of their time in school in this own way, 
and articulate this sense of identity through an entrepreneurial code or 
discourse that seeks to resist what they might view as a relatively restricted 
code that has been institutionally imposed on him.  
As encountered in the popular media narratives examined in 
Chapter Four, the stakes defining this mode of representation have in fact 
been dramatised in the instances of verbal debate between student 
entrepreneurs and faculty members, and these are often expressed as 
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irreconcilable differences in terms of interpretation and narrative framing. 
Although youth entrepreneurs might not conform to the underlying 
conception of what constitutes underprivileged youths or marginalised minors 
-- phenomena that first served to inspire the subcultures discourse -- certain 
general conventions about working-class youths as a discursive construct have 
become so ubiquitous that these have to some degree also been rhetorically 
applied to frame the youth entrepreneurs within narratives of delinquency. 
This to a large extent might not be surprising. As suggested in the preceding 
sections in this chapter, the underlying rules and assumptions about the 
manner in which youths might be coherently characterised in cultural 
narratives are largely tied to the dominant semiotic differences between work 
and school, youth and adult, as well as notions of institutionalised hierarchy 
and social order. At the same time, however, these notions are not always 
presented or articulated as formalised and institutionalised conventions that 
may be explicitly engaged with, or interrogated. Instead, as a powerful 
undercurrent, they are complexly interwoven through the wide range of 
narratives on youth culture that circulate all around us. As such, within the 
context of this dissertation, we might suggest that expressions of youth 
entrepreneurship are frequently undermined under the circumstances 
examined here because the value system that characterises their own mode of 
expression appears to lie outside the "restricted linguistic code" of the broader 
discourse. In the texts examined, the entrepreneurial youths' enthusiasm to 
gain more experience in the world of business -- rather than to avoid it, or 
even actively seek to sabotage it -- is often interpreted as being misinformed, 
motivated by greed and selfishness, potentially disruptive to the social and 
ethical order, and hardly sustainable in the long term.  
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In slightly more abstract terms, the entrepreneurial youths' 
desire for competence in successfully developing business ventures and 
generating job opportunities within their own immediate circles is perceived 
as a disruptive phenomenon because it actively violates a certain 
institutionalised definition of youth identity that is very much based on a 
sense of subordination to business culture on the whole. Their preference for 
simultaneously straddling the demands of school and work is thus interpreted 
to some extent as indicating a cause for moral panic, in part because youth 
entrepreneurs are seen as trying to introduce the rhetoric of business 
management into academic contexts and thus seeking to undermine or 
compromise it, as observed within the narratives considered in Chapter Four. 
As a result, foregrounding these contradictions and restrictions might 
problematise certain assumptions that underlie the discipline's theoretical 
tradition. We might clearly contrast this with, for example, the wide spectrum 
of subculture texts considered in Notes from Underground: Zines and the 
Politics of Alternative Culture, an extended analysis of the US underground 
fanzine culture published in 1997. Here, Duncombe draws heavily upon the 
disciplinary conventions to argue -- and not without sympathy -- that the tone 
of cultural rebellion expressed in those texts indicate that "[y]oung people 
today face the reality of downward mobility and declining aspirations, in both 
income and job conditions." (75) Readers familiar with this mode of analysis 
might not be particularly surprised at the manner in which certain 
abbreviated generalisations of industrialisation and corporate culture are 
offered as a way of outlining a broader cultural meta-narrative: 
Stated simply, most people work for somebody else, producing 
or serving something over which they have little say, and doing it 
in a way that gives them little satisfaction. These have been 
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recognised as standard features of the capitalist labour process 
since at least the Industrial Revolution. But far from having 
improved over the past century and a half, the lack of control 
that most employees enjoy in their jobs has accelerated. The last 
vestiges of preindustrial work traditions have withered or been 
eradicated, and organised labour in the United States has for the 
past fifty years by and large followed the strategy of exchanging 
workplace control for higher wages or, today, any wages at all. 
Zine writers, being primarily young people, have had their work 
experience defined by this reality. (Duncombe 74) 
 
This scenario might be seen to describe the corporate reality of 
the Organisation Man, as considered in an earlier section above, and it also 
reflects the conventional mode of framing the relationship between "young 
people" and the symbolic meaning of work that is available to them, a point 
also previously addressed here in Chapter Two. Given that both Duncombe's 
piece of commentary and the fanzine phenomenon that it sought to illuminate 
in fact preceded the dot.com boom by perhaps just a few months, the 
possibilities of youth entrepreneurship would certainly have been well-
established by this time in the public consciousness through the popular 
media. There is little acknowledgement of any of this here, though. Rather, the 
general characterisation of youths is assumed here to be particularly 
disempowered and unable to establish for themselves any sort of viable 
presence in the business landscape, and thus they prefer instead to seek self-
actualisation through the medium of alternative fanzines. In addition, 
Duncombe's text characterises the role of adults in positions of authority in a 
manner that foregrounds a lack of investment, initiative and sympathy 
towards mentoring young people in the direction of achieving any sort of 
financial success. In this sense, this generational failure to provide positive 
encouragement and existential direction, in turn, is seen as one significant 
reason why youths might drop out of mainstream society and indulge in 
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anarchic culture. In response to a zine founder's recollection of how his 
teacher had dismissed any potential in his future, for example, Duncombe 
observes that:  
[m]ost people in the USA will "never amount to anything". They 
won’t be the best and the brightest because what they excel at 
doesn't fit the elite criteria of merit, because the traditional 
ladders of education and social services are being dismantled, 
because they consciously reject the paucity of a life spent in 
competition, or because they are just regular people, nothing 
special. But by celebrating the fact that "we'd never amount to 
anything", the zine world does amount to something. It becomes 
a place where losers who have found their way into the 
underground can have a voice, a home, and others to talk to. As 
individuals, zinesters may be losers in the game of American 
meritocracy, but together they give the word "loser" a new 
meaning, changing it from insult to accolade, and transforming 
failure into an indictment of the alienating aspects of our society. 
(Duncombe 21) 
 
There is an attempt to contest the signifier "loser" here, by 
interpreting it as not just locating a discursive struggle over issues of identity 
and personal worth, as the term connotes, but also serving as a symbolic 
rejection of the seemingly-oppressive legacy that has been imposed and 
perpetuated through the elitist "criteria of merit". The resolution of this 
struggle also appeals to certain established theoretical conventions, which 
might interpret the attempt to embrace mediocrity as an act of resistance in 
response to the pressing demands and challenges of working life; a tendency 
that is also addressed at length in Paul Willis's Learning to Labour. Within 
Duncombe's discursive framing, this apparent mode of escapism can be 
further translated -- and redeemed -- as a gesture that signifies a desire for 
"authenticity": 
This emphasis [on hypocritical social and economic 
relationships] grows out of the ideal of an authentic life so 
crucial to the underground. Hypocrisy dominates discussions of 
work because it is here that zine writers face a direct challenge to 
their ideal of living true to their self. Nearly every day in the 
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workplace they are confronted with a contradiction. On the one 
hand, raised in the middle class, they've internalised a middle-
class ideal of work: work is not just a simple job that demands 
physical and mental exertion, but a meaningful vocation that 
requires moral commitment. Work is part of the self. Dumped 
into the contemporary labor market, however, zinesters soon 
realise that most work in our society is done for, directed by, and 
benefits someone else. The disjuncture between these two 
definitions of work -- the former being self-affirming labor; the 
latter, alienating work -- prompts zine writers to first identify the 
source of this dissonance in the social relations that make up 
their work experience, then devise ways to fight it and reassert a 
life of authenticity. (Duncombe 79) 
 
As defined here, this dimension of authenticity is at best a 
discursive construct, in the same manner that the looming "elite criteria of 
merit" above might be challenged by the youths -- and cultural critics -- as a 
discursive construct that both alienates and oppresses. The overall effect of 
this commentary, in short, is that it is structured to exclude the possibility of 
considering any form of participation in corporate work -- and, youth 
entrepreneurship in general -- as "self-affirming" or "meaningful". This very 
same discursive framework might be observed to have also structured a broad 
range of generalised assessments of youth affairs throughout the nineties. In 
"We Know What Time It is: Race, Class and Youth Culture in the Nineties", for 
example, it is argued that: 
[w]hile youth music and youth fashions fare very well in the 
marketplace of postindustrial America, young people are faring 
very badly. Despite endless rhetoric about "family values" and 
"protecting our children," the wealthiest and most powerful 
forces in our society have demonstrated by their actions that 
they feel that young people do not matter, that they can be our 
nation's lowest priority. (Lipsitz 18) 
 
Given this convention of identifying the domains of "youth 
music and youth fashions" as the default spaces of youth participation, it 
might prove difficult to initiate and sustain a line of enquiry within the 
discourse that takes seriously the notion that youth entrepreneurship might 
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on one level at least be seen as an "authentic" mode of expression, and not 
merely just another postmodern media mirage of capitalism to be resisted. 
Furthermore, the implied socio-cultural hierarchy here -- that "the wealthiest 
and most powerful forces in our society have demonstrated by their actions 
that they feel that young people do not matter" -- might be problematised 
within the dot.com narratives in that the ranks of such wealthy forces might 
already include a wide cadre of young people who have earned their place 
through taking the entrepreneurial path, and developing their own business 
networks alongside their peers. The attempt to introduce or celebrate 
entrepreneurial values within this sphere, thus, might be seen to bring about a 
discursive blockage which in turn foregrounds the implicit rules that define or 
oppose the conditions governing the representation of, and theoretical 
engagement with, the themes and cultural values of youth entrepreneurship. 
This problem of participationary politics -- both within the youth narratives as 
well as in terms of theoretical engagement -- indeed defines a vital point of 
concern within cultural studies. Again, what is potentially at stake in the case 
of engaging with the theoretical limits of the discipline is the extent to which 
we might pursue Hall's argument about how modes of youth representation 
constitute a practice of power through the exercise of "consensually validated 
norms" (Hebdige 91). The possibilities of critical engagement would again 
depend upon the extent to which the fundamental formulation -- that "youth" 
predominantly signifies that which is marginal, subordinate, business-shy and 
instinctively counter-productive -- does not only exist as a cultural construct, 
but also constitutes a vital convention within the theoretical discourse. As 
such, attempting to theorise entrepreneurial narratives within this scholarly 
discourse might in this sense prove discursively disruptive, since the 
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characterisation of youths as innovative business agents and mainstream 
market movers, and not merely grassroots-level cottage-industry misfits or 
ideological rebels establishing their own alternative economies, will on some 
level prove fundamentally meaningless and in breach of certain basic 
expectations of the genre. 
 
b. Entrepreneurial Discipline. 
Even though disciplinary differences are social constructions 
and, as constructions, infinitely reversible in principle, they 
nevertheless have force, and it remains true, so long as they are 
in force, that trying to figure out what a poem means will be 
quite another activity from trying to figure out which 
interpretation of a poem will contribute to the war effort or to 
the toppling of patriarchy. 
 
Until recently the assertion of disciplinary difference would have 
been superfluous, but in some quarters it is now regarded as 
problematic or even as flatly wrong, in part because it has come 
to be an article of faith that the idea of a distinctively literary 
system of facts and values is at best an illusion and at worst an 
imposition by the powers that be of an orthodoxy designed to 
suppress dissent. (This it does, we are told, by encoding its own 
presuppositions in a set of texts that is then presented as the 
product of a natural aesthetic order.) (Fish 75) 
 
This brief extract from a commentary on the discourse of 
disciplinarity provides a provocative introduction with which I would like to 
begin addressing one final set of considerations here, relating to how we might 
think about the possibility of bridging the apparent gap between the practice 
of cultural studies on the one hand and the critical appreciation of 
entrepreneurial culture, as has been attempted in Chapter Four, on the other, 
while also bearing in mind Williams' broad observation that "criticism is 
always in answer to its situation. Sometimes that situation is the state of 
professional critical practice, sometimes more broadly political, sometimes 
idiosyncratic, and most of the time all those together." (1) Indeed, the cultural 
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studies project has always thrived on engaging with, and problematising, the 
assumed limits of such notions of disciplinarity; and as considered in Chapter 
Two, this tendency might also be seen to characterise its entrepreneurial 
nature within the academy.  
As highlighted often enough throughout this dissertation, 
business culture has been repeatedly represented within the cultural studies 
texts as a force to be resisted and destabilised, partly because its profit-seeking 
agenda is seen to inherently compromise the freedom and integrity of the 
youths on a number of levels. As such, canonical accounts of encounters 
between youths and businesses within the narratives are almost entirely 
represented as various forms of uneasy and even exploitative compromises, 
between entities on the one hand that are symbolically marginalised, and a 
kind of monolithic institution on the other hand that does not seem to 
consider as part of its agenda uncalculating compassion or sympathy for the 
affective inclinations of youth. In this way, the possibility of representing 
entrepreneurial youths in eager and productive relationships with business 
institutions, without immediately seeking to discredit this situation with 
disparaging theoretical subtexts, essentially problematises the overarching 
disciplinary assumption that the spectacles of youth culture might on a deep 
level be necessarily represented as, and indicative of, a symbolic resistance to 
the coercive forces that structure capitalist societies.  
In thus structuring business culture as oppositionary to youth 
culture -- and, at the same time, as an element significantly different from 
academic culture -- the scholarly discourse might also be seen to 
simultaneously codify to some extent a disciplinary orthodoxy that 
marginalises or even implicitly proposes to treat with suspicion the status of 
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such entrepreneurial studies within the scholarly domain. Perhaps for this 
reason, while a large number of cultural studies research efforts thus far have 
actively located themselves along the interstices between a lively range of 
disciplinary conventions -- literature, history, political science, technology 
engineering, media studies, to name a few -- there seems to have been much 
less interest in bridging the institutions of cultural studies and business 
management studies, in a way that might contribute towards the appreciation 
of entrepreneurial culture as outlined in this dissertation. In this case, given 
that some practitioners of cultural studies have identified their field as a 
discourse dedicated to explicating cultural codes that breach, or resist, the 
institutions of government and business institutions, the core idea of 
encountering a "blockage in the system of representation" might be critically 
relevant here, as a way to understand how the constellation of entrepreneurial 
values might serve as a discursive contradiction that challenges the 
overarching discourse of the discipline, and also implicates institutionalised 
systems of aesthetics and competence within the discipline. Thus 
conceptualised, even as the explication of youth culture as noise offers a 
powerful metaphor for contesting the politics of cultural participation and 
codes of aesthetic order in urban societies, an attempt to foreground and 
celebrate narratives of youth entrepreneurship within cultural studies might 
at the same time be seen as being to some degree deviant in disciplinary 
application. Nonetheless, this propensity to challenge preconceived notions of 
disciplinary identity is in fact an attribute which at once characterises as well 
as problematises cultural studies' own disciplinary formulation. This is to 
some extent central to Fish's point when he emphasises that: 
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[t]he name of this project is cultural studies and the promise it 
offers is well presented in Patrick Brantlinger's Crusoe's 
Footprints (New York, 1990). Cultural Studies, he explains, 
'aims to overcome the disabling fragmentation of knowledge 
within the disciplinary structure of the university, and … also to 
overcome the fragmentation and alienation in the larger society 
which that structure mirrors' (16). As a practice it is therefore 
'counter-disciplinary' (24), resisting 'the disciplinary narrowings 
and specialisings' which stand in the way of constructing 'a 
unified map of knowledge'. (Fish 78) 
 
In having thus attempted here to address certain business 
narratives in relation to the broad methodology of youth culture research, 
there are numerous resulting implications that might be worth further 
reflection and examination beyond this dissertation, as a gesture towards 
addressing this "fragmentation of knowledge". Firstly, on the representation 
level there is the question of whether the culture of entrepreneurial youths can 
be, and should be, readily theorised within this discourse as anything else 
other than heralding the kind of "noise", "interference" and "potential 
anarchy" more typically associated with the representation of working class 
subcultures. In other words, under what conditions might the prospect of a 
group of young people engaged in forming and running their own businesses 
be theoretically framed as more than just a diversion or anomaly within the 
dominant system of scholarly representation? Secondly, what interesting 
implications and complications might arise from juxtaposing these 
entrepreneurial values alongside the more traditional theoretical assumptions 
that have worked to structure the research texts within this discipline thus 
far? This basically calls for a closer look at the kinds of narratives that might 
be coherently engaged with within the discipline. To this end, the tradition of 
emphasising both professional as well as personal commitment that is often 
advocated within the discipline might require that somewhere along the line 
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cultural studies practitioners could even find themselves embarking on their 
own entrepreneurial ventures in order to more faithfully provide accounts of, 
and interpret with sensitivity, narratives about such experiences. After all, as 
Thornton emphasises: 
Ethnographers investigate cultures in their everyday setting 
through a conscientious combination of two methods: 
participation and observation. … Participant observation, 
[ethnographer Robert E. Park] contended, was the only 
adequately qualitative and holistic means of understanding the 
subtleties of a community's beliefs and social practices. 
("Introduction to Part Four" 213) 
 
Indeed, a willingness to breach, and bridge, the divide between 
cultural studies and the discourse of youth entrepreneurship would require 
genuine ethnographic participation in order to be truly effective. At the same 
time, we might expect that such a discursive engagement would by no means 
promise to be a straightforward or clear-cut endeavor, as it has been observed 
that: 
… anthropologists, historians, psychologists, and sociologists 
emphasise in varying and often contradictory terms the 
influence of noneconomic factors such as social norms and 
beliefs, psychological motivations for achievement, the 
legitimacy of entrepreneurship, questions of social 
"marginality," and the "internal fit" between any and all of these 
in the rise of modern entrepreneurship. (Berger "Introduction" 
4) 
 
Given the complexities of representation and interpretation, as 
well as critical intervention, as discursive processes, though, we might not find 
it so convenient to propose or conceptualise theoretical models for addressing 
youth entrepreneurship in a hurry, particularly due to the present lack of 
precedence or consensus about how this might be undertaken. But where 
Lipsitz has observed that "[r]ap music, graffiti writing and car customising 
turn customers into producers, and they contest prevailing definitions of 
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property and propriety," (22) we might now also seek to extend the dialogue 
by examining the conditions that seem to have excluded the possibility of 
incorporating youth entrepreneurship alongside this list of liberating cultural 
options.  
 
IV. CONCLUSION.  
As products of different sets of discursive values, as much as 
entrepreneurial youths and the more conventional subcultural construct 
might both occupy the same geo-cultural spaces, narratives of entrepreneurial 
youths might continue to remain marginalised within certain scholarly texts 
because they might prove too noisy to the main theoretical assumptions that 
define the discipline. Still, the very idea that entrepreneurial youth narratives 
articulate not just a thematic anomaly but also a breach of theoretical or 
disciplinary conventions might serve to invite, or even possibly provoke, 
further investigation into the flux of cultural energies and encounters that 
characterise the narratives of post-dot.com urban youths. This might not be 
seen as wholly out of place within the overall trajectory of youth culture study, 
at least within the broad tradition identified in Chapter Three, as some recent 
youth researchers have already been acknowledging that in these times, 
"youth[s] find it increasingly difficult to return to the status of passive and 
dependent entities that the iconography of innocence demands." (Steinberg 
xiv-v) In this light, this dissertation's attempt to introduce narratives of 
entrepreneurial youth within the institutionalised gallery of cultural studies in 
fact initiates a mode of enquiry not unfaithful to the founding motives of 
cultural studies, in that it might further suggest how the resources of the 
discipline, in this particular context, could be applied to expanding the limits 
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of our understanding about emerging youth trends and related concerns in the 
world today, even as the wave of new developments associated with the New 
Economy continue to generate cultural configurations that challenge a wide 
range of our inherited premises. Thus, more than anything, and however 
tentatively, this dissertation hopes to have convincingly identified an 
opportunity, or at least a cause, to re-examine the shape of the discipline, and 
reconsider how it might continue to convey and critique stories about youths, 





CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUDING STATEMENTS 
 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
This dissertation was initially inspired by two main 
developments, that might also serve to contextualise the discussions here: 
firstly, the emergent cultural and technological conditions that have rendered 
entrepreneurial youths an increasingly common phenomenon in numerous 
developed countries around the world, from the US to Singapore, China and 
India; and secondly, the significant rise in the number of reports and debates 
regarding the entrepreneurial character of cultural studies, as an enterprising 
discipline that has flourished across tertiary institutions around the world. In 
this light, I have prepared this dissertation in the hope of participating in, as 
well as contributing to, the ongoing dialogue about these key issues, and the 
related challenges that the discipline might come to face as a result of these 
transformations.  
While the structure of social and cultural order as represented 
by the Organisation Man has served to define the youth narratives within the 
scholarly texts examined, the narratives from the dot.com era as examined in 
Chapter Four imply that there might be a rather radical reconfiguration of 
cultural semiotics at stake. The kinds of values and assumptions previously 
attached to basic signifiers such as "youth", "work", "school", "business", 
"education", "leisure" and so on have been deeply problematised within the 
New Economy landscape, to the extent that a number of larger 
institutionalised gestalts -- of life, of youth, of careers, of education, of culture 
-- might be seen to become more complicated, contingent and even confused.  
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II. GENERAL REVIEW. 
This dissertation has explored the extent to which certain values 
and experiences associated with the New Economy, as a cultural 
phenomenon, might broadly represent a critical challenge to cultural studies 
in terms of how they might impact both the theoretical frameworks, as well as 
the professional and pedagogical assumptions of the discipline. Such an 
examination of entrepreneurial themes and narratives might broadly mark the 
beginning of a move towards more comprehensively decoding the post-
dot.com cultural landscape, as well as appreciating and celebrating the 
growing range of contemporary youth narratives in such times. In a general 
sense, there might be nothing particularly uncommon about narratives of 
precocious teenagers seeking to resist the cultural limitations of industrial 
hierarchies; in fact, the texts of cultural studies are themselves filled with 
bountiful commentaries and insightful attempts to interpret the deeper 
significance and implications of such encounters. Still, in hindsight, the 
notable absence of specifically entrepreneurial narratives within the cross-
section of  youth culture research texts examined in this dissertation is 
striking, to say the least. In response, this dissertation has attempted to shed 
light on a complex network of discursive features, media trends, cultural 
developments, and so on, that might contribute towards arriving at a deeper 
understanding of the problems and conflicts experienced by youth 
entrepreneurs.  
Regarding methodology, the adopted approach here has been 
very much similar to a large number of mainstream cultural studies projects, 
where the scholarship has scrutinised various elements of popular media, 
such as TV channels or fanzines or music lyrics or subcultural rituals, in a way 
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that might also celebrate the energies and expressions of youth. In juxtaposing 
the popular media narratives with a more canonical gallery of youth narratives 
as found in cultural studies and some of its closely-related research domains, I 
have on my part managed to identify and address a set of intriguing 
associations, connections and contradictions about youth culture, in a manner 
that, as far as I can tell, has not been attempted or accomplished so far. I've 
also constantly highlighted how the narratives of entrepreneurial youths 
reflect many of the basic themes that characterise cultural studies research, 
including that of cultural struggle, marginalisation, conflict with authority, 
peer networks, and so on. Also, I have repeatedly drawn parallels between my 
work here and the canonical frameworks offered by various cultural studies 
pioneers and practitioners themselves over the years. This has been 
particularly emphasised when acknowledging certain key concerns within the 
discipline, such as: How do we identify or select the cultural elements to 
critique? What’s so fascinating about these youth characters? How have they 
been marginalised by certain dominant discourse structures? How might we 
be more sensitive to the struggles that they face? How do they think they've 
outgrown their relationship with authority or parental figures? How have they 
come to be framed as being a threat to certain institutions? How might we 
acknowledge or address the inherent problems or limitations that arise from 
this mode of research? How might we go on to address these youths as 
potential students of cultural studies? While these are the same kinds of 
questions that were also raised by the early pioneers of cultural studies, given 
that I'm operating in a very different context today, and under different 
circumstances, it is not too surprising that my treatment of these issues has 
also arrived at some markedly different conclusions. 
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In particular, through the commentary on the body of popular 
media narratives about dot.com youth entrepreneurs, I've explored the extent 
to which certain analytical conventions established by cultural studies, about 
how youth narratives might be represented and interpreted, might also 
contribute towards establishing a broader understanding of a range of issues 
related to the structuring of entrepreneurial experiences, as an increasingly 
common aspect of general socio-cultural participation in the post-dot.com era. 
In this spirit, this dissertation has tried to question and re-evaluate the kinds 
of narrative conventions that are commonly employed in the representation of 
youth, and consider how these modes have been challenged by emerging 
formations of technology, media and youth culture in the New Economy era. 
As discussed in Chapter Five, what might be finally foregrounded are the 
stakes involved in broadly acknowledging and validating entrepreneurial 
values and culture within the discourse of the discipline. 
 
III. FINAL COMMENTS. 
As I have come to realise, the writing of intellectual history -- in 
the case of cultural studies, at least -- has been itself a most entrepreneurial 
undertaking. Yet, there seems to have been not much work in the scholarly 
literature on youth culture that acknowledges and addresses this trait, let 
alone celebrate it. The least I hope to have accomplished here, then, is to have 
drawn attention to the thematisation of entrepreneurship in the study of 
youth culture, and to have framed this in terms of a viable research interest 
within cultural studies itself. By analysing such modes of conflict, and 
challenging individuals and institutions alike to value and validate the 
seemingly misguided forms of youthful rebellion, we might perhaps arrive at 
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some new and vital insights about the discursive formations that define the 
stories we tell of ourselves, and the world that we live in. And just as 
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